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Tbursday. 4 July 1991 (Provinciaal Hof, Markt 3, Brugge) 

15.00 - 19.00 

19.00 

OPENING SESSION 

1. Welcome : 
Werner UNGERER, Ambassador, Rector of 
the College of Europe, Bruges 

2. Opening speech 
Jacques SANTER, Prime Minister of 
Luxembourg : 
"Europe's New Role in a Changing World" 

3. General introduction to the Conference : 
Wolfgang WESSELS, Director of· the 
Institut fur Europaische Politik, Bonn; 
Director of Administrative Studies at 
the College of Europe, Bruges 

4. Introduction to the Working grouos : 
Jean-Victor LOUIS, Professor, President 
of the Institute of European Studies, 
Free University of Brussels (Working 
Group 1) 

Loukas TSOUKALIS, Professor, Director of 
the Hellenic Centre for European 
Studies, Athens; Director of Economic 
Studies at the College of Europe, Bruges 
(Working Group 2) 

Simon NUTTALL, Director, Directorate
General "External Relations", Commission 
of the European Communi ties, Brussels 
(Working Group 3) 

Gilbert TRAUSCH, Professor at the 
University of Liege; Director, European 
Research and Study Canter Robert 
Schuman, Luxembourg (Working Group 4) 

Reception 
Brugge) 

(Provinciaal Hof, Markt 3, 
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Friday. 5 July 1991 (College of Europe, Dyver 9, Brugge) 

9.00 - 18.00 WORKING GROUP SESSIONS 

WORKING GROUP 1 : INSTITUTIONS AND PROCEDURES' 

9.00 - 13.00 

General rapporteur : 
Jean-Victor LOUIS, 
Institute of European 
sity of Brussels 

Background oaper 

President of the 
Studies, Free Univer-

Christian ENGEL, Institut fur Europaische 
Politik, Bonn 
Christian WELZ, Insti tut fur Europaische 
Politik, Bonn 

The Increase of Effectiveness The 
Problems of Implementation in the Light of 
a Possible Enlargement 

Chair : 
Blanca VILA COSTA, Professor, Autonomous 
University of Barcelona; former Vice-Rector 
of European Affairs; Professor at the 
College of Europe, Bruges 

Introduction : 
Kieran BRADLEY, Legal Service of the 
European Parliament, Brussels 

comments : 
Giuseppe CIAVARINI-AZZI, Director, Secreta
riat-General of the Commission of the Euro
pean Communities, Brussels 

Nikos FRANGAKIS, Director, Hellenic Centre 
for European Studies, Athens 

Anders OLANDER, Minister, Swedish Mission 
to the European Communities, Brussels 

For all working group sessions on Friday, 5 July, 
there will be coffee-breaks from 11.00 to 11.15 and 
from 16.00 to 16.15. 



14.30 - 18.00 The Institutional 
Political Union and 
Possible Enlargement 
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Progress Towards 
its Impact on a 

Chair : 
Jacques VANDAMME, Professor, Chairman of 
the Trans European Policy Studies 
Association, Brussels 

Introduction : 
John PINDER, President of the Union of 
European Federalists, London; Professor at 
the College ~f Europe, Bruges 

Comments : 
Dietmar NICKEL, Head of Division, Committee 
for Institutional Affairs of the European 
Parliament, Brussels 
otto SCHMUCK, Deputy Director, Institut fur 
Europaische Politik, Bonn; Professor at the 
College of Europe, Bruges 
Pedrag SIMIC, Director, Institute of Inter
national Politics and Economy, Belgrade 

Wolf gang WOLTE, Ambassador, Head of the 
Austrian Mission to the European 
Communities, Brussels 

Secretary : 
Christian WELZ, Insti tut fur Europaische 
Politik, Bonn 



WORKING GROUP 2 : 

9.00 - 13.00 

14.30 - 18.00 
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THE ECONOMIC DIMENSION' 

General rapporteur : 
Loukas TSOUKALIS, Professor, Director of 
the Hellenic Centre for European Studies, 
Athens; Director of Economic Studies at the 
College of Europe, Bruges 

Background pa,per 
Loukas TSOUKALIS 

The Completion of the Internal Market and 
its Impact on Further Countries 

Chair : 
Jacques PELKMANS, Senior 
Centre for European 
Brussels 

Introduction 

Research Fellow, 
Policy Studies, 

Paolo CECCHINI, Former Director-General at 
the Commission of the European Communities; 
Professor at the College of Europe, Bruges 

Comments : 
Emil EMS, Deputy Director, Economic 
Affairs, EFTA Secretariat, Geneva 

Christopher FLOCKTON, University of Surrey, 
Gilford 

Jurgen KUHN, Director-General, Ministry of 
Economic Affairs, Bonn 

Carlo PADOAN, senior Research Fellow, Isti
tuto Affari Internazionali, Rome 

Karel ZEMAN, Leader of Research Project, 
Central Research Institute of National 
Economy, Prague 

The Progress Towards Economic and Monetary 
Union and its Impact on Further Community 
Countries 

Cha,ir : 
Karl-Heinz NARJES, Former commissioner of 
the European Communities, Brussels; 
President of the Arbeitskreis Europaische 
Integration, Bonn 

For all working group sessions on Friday, 5 July, 
there will be coffee-breaks from 11.00 to 11.15 and 
from 16.00 to 16.15. 
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Introduction : 
Hans-Eckart SCHARRER, Director, Department 
of International Finance, Industrialised 
Countries 
HWWA-Insti tut filr Wirtschaftsforschung, 
Hamburg 

Comments 
Wolfgang PIN!, Director-General, Council of 
the European Communities, Brussels 

Umberto SCHWARZ, Swiss National Bank, 
Zurich 

Susan STRANGE, Director of the European 
Policy Unit, European University Institute, 
Florence 

Klaus WEBER, Direktor, Deutsche Bundesbank, 
Frankfurt 

Secretary : 
Dirk GONTHER, Institut filr Europaische 
Politik, Bonn 



WORKING GROUP 3 : 

9.00 - 13.00 

14.30 - 18.00 

THE DEVELOPMENT TOWARDS A 
AND SECURITY POLICY AND 
ENLARGEMENT' 

General ravvorteur 
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COMMON FOREIGN 
ITS IMPACT ON 

Simon NUTTALL, Director, Directorate
General "External Relations", Commission of 
the European Communities, Brussels 

Background paver : 
Franco ALGIERI, Tubingen 

The Scope of a Common Foreign and Security 
Policy and its Impact on Enlargement 

Chair : 
Philippe de 
Ambassador, 
Belgium to 
Brussels 

SCHOUTHEETE de TERVARENT, 
Permanent Representative of 
the European Communi ties, 

Introduction 
William WALLACE, Professor at St. Antony's 
College, Oxford 

Comments 
Altay CENGIZER, 
Turkish Mission 
nities, Brussels 

First Secretary of the 
to the European Commu-

Vladimir HANDL, Institute of International 
Relations, Prague 

Yves MOLLARD 
Commission of 
Brussels 

la 
the 

BRUYERE, 
European 

Counsellor, 
Communities, 

Rene NYBERG, Minister, Embassy of Finland 
to Germany, Bonn 

The Institutional and Procedural Aspects of 
a Common Foreign and Security Policy 

Chair : 
Gianni BONVICINI, Director of the Istituto 
Affari Internazionali, Rome; Trans European 
Policy Studies Association, Brussels 

1 For all working group sessions on Friday, 5 July, 
there will be coffee-breaks from 11.00 to 11.15 and 
from 16.00 to 16.15. 
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Introduction : 
Patrick KEATINGE, Professor at Trinity 
College, Dublin 

Comments 
Christian FRANCK, Professor at the 
Universite catholique de Louvain and at the 
Facul tes Notre-Dame de la Paix de Namur; 
Secretary-General of the Groupement 
d'Etudes politiques europeennes, Brussels 

Carl-Einar STALVANT, University of 
Stockholm 

Alvaro VASCONCELOS, Director, Institute for 
strategic and International Studies, Lisbon 

Secretary 
Wolf von LEIPZIG, Institut fur Europaische 
Politik, Bonn 
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ii()RKIHG GROUP 4 : THE EUROPEAN IDENTITY' 

9.!)0 - 13.00 

14.30 - 18.00 

General rapporteur : 
Gilbert TRAUSCH, Professor 
University of Liege; Director, 
Research and Study Center Robert 
Luxembourg 

Background paper : 
Gilbert TRAUSCH 

at the 
European 
Schuman, 

Heinrich SCHNEIDER, Professor; Institut fur 
Europaische Politik, Bonn 

The Dimensions of the Historical and 
Cultural Core of a European Identity 

Chair : 
Werner UNGERER, Ambassador, Rector of the 
College of Europe, Bruges 

Introduction : 
Heinrich SCHNEIDER, University of Vienna; 
Institut fur Europaische Politik, Bonn 

Comments 
Nihat AKYOL, Deputy Permanent Delegate of 
the Turkish Mission to the European Commu
nities, Brussels 

Bernard 
Victor 
Europe, 

BARTHALAY, 
Hugo for 
Paris 

University. of Lyon, Club 
the United States of 

Hendrik BRUGMANS, Honorary Rector of the 
College of Europe, Bruges 

Alan MILWARD, Professor, Department of 
Economic History, London School of 
Economics and Political Science; College of 
Europe, Bruges 

The Sociological Dimension 

Chair : 
Hugue PORTELLI, Professor at the University 
of Paris-Nanterre 

For all working group sessions on Friday, 5 July, 
there will be coffee-breaks from 11.00 to 11.15 and 
from 16.00 to 16.15. 



20.00 
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Introduction : 
Robert PICHT, Professor, Deutsch-Franzosi
sches Institut, Ludwigsburg; Professor at 
the College of Europe, Bruges 

Comments : 
Gary MILLER, 
Education and 

Director, Federal Trust for 
Research, London 

Piotr NOWINA-KONOPKA, Secretary-General, 
Robert-Schuman-Foundation, Warsaw; Former 
Secretary of State at the President's 
Office (1989-1990) 

Attila POK, Hungarian Academy of Science, 
Institute of History, Budapest 

Secretary : 
Barbara LIPPERT, Institut fur Europaische 
Politik, Bonn 

Dinner (College of Europe, Garenmarkt 15, 
Brugge) 
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Saturday. 6 July 1991 

9.00 - 12.00 

12.00 - 13.00 

PLENARY SESSION (College of Europe, Dyver 
9, Brugge) 1 

Round Table Discussion "Widening and/or 
Deepening - The Strategy to Follow" 

Chair : 
Wolfgang WESSELS, Director of the Institut 
fiir Europi:i.ische Politik, Bonn; Director of 
Administrative Studies at the College of 
Europe, Bruges 

Participants : 
Jean-Victor LOUIS, Professor, President of 
the Institute for European studies, Free 
University of Brussels 

Piotr NOWINA-KONOPKA, Director of the 
Robert-Schuman-Foundation, Warsaw; Former 
Secretary of State at the President's 
Office (1989-1990) 

Simon NUTTALL, Director, Directorate
General "External Relations", Commission of 
the European Communities, Brussels 

Loukas TSOUKALIS, Director of the Hellenic 
Centre for European Studies, Athens; 
Director of Economic Studies at the College 
of Europe, Bruges 

Wolf gang WOLTE, Ambassador, Head of the 
Austrian Mission to the European 
Communities, Brussels 

Reception (College of Europe, Dyver 9, 
Brugge) 

1 There will be a coffee-break at 10.30. 
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Researcher 
College of Europe 
Dyver 11 
B-8000 Brugge 

Vice-President, Planning 
KOC Holding A.S. 
Azisbey Sokak 1 
TR-81207 Kuzguncuk - Istanbul 

Deputy Permanent Delegate of the Turkish 
Mission to the EC · 
Rue Montoyer 4 
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to the EC 
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L 'lbe debatc1 

1. Membership to "EC·Europe": A crucial llJid emotional luue 

a) From \he forties onwanh: The aeographical acope llJid \he tlnalite polltlque 

"Europe" was always more than a geographical term2. It served to delimit a certain 

group of people(s) having some kind of common heritage sharing some kind of destiny 

different from "outsiders". The criteria of this common Identity were alwaya disputed: 

religious, cultural, political, ethic, economic and legal IndicatoR - quite often vaaue 

and difficult to opera tionalize -were put forward; thoac reflected partly some kind of 

deep emotional feeling of "belonging together", partly they were used as a political 

strategy to serve specific goals of marginalizlna political enemies. 

Durlna World War II, the European resistance movements and exile governments 

developed fundamental consideratioiU about the future state of Europe3 in which they 

argued nearly unisono for a Europe in which all democratic European countries would 

participate In creating a qualitatively new and different ayatem strong enough to 

overcome the deadly hostllitics among the nation states. 

The original pan· European vocation, however, became WIISionary soon after the end 

of World Warn. The tint cleavage occurred with the East· West conflict. OEEC and 

1 The tint chapter lla 'deepened' and 'enllr&e4' version of Wolfgana Weueli, Peepenin& and/Or 
Widening- On the shape of EC.Europe In lhe Nlnetie&, In: AUOellllllrU(:baft VoL 46, 211991, 10 
be pubU.hed In ]uly 1991. 

2 Sec amongst others Helnrlcb Schndder, Leltbilder der Buropapolitik 1, I>cr We a %111 IntegratiOn, 
Bonn, Europa Upion Verlag ~m. pp. 45.?5; Wemer Weldenfeld (ed.), Die Jdentltll Europas, 
Pragen, P<llltloncn. Penpektlven, MDncheo, thuscr 1~; ~ztof Potnlall, Europa uod ~~elnt 
Natlonen, Berlin, Waatnbach 1990, p. 20; WIIUam Wallacc, The Transformation of We~tero 
Europe, London, Pinter Publilhe11,1990, pp. 1·35; several cbapten In Wnllam Wallace (ed.), The 
d)'lllllllttli of European lnteuallon, Londcn, Plater Publl5hcrs, 1990; 1ohn Plnder, The European 
Community, The bulldinl of a Uolon, Oxford, Oxford University Pr .. 1991, pp. 43·S4. 

3 Sec especially Waiter Llp,cns (cc!.), Documenu on the HlltOI)' of European llltegraUon, VoL I 
and 11, llerUn, New York, de Oruyter 1984, 1986; Waiter Upp:nl and Wntrle4 Loth (cdl.), 
Doeumenu on lhe H111ory of European Intearauon, Vol ID and IV, BerUn, New York, de 
Gruyter 1987, 1988; Wilfrled Loth, Der Wea naeh Europa, oonmacn. Vandcnhoeck A Ruprccbl 
1~ . 

- • ·---~·,;;,•: .. • n ·.• • • • •.:~!":'• • 
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the Council of Europe excluded some countries being perceived as bclongina 

"naturally" to Europe. The "return to Europe'14 of thexe countrlea is also and panly 

mainly sured to that (West) European group consider~ to follow this original 

vocation. 

The second cleavage dated from the beginning of the fiftie& between the "small 

Europe" of the Six with a cornmittnent for a transfer of "limited, but real power• and 

the "rest of the v.ider Europe", which stuck to looser Intergovernmental forms of 

cooperation. 

This cJuvage was clearly less a result of factors outside the !In mediate reach of (West) 

European influence, like the first cleavage, but the comequence of different historical 

experlencu, dlvergina perceptions and Interests about the substance, and - perhaps 

even more important - of conflietina views about the methods of working toaether. 

The acope, form and nature of this new political system to serve European interests 

were the major issues leading to the second cleavage. 

From the first days of the "&mall ~urope" onwards the aeographleal scope has been a 

crucial, cOntroversial and often emotional lssue5. It was understood that new members 

would change the institutional efficiency of the Community and Its future policy mix. 

Though the doctrine that all new members have to accept the existing "acquis" (the 

Community patrimony) was always implemented, experiences show that any 

enlargement led - at least in the medium term - to a different kind of Community. 

Demanth and offen for membership to the EC implied thus always more than 

technical and legal details or Incremental Institutional adaptations. The pre-cntry 

debate was always a soul·searching exercise raisini the "finallt~" issue of the European 

integration process. The confrontation of costs and benefits of new accessions in terms 

4 See, with 1Ughlly dlflcrent war&, V'cta,· Hsvel, Re4e bel der Vcrleihung des lntcrnationalen 
K.utlprclse5 zu Aaehen am 9, Mal 1991, In: Europa Archlv 11/1991, D l863; Otza JcuenszJ<y. 
J!clt.pfcilcrunprlsehcrEuropapolitlk:'ECl·Mitglie&ChaftundauemteuropAilchoZullmmcntrbcl~ 
In: !lltcgrauon 3191, pp. 95·98. 

5 Wltnw e.g. the outbruk of Pau)·Henrl Spsalr. against the British attitude tn the third le5llon of 
the (ParUament.ary) Assembly of the COundt of Europe 1952, Paal-lienrl Spl!k. COml>atS 
11\ac:l>e~, De l'espolr lW< dt<:eptlonl, Paris, Fayard 1969, pp. !0-51-

. --.................... 
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of the "future acquiJ" have always accornpanied!Dembenhip negotiations, which were 

most of time quite heated, especially in the case of the Unltetl Kingdom. Basic 

arguments which were presented in the northern as well as in the two IOuthc:m 

enlargements will also be of major importance - though with some new aceentuatlom 

- in the enlargement debates of the nlneties6• 

b) The Nineties: Increasing dern,nds and reluctant otrers 

The European Community with Its success &tOr)' In the second half of the eighties 7 h8S 

become the basic "anchor"8 and framework of nearly all West European and 

lncreasiniJy also pan-European activities for further inteifatlon and cooperation. Being 

lh.c. European organization came to a surprise for many Inside and outside the 

Community who are now considering the period between 196S and 1985 as "dark 

ages119• The ''Eurosklerosis" was perceived as a fatal disease for a moribund historical 

experiment. 

6 Compare e.g. WIIUam Wallace, J. Herreman. A Community or Twelve? The lmpaC\ of fun!ler 
enlargement on the European Communities, Brup 1978. and Hclcn Wallace, Wl4eulng en4 
Pcepenlnr. The J::uropean Community and the New European Aaenlla, LondoD, l'lnter Publilbcn 
1989. 

7 Su e.g. Wotfgans Wes.ell, The Dutch Presidency - A mission u 'broker', 'JUirdlan' and 
'ambusador' for a hiStorical opportuD(Iy, Repon prepared for the Irnerdll.dpUnalrc Stuc!le Jt'OC'P 
Europeac llnegnuie (lSE!), Bonn, March 1991, to be publilhed tn autwnn 1991. 

8 'Ibll term llaa even been \lied quite often ID ~eCe~>l yean, m allo !be apeedl of Secretary of Sme 
Baker In Berlin, b~: Europa Arc!Uv 41199(), pp. P 77 - D 84. 

9 See for this term Stanley Hoffmann, Robert 0. Kc.ohane, Conclualo\11: Ollnmuntry Politics and 
wtitutlonal <hn&e, In: Wllllam Wallace (ed.), The Dynamics of Europea~~ )Juegrat!on, London, 
Pllncr Pllbl!shcn 1990, pp. 276-300. 

···--· ··-·····-· . . .. -~ . ·-· --· .. ··-· ............ ········· -··· . -----· ... 
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The difficulties of the EC were panly analyzcd as ~~uencc:s of the legal and 

lnltltut!onal rigldltiei of a "Fint Europe•1° whlch became: "obsolete"11 because of 

a reborn nation stateu anti complex interdependencies13• 

In this view, the debate about deepening and/or widening really loob quite surprising. 

U one views, however, the EC u the major instrument of (West) European &tatea to 

ta.ek1e in common ~re problems of interdependent welfare atatea14 tlten the 

demands for aCCC:S$iOn and aome reluctanccs to erant mc:l!lbenhlp become more 

obvious. The "vitallntc:reil" of a European state - to uae the Infamous term of the 

Luxembourg Compromise - for a strengthening and/or accc:dlng to the Community is 

BBain at stake. The member states of the European Community and the European 

Parliament now dispose of the power to pnt EFT A, Mediterranean, Central 

Europe&l'l or Eastern European countries the possibUity to become an integral part of 

the major European decislon·maldng organizadon for an Increasing number of 

European and lntemntlonal policies. The debate on widening and deepening will thus 

perhaps be even more Intensive In the nineties than In the forty yean before. 

On the one hand the demand for membership by European countries outside the EC 

wm Increase. This increased propensity for application Is tbe result of twO major \ 

developments which are mutually reinforcing: tbc: evolution of ECEurope and the 

revolution in East Europe. 

10 See for lhe term RA If Dahrendorf, Pl4doyer tar elne Europ!lscbe Union. Mnncllen, Piper 1973. 
pp. 76·82; !Ulf Dahrendorf, A Third Burope? Third Jean Monnet Lecture, Floreni:e. European 
Unlvcnlty Institute 1979, pp. 22·23, 

11 ke Ermt 8. Ha.as, The Ob.olucence of Reponal Integration Theoty, Berkelcy, The Regenu or 
the Ulllvtnlty ot eauromta 19'75. 

11 ke Stanlcy Ho1!rnann. Renecttons on the NaUon·State In Western Euro~ Today,ln: 1ourn111 of 
Common Market Studies, Vol. XXI. N• 1 and l, 1982. 

13 SU Haa•. ObooieKence or Regional truegratlon Theoty, op. c:lt. 

14 See Wolfpng Wes>eli. The Orowth of tbe E'.C·S)'Ittlll -A Produa of lhe Dynamics of Modem 
European States? A plea for a more comprc:henslve approach, Paper prepared for lhe XZVU' 
World Conif'S' of tile International Polltiul s.:tenoc Aasllctatlon.· Wublngton 1988 . 

. . -·· -------· ... ···- .......... · .... ····· ·-· ··-- .. ----
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The sueceas of the European Community with the Sinsle European Act, the progress 

tCIWlll'dl an Internal market as well as iu plans for Economic and Monetary Union and 

for a Political Union have anraeted other European countries to become part of this 

reJOurceful and powerful Community. These countries might not rum Into fervent 

followers of federalistic concepts, which were seen by some as the bBI~ dynamics of 

the Fizst (small) Europe15, but they reckon that by staying out or the Community' 

their national aovereliftty Is of rather irrelevant nature. In a trade-off curve between 

keeping formal aoverelgnty on the one hand and plning access to bodies where 

decisions with a real Impact are being taken on the other, more and more countries 

pm'er to give up tome parts of their sovcreianty. 

Besides this successful evolution in Western Europe the revolutions in Eastern Europe 

have created a strong and growing demand of a new group of European countries to 

join the Community. With decreasing engagement of the super-powers In Europe. and r 
the developments of the Eastern European countrles Into democratic and market · 

orientated economies the Community gained additional attraction16. 

Pmllel to the growing attraction of the Community itself, some European Countries 

are going throuah a period of trying to find their Identity fn a changing Europe and a 

c:hanaing world. As such the dlseussion about membership of the Community Is quite 

of~n a major lnclientor of an overllll soul-searching of a natlon or a country, dealing 

with long established national myths. Even established democracies and successful 

economics and welfare stoles, such u Sweden and Swlturlllnd, lire confronted with 

growing internal doubt~ about their specific virtues and apeclal role In the world. Had 

the Community for a long time been regarded by some in these countries u a sub· 

optimal and even rather dubious17 way for dealing with pressing problems, 

Community membership Is n~ beeoming more and more the focus for the national 

15 Sec the tlnl cb&pten la: 1\oy Pryee (cd.), The DyMmie& ot 1 J;uropun Union, Bcckenham, 
Croom Helm !987 an4 as crhica Dahren4orf, Plldoyer IUr olne Europa15che Union, op. elt. p. 
80,11111 Alan MUv.'Brd, The Reton•tnlttion or We&tcm Europe 1!145-1951, London, Unlvmil)' ot 
Callfol'llle Preos 1984. 

16 Sec c.c. Have!, op. clt. p. 28S. 

17 Sec for 10111• voices e.g.1oh&D Oallung.KaphaUSiisthe OroBmacht&tropa ocler die OemelJUChafl 
cler KDIIUtne? A •uperpower la \he meldDi, Relnbelt. 1\owohll 1913. 

·--·--·······-· .. ········--··· ····--·----· 
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I 
debate on stabili:tation, modernization and perhaps, lhough thJs it still quite uncenain, 

i 

on the own Identity in the world · 

Thi& arowing demand will not necessarily be met by growing offen for membenhip. 

This reluctance by the EC members and its bodies are based on lhe aame fundamental 

conail1c:t11ti0ns. By the evolution of lhe Community - especially when takillg illlo 

account major steps towards an econoznlc and monetary union- the present memben 

have linked their national destiny to lhe capacity of the Community to deal with vital 

"national" Interests. If defence were also to be Included in some way or otherl8 

member states will be careful not to ruin this capacity by offering entry to countries 

which are not able er net willing to take up all obligations and r!ihts of the Community 

and iu flnalite toWards a European Union. The EC Is not a luxury club but an euential 

framework to face the problems of the future. 

Countries applying for membership have to realize, even If this might be difficult for 

their self-esteem, that the Commu.nlty will net always directly accept demands wilh 

open hearts or hands. Immediate demands !er specific exceptions by applicants- thus 

as a neutrality clause- wm be taken as signs for the lack of the necess.ary fundamental 

commitment. Membership to the EC v.ill thus net be settled by the national debate of 

the respective appllcant-country19 but by neiotiations with the EC and - which Is 

even mere important - by perceptions of member countries and the European 

Parliament of the capacity and willingness of the respective country to work together 

in tackling the vital issues ahead. 

The present doctrine of the EC towards further enlargements reflects these worries: 

Before the completion of the ·internal market prcgnunme, ne new accession 

negotiations are planned. Even more: the time schedule of the two Intergovernmental 

Conferences, aiming at establishing an :&onomic and Monetary Union a.s well as a 

Political Union, indicate that all responsible bodies and actors of the EC plan to make 

18 See e.a. for the state or the debate tbe LuxembOura "non·pllper' on the Polltl~ Union. April 
1991. 

19 Sec for such a 4ebate In •ppligont countries: Heinrlch 5clule14er: Allelngana nac!l BrOSSCI. Bonn. 
Buropa Union Vertaa 1990. 
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some fin\ major atep5 towards reinforcing the EC before any aerloua neiOtlations 

about enlatsement are undertaken. New applicanu thua might have to adapt to an EC 

moving towards an entity, which is considerably different from the preaent EC. 

The political debate in Europe clearly indicates that there Is a growing gap between 

demands for mel!lbenhip put forward with the claim that the Community has to accept 

them as a historical and political obligation on the one iide and offers with a kind of 

waiting-list put forward with some arrogance oC those Inside the club on the other lide. 

Bo!h aides are surprised by the speed by which the contravenlcs become more obvious 

· and intensive. In thls situation the debate wm be cllaracterlzed again and again by 

fnlltration and bewilderment and quite often by a lack of mutual understanding. 

l. Four achools or thought In the Community 

1n the early nineties we can identify four major schools of thought inside EC-Europe. 

Methodologically these lines of arguments are conceptual cilnstrueu derived from 

several small aroup discussions, political statements and academic: analyses20, They 

reflect not only different opinions about the immediate coats and benefits of enlarge· 

ment but divergent considerations about the fundamental vocation and overall 

functions of the CoiiiJ!Iunity. 

Within the four schools of thought there are two extremes: the "widening·fint" or the 

"deepening-first" lines of arguments. In between there are two schools: "widening and 

deepening at the &ame time by differentiated and affiliated memberships" and 

"deepening as a prerequisite for also wiclening". 

20 See e.J. H. Waltace, WiGentna and OeepenlnJ. op. dt., and Hclen Wanacc (ed.), The Wldor 
We6tem l!.urope, RC$haping the 'ECIEFTA Relationship, London and New York, Plnter 
l'ublllhen 1991. 

. .. ---. -·····-···-· ..... . 
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a) The arguments Cor "widenlng·IU!il": the moral obligation Cor help and 

etablllzalion 

According to thi5 Une or thinking the Community as of 1990 la an •artefac(' of 

"accidental historical constellations~, which neither reflecu "fundamcnlaiJ" of Europe'• 

biatory nor offers "optimal areas" for tolving problems. Thus the Community of the 

Twelve should not be a purpose In Itself but sel'\'e the overall European evolution 

toward& democracy and market economy. Present EC members would not be too 

&elfish and keep other European countries out but ahould be prepared to sacrifice 

aomc advantages of a smaller Community for the greater benefits of aeatina a larger 

democratic European framework21• The cleavage of "Yalta" has to be overcome. 

These points arc put forward especially by less Community oriented circles In thoae 

countries with special affiliations with applicant countries22• By "deepenins-first" -

it la araued - the Community will become a "begemQII" in Europe which is 

characterized for all outsiden by a byzantine bureaucracy and non-transparent ways 

of decision-making. The Intra-Community institutional logics would automatically push 

the Community to become a "fortress" -lrrespectlve of all good political intentions not 

to dilcriminate against other countries. By pointing at the ongoing debate with the 

EFT A countries about the "European Economic Area" the adherents of this school 

argue that the Community Is not prepared to let other countries participate in a 

meanineful way in decision-making unless they are full members. 

Eapecially with regard to the development of Central European countries - Poland, 

Czcchoslovalda, Hungary -this school argues that early membenhip Is necessary for 

these countries to atabilize their democracies and market economies and In a deeper 

ac.nse welcome them back to "Europe.". As with Spain nnd Portugal the Community has 

to integrate those countries 10 reduce ony temptations or tendencies towards right-wing 

dlctatonhip, xenophobic outbreaks and economic collapse. Thus only by an early 

21 Sue.,. Hanl Atoold, Die Europllscl>e Gemeinschan, Zw!Kbeo Venlefun& und Erweitorun&o ID: 
Europa Archtv 1011991, pp. 321-326. 

22 Su e.g. many voices In the Federal Republic or Germany, see u sucl> ao emotional outcry, 
GOntbcr Orw, Chodowleklaum Belsp!el, In: Die Zcil, Nr. 25/1!191, pp. 51-52. 

• 
I 
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membenhip it would be possible to atebilize major paru of Central and Eastern i 
Europe- the region between the EC and the Soviet Union. This historical tuk !I seen 

aa an overall function of highest priority to which selfish economic objectives have to 

give way. 

In this respect EC membership by EFT A countries iJ less urgent and needs len overall f 
political commitment. Membership negotiations with these countries, can thua be 

"tougher". Some would even argue that Central European countries are the 

"Joc:omotlve" to bring EFT A countries also into the EC. 

Mediterranean countries like Turkey would claim that by the earlier association 

agreements the Community has at least a mornl obligation for helping these faithful 

allied countries into Europe23. 

By "deepellini·fint" the threshold for new memben would be raised by the EC to a 

degree which will prevent those countries in need from becoming full membera of the 

Community in the foreseeable future. The deepenini·fint option Is thua not only a 

tactical choice for a temporary ·priority, but a major strategic decision which would 

negatively influence Europe far beyond the nineties. The historical first clenva~e of the 

"iron curtain" would be repeated by a "golden curtain" between East and Westl4• 

The "deepening-first" arguments are perceived u politically and morally unacceptable. 

The hopes and expectations of millions of Europeans, who are already "punished" by 

historical circumstances, be it the first or the second cleavaie, would be disappointed. 

The Community would betray lts own basic "raison d'etre". 

Another set of arguments for "widening-first" is based on a specific "'eitmotiv" for the 1 
Community's ful\ll'e Itself. It ls argued that the best way for the EC to proceed Is not 

by a doctrinal strategy for strengthening the institutional slructurel towards some kind 

2l See l'llr&ut Ozat, Wlr baben eln Recht daraur zu erwarten, daB UD$UO Panner und Allllcnen, mh 
den~ wir gemelnsame Wene tellen, 11111 die TOrcn zur EO Olfnen, In: NCW!pol, ed. by Klya o. 
Topctt on behalf or lhe preu and Information ofliu or Tllfl<cy, 281h September 1989. 

l4 See tor lhll term aevual remarks by Ea>tern/Central European leaden. 

- ·--· 
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of qua5i federal state, but to have a broader, less binding, more flexible, pragmatic: trial 

and error proeess, based on several parallel ways of deallna wlth problem1. The 

"Second or Third Europe"25 would thus look less doettinaire and lett bureaucratic. 

Thia "Leitmotiv" Is also suggested by those concepts which Jtrw that the basic 

historical unit of Europe, the nation 1tate, tbould be strenifbened anti not become 

dominated by an "unnatural" system llke a supranatlonal Communitf6. To keep the 

"ultimate sovereignty" in national hands la then also seen as a auarantee 11111inst the 

domination of one country, I.e. the Federal Republic of Germany27• 

Widening would thus also serve a1 a strategy to preve.nt de.epenlng, whlch disere.dlts 

10me other BJ'gtJments In favour of widening in the view of strong Community ad

herents, especially If they are put forward by political leaders Uke Mrs. Thatcher. 

b) The afiumenls for 'deepenlng.nnc": 1111 emclent, etrectlve and democratic EC· 

Europe as a pole or arowtb and 1tablllty 

Contra.ry to the assumptions and expectations of the "widening-first" achool28 the 

"deepenlng·fint" arguments stress the necessity of developing "cfficlcnt, effeetlve and 

democratic lnstltut!ons•-29. 

For the fate of the Community as for the future of Europe overall it is llnportant to 

create a real decision-making centre, which is bll!ed on a certain homogeneity of 

members, on a broad lllld strong support for the finalitt polltique as well as on . 

25 See Dahrendorf. Plldoyer fllr elnc EuropAISchc Union, op. dt., pp. 82-89; Dahrendorf, A Thlr4 
Europe, op. ell, pp. 23-24. 

2.6 See Marpret Thatcher, spuch In Bruaes, In: Werncr Weldcnfeld and Wolfglll£ Wta$tls (~.). 
Jallrbucb dcr EuropAischen Integration 1988189, llonn, :Europa Union Veri&£ 1989, pp. 411-418. 

21 See the lnte!\'lew with Nlcholal Rl41cy: Sa)'ln& the 1JnSS)'able abo11t the Germans, In: The 
Specu!tor, 141~ 1uly 1990. · 

2! See •·&· Jean Fran9Qls l'oncet, Dl• europll£chc Heraus!or4erung for Franlcreiell and Oeutsehlana, 
to: Europa Archlv 11/1991. pp. ~30·331. 

29 See for theu crltoria the llOnclulions or the PrcsldenC)' of the European Ooundllll Dublln 11 
1990, in: Europa Arch!\· 16/1990, pp. 0 396- D 416 and In Rome I and U 1990 (lbe mandate for 
!he !ntusoYenuncntel Oon!eren<:e$ on !he Polilltal Union), llll Buropa A:chlv 1/1991, pp. 
D9-D 16;021-038. 

...... ~- .. ~. ··-
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IUfflclent economic, political and legal capabilities of member natea. These ariUments 

are especially put forward by the Community orthodoxy in the Comlll.iuion30 and in 

the European Parliament31, but also in major Comrnunity eountrfca. It IIIUJUed that 

a widened Community would not be able to face the challenges of the nlnttles. With 

an enlargement before the Community itself has reached a hlaher plateau, the 

Community with its present structure would be overloaded by a eomplr:x set of serious 

economic, legal and political problems of q\lite heteroaeneoua IIJiture. After a further 

enlargement any serio\ls reform ~trategy towards a stronaer Comm\lnity would, 

however, be blocked by enlargement as most new members might not be prepared or 

willing to foDow a "aaut qualitatlf' after accession. To accept the "present acquia" of the 

EC is already aeen as a considerable burden for new members, which would need time 

to be digested. For some, this blockage of further steps Is even seen as the major 

purpose of widenlng·first. Referring to "historical lessons" of a - as they would see it 

- "premature" UK and Greek accession, adherents of a stronger Community want to 

prevent more "Trojan horses" from entering the EC and th\ls hinder force$ which are 

considered to be too soft on the finalht politique from gaining in lmponance. 

This achool defends luelf against the accusation of bcma too selfish and narrow· 

minded. They argue that deepening as a priority is not only optimal for the EC but 

also for other European countriea. It wo\lld be of no use for these countries to enter 

an inefficient Community, which would be eroded even more and thus not be able to 

help weaker countries. The expec~tions and hopes of the ''wldenins first" aehoolthat 

the Community with its present Instruments and procedures CO\lld already contribute 

to stab!l!ze cowttries in turmoil and struct\lral changes is refuted. Membership in the 

pruent EC wo\lld neither reduce Islamic fundamentallsm In Turkey, or reSional and 

ethnic eonflicu in Yugoslavia, nor offer central European countries a well functioning 

democracy and market economy. Not only that the capacity of the EC to be the 

30 Su e.g. Avil. de la CDmmi .. ion Europeenne sur la clemande d'adh&lon de ta Tllrqule l la 
CD11\111unautt, A&enee Europe Documents, 20. Occcmbre 1989: 'La COrnmunautt proSTC'5e dans 
le~ cles objel'tifl de I'Acte unique et sur la YOie de 1'\.Jnloo 6t:onomlque et mon~taire et de 
I 'Union europtenne ee 11'eM que torsqu'elle aura proct<lt 6 une mluatlon objective de$ r~ultau 
obtenus l cet esard que la CDmmunautt dlspo$ert d'un des tltmenu sur Jesquels enuera appclk 
l fonder son appnctation a l't"'rd de tout nouvet tlargllsemenL • 

31 ~ntly there Is a respective resolution In preparation. 

., .. 
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paradise •elution to all problems Is overrated, even more, the obligatlo111 unJer 

membership might even have counterproductive effects: The EC 11 characterized as 

an organUation of highly dcve loped democracy and market econom!CA. By getting Into 

such an organization for mature countries the freedom to find Its own way and identity 

might be curtailed for the applicant countries too early. 

Some of the applicant countries have to find to their identity fint. Premature entry 

mijlht lead to disruptive developments Inside the Community IIIl4 the new members. 

Positive examples of integration history -such as the French -German friendship or the 

. economic miracle of (Northem) ltllly and France as consequence of the Customs 

Union are not accepted as "models" for totally different situations and times. 

A further set of ariUJI!cnts is put forward: it would be even better for these countries 

that the "smaller" EC·Europe is efficient and effective enough to deal w!th the major 

challenges for the whole of Europe, even if the direct participation at the Community's 

activities is limited. The Community as a "strong anchor" and "pole of growth and 

stability" would have a positive spill-over effect also on the nei~:hbouring European 

countries, irrespective of sitting at the BC tabl11 or not. 

Thus overall after a serious cost·benefit analysis the deepcnlng·first school points at 

real advantages of a smaller Community for all of Europe. The "rest" of Europe might 

complain about "satellization"32 - the efficiency and effectiveness of EC·Europc -

u acme kind of benevolent hegemon - hu positive effects for all of them. 

Furthermore, after deepening all applicant countries woulcl know into what kind of 

Community they will enter and what commitments they have to accept, I.e. finally that 

they must be ready to enter n political system of a "quasi federal" nature. Those 

countries will not then join the Community on a wrong or at least distorted perception 

of EC-Europe and its longer term finallt~. Having 11 clear view of what a European 

32 See for Swill arJUments 'Wucherpreis ror ein EWR·Abkommen•, In: tleve ZOrcher Zeltung. 
24./25, March 1991. 

\\ 
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Union will look like could prevent both the preient Co=unity memben as well as 

prospective applicant countries of going through a difficult soul-searching period &m.x 
membenh!p. Difficult and harmful "renegotiations" after entrr3 would be 1esa likely. 

The politicians of applicant countries will then have no possibility of arguing tbat the 

Community they entered Is only a functional economic agency without further political 

commltmenu. 

Following thii school of thought aeceuion is not offered a5 a "credit" for an earlier but 

rillder adaptation process but as the reward for the final product which might take 

longer but is less risky. Membership is the end, not the beainning of the way tcwards 

EC·EIIl'Ope. 

Some adherenu to this school would even ariUe that there Is already In pure 

quantitative terms an optimal &ize of the EC of I.e. a llmlt to the number of member 

Atates. An EC of up to thirty states is no more manageable: Jult imagine a European 

Parliament with more than thousand members. Even if the preaent composition is 

cawed by historic.al factors of the first and second cleavage - \he pure instinct for 

survival should push the EC to be very careful about further enlargements. 

Other proponents of this school might argue more outside public debates that new 

mcmben might basically alter the internnl equilibrium of the present EC to the 

detriment of some (leading) present member countries. The political outlook and the 

economic problelllS of new mcmben would change the EO aaenda away !ram their 

OVIl\ priorities. Even more: as Germany has specio.l links with a lot of EFI' A and 

central European countries the German weight miaht Increase in a way which Is not 

desirable includina the language question. 

Thus some arguments of the line arc 5trictly against any kind of funher accessions. 

TIUs baclc·eround motive supports those critics who evaluate the major pan European 

33 The Brhbh renegotiations lasled et le~~slten years, the Or~k one were aborter- arouod tour ID 
flve yeat&. 

. ···-·-··-- .................... ·······- -· --· 
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arguments of the "deepening first" school as pretexts for dolna nothiDg out of selfish 

interests. 

e) Widening all!! deepening by dllrerentiated and affiliated membenhlps 

Faced with these conflicting schools two strategies are offered to reduce the dilemma. 

Beside the politically more difficult approach of "deepening-for-also-widening" (see 

below), there !J the apparently attractive but finally counterproductive solution to Jl 

pursue both aoaJs at the same time by a differentiation or af!illation of memberships 

in certaill institutions and/or policy fields. 

The proposals for such a differentiation and affiliation are quite often inventive, at 

lea&t five sub-options - quite often of a slmllar nature - are being put forward. 

The concept of a "LWrope of several c!rcles'o34 would strengthen the original core 

area of the Community towards a federal state; the present EC would permanently 

become a looser regime. Several circles of other countries would be organized around 

the EC by special arrangements of "an association plus" provi&lon. Thus the European 

Economic Area, as now negotiated with the EFTA countries, could be one of the 

circles around the Community; the "Europe agreements" ns negotiated with the Central 

European countries would constitute another. 

This approach is based on the assumption that there are homogenous groups of other 

countries which could build a "circle" as a precondition of forming toeether better 

relations with the Community - an assumption not necessarily acupted by some 

countries which would be forced by the inner (EC) circle to work toaether. The 

resistance of acme applicant countries to work together with "similar" countries in 

groups forced upon them by the EC is quite high. 

34 Micbae\ Mertes, Norbert J. Pri!l, Der vcrhlnl\nfsvolle !mum etnes E!ntwedcr-Oder, Etne Vilion 
!Or !!uropa, in: Mlehael Mcrtes et alii, Europa ohne KommuniJmus, Bonn, Europa Union VerlaJ 
1990, p. 45. 

-· ---·----· ······--··---···· ···- ..... - ···-
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This concept of r.everal circles is not convincing, neither for the EC nor for applicant 

coUiltriea. It suggests that certain forms of participation can be offered to non-EC 

eoUiltries, at the aame time as the Community is reinforcing 111 decision maldng 

atrueture; as the negotiation with the EFT A countries on the Europellll ~nomic 

Area Indicate this strategy can only lead to frunration: the offen of the EC or even 

of a further smaller circle will not meet the demands by thoae countrle~ ouuide the 

Inner clrcle. 

The psychological effect& of being outside. the "centre" will push the outer circle 

co!lstently to get into the inner circle. A second sub-option of "parallel frameworks" 

would 11)' to reduce these psychological effects: While continuing with deepening 

additional pan·European organizations would be strengthened In a concerted action 

h"ke using the Council of Europe and the Conference for Security and Cooperation in 

EuropelS. President Mitterrand and President Have! proposed a "Conftd~ration 
europteMc'136 in which all Europenn countries would cooperate In cenaln areas llke 

energy, environment, culture. Itls strcs.sea that other organizations like the EC and the 

Council of Europe would not be touched. This approach looks like window dressing. 

Either tbe European confederation becomes a rather lrrcleVIIJit arena for secondary 

policy actions meaning that the heads of governments and minlsten would meet more 

for ceremonial purposes or this set-up on the highest level would get involved in 

traditional crucial areas of other organizations; for certain areas mentioned in the 

French memorandum the EC has or wm get after the end of the Intergovernmental 

Conferences at lea.st some partial competence. 

Two further sub-options of this differentiated approach are connected with several 

tencepta being launched !tom the middle of the seventies to the middle of, the eighties 

with terms like "Pbgestufte Integration"37, multi· tier Communicy38, L 'Europe & la 

35 See OlaMI 4e Mlchelis, Die EO all Orav!tatlonszentrum: FUr cin Europa der vier lCrebe, In: 
lntoifltlon 4/1!190, pp. 143-149. 

36 See The French Me!llorendum of June 1991. 

37 Su Eberhard Onbln (ed.), A\)gestuf\e lntegra~ion - Eine Altematlve nm !lcrkOmmlic:hcn 
lDtegratloi\Uonzept, Kehl am Rhein et al. 1984. 

38 Scz 1.co 1111clemans, The European l.lnton, Report to the European Cowu:ll, Bruacls 19'76. 
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c:ane39, L 'Europe A 11tomctrle wriable•0, and a "Europe of divenio/"'1• In theae 

coneepu, rights and obligations of member countries and of non-member countriea 

would be disjointed according to the policy aector dealt with . 

. 
Thus, In a thirtl sub-option, the "multi-tier integration", the EC would constitute a 

broader framework in which member countries participate according to their objectlve 

capablllties. In this sub-option the Integration proc:eu would be deepened In crucial 

areas by smaller intra-Community aroups and leave the "Community acquls" as it I' for 

allowing more applicant countries to accede to the Community. In flexible fol'!lll the 

outer lafier group of EC memberS could be present but not participate In common 

dcclsion·makina for !hose areas dealt with by the more adwnced group. The EMS can 

be seen as a modeL The ongoing debate in the Intergovernmental Conferencea about 

a tmaUer more disciplined group to progress tOward• an Economic and Monetary 

Union42 or to use the We5tern European Union as a nucleus of a defence 

organization within the European Community43 are exampleJ for &uch a strategy. 

The basic notion o! this strategy is, however, that these exceptions to a full 

membenhip are temporary, i.e. that all members share the basic orientation and will 

take up their obligations and rlghu as soon a1 they are capable to do so. 

In a fourth •ub·option, '1'Europe l gtom~ttic variable", "optimal areas" for problem

aolving should be Identified Irrespective of membenhip or non-membenhip to the EC. 

Thls sub-option takes up certain arguments of the widening flnt schoo~ namely that 

lt is artificial and even counterproductive to tockle all problems with the historically 

aecldcntal Community of the Twelve: for them it makes more sense to have problem 

solving fon:ns along the lines of functional necessities and polft!c:allnterem. An optimal 

3P Pabre11dort, A Third Europe, op. Clt., pp. 19·20. 

40 Sec Cl!mnu.llariat Gtn~ral du l'lan. QueUe strtlt,le europtciUle pour la Fran<e dan.s les an nEe& 
80? l'~peratlon du IX' Plan 1984·1988, Paris: La Documentation Fran;olse 1983. 

41 Helen Wallace, Europe: The Challenge of Diverslly, l..ondon, Routle4JC I! Xegan Paut198S. 

42 See the Luxembourg •non-paper" on the Economic and Monetary Union, April 1991. 

43 See the Kobi/Millemnd letter 10 the President of the European Cou~ofOecctnber, in: Europa 
Archiv 111991, pp. 0 ~ - 0 2? . 

. . -· ~--· -. --- -·- .. ----· . 
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eunency area might thus include Nordic non·EC UJember countries and exclude 

Southern EC members. 

The EC would become but one possible area to tackle problema in common; legal 

rigiditlet of the "fillt Europe'M that everybody has to participate even though it 

UJakes no sense, would be overcome. Existing examples could be the cooperation of 

We&tem European countries In Eureka and the European Bank for Reconstruction 

and Development. Interests o!the EC could be safeguarded by membership of the EC 

aa such. 

In 8 fifth aub-option, an ''11ffiliated membership"'15 could be envisaged to certain 

policy procedures and instruments of the EC which might be either less crucie.l 10 the 

EC core activities or fllnctionnlly more appropriate for a more flexible membership. 

The proposal of 8 full participation in European Political Cooperation before 

membership to the EC was already launched In the late seventies as a help for 

Portugal and Spain and repeated in the nineties for central European countries and 

for Turkey46. 

Already existing examples for this option are the pD.ttlcipatlon of EFJ'A countries in 

EC programmes like COST or ERASMUS.47 The Community would remain the 

major arena of policy·making, but allow a lllrger degree of flelClbUity, whlch aeems to 

be positive for the Community as well11s for other non-Community countries. Such a 

&)'Stem of sector solutions with those Europenn countries which are able and interested 

In participating paves the way for eventue.J fllnher integration, I.e. they could be also 

seen as a good "traineeship" for full Community membership. They might, however, 

44 Su Pallrendorf, PIAdoyer fur cine Europalsc~e Union, op. eh., pp. 76·82; Pahrendorl, A Third 
EIII'Ope. op. c:IL, pp. 19·21. 

45 Su Pram Andrlc$Scn, Toward• 1i Community ol twenry four? Sp<oecll held at the 69'h Plena!)' 
A&lernbly or Eurochambet~, Economic and Social CommltiCI\, Bnwell, 19'h April 1991 
(.anpublllbcd paper). 

<46 See Alldrieosen, op. eft. 

47 Su Wllllam Wallace, lnttoduction: \he t>ynaml~ of European lnte1rat1on, In: WUllam Wallate 
(e4.), Tile Dynamics ot Europeen lnt.egratlon, I.Qndon, Pinter Publllhcrt 19110. p. 3 . 

...... _ «: ·- :.-,,.... 
~ ...... --."~---~~-<-- --~ ·. 
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alao lead to a looser Community B)'ltem, if this would be more functional to problem

solving. 

These options to solve the dilemma between deepening and widening appear tempting. 

also for quite a lot of Community countries and political forces within the Community: 

a dlft:ercntiated membership often looks more rational in terms of adequate problem· 

tolving than too rtringent Communi~ measures for .i!ll member atates. Why not have 

dif!'erent environmental standards and policies in Central . Europe from those In 

Souther:u Europe? Why not have Central European and EFI'A countries join EPC for 

at least some common activities. Why not have an EMS with "disciplined" mcmben 

from outside the EC and leave the weaker EC economies out? The ongoing debate 

on "aubsldlarity-48 11s a basic principle. for attributing wks and power to different 

levels of government could even be closely linked to thCJe oonsldcratlom. 

When analyzlng the dynamics of the EC in terms of Its Internal functional and political 

logics this &et of arguments for a differentiated option looses, however, a lot of iu 

conviction. 

A& to the internal logics, it is difficult to divide problems clearly into neatly separated 

aecton: spill·over processes - the neo-functionalist arguments49 are in this sense still 

or aaain valid50 - in a world of s~toral lntcrdependenw reduce any separation of 

policy fields to artificial and inefficient solutions. A "technically sound" dMsion of 

labour is difficult to envisage. 

AJ to the political logics: progress In the Community's capacity to act Is based on a 

dynamic "mix of policy areas" - not on disjolning them. The success of the Single 

European Act with the subsequent implementation of the Internal market programme 

was bBSed on broad packa11e deals whleh offered positive Incentives for each of the 

48 Sec Vla4 C<ln•tentlncoco, Subddir.rillit: Zentreles Verfu&unppr\llzlp fllr die PolltbchO Union, 
In: lntegntion 4,W, pp. 16S-118. 

49 See Brnst B. Hm, The Uniting or Europe, Stanror4, Stenror4 Uolvenll)' Preu 1968. 
50 See ICcobanc, Hoffmann, Concluilons: Communi I)' Politics end IMtltutlonal Cban&e, op. clt., pp. 

282·2~. 
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participatina countries. To work within "one issue organizatloru" reduces drastically the 

po&sibilitles for aide payments and thus the decision-making capacity. Without those 

paclcage·deals51, especially smaller and weaker countries will lose Influence. lnste~ 

of having instlMionaUy-based equal access to decision·mak.iog they will be marginalized 

and become "decision·taker5" in the process of building more flexible policy networks. 

Furthermore, the proper iropleroentatlon of Community policies and therefore its 

succeu in shaping reality can only be guaranteed when based on a properly functioning 

legal rystem, which is difficult to este.bllih in IOCl'er sub·systems. 

Finally, a strategy of differentiation might lead to new ( • old) polltlcal "games" as 

traditional balance of power concepts might inadvertently be promoted by this kind of 

group-building. Germany in the. c.entre of whatever Europe and increasingly the 

"eore..$2 will bave a "naturnl" key position for any groupings and thus might be 

tel!lpted to play some kind of a hegemonfc role5l which in turn might lead to 

coalitions around and against Germany. This fall-back to tradl~ional patterns would 

help no one. 

The legal and institutional properties of the Community arc a value as such for all 

member countries, which should not be abolished for some kind of short tenn 

functional advantage. Thus the benefits of this strategy, namely to reduce the dilemma 

between widening and deepening, is more than met by the costs - also for many 

countries, who expect to profit from ft. This approach seems finally to be no more than 

an alibi for not taking the fundamentnl decisions for deepening or witlening or at least 

for making clear that the real alternatives are limited. 

51 See HelCD Wallaa:, Making Muhllateral Negotiation& Work, In: Wellaa: (eel.), ,el>)namla of 
Europe.an lllleJ!atlon, op. eh., pp. 213-228. 

S2 SU esp«tally Wllllam wanace, The Transformallon or Western Buro'pc. London, Piotcr 
PublU.ben 1990, p. SO. 

53 See the tnte/VIew with Nlcbolas F.taley, op. ell. 
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d) The "deepening·for-also-widenlne' arguments 

All alternative though less attrnetive way of reducing the gap between different 

expectatioll5 la to strengthen the Community for being better prepared to face the 

challenges of an enlarged Commul}ity'4• This school follows the basic arguments of 

the 'deepening·first·&ehool": the Community needs first to have a "democratic, efficient 

and effective" act of Institutions to deal with the problems of an enlarged Community 

later on. Enlargement without deepenlna will lead to a blockaae of EC!nstitutions in 

tel'llll of the procedural functioning as weU as in relation to the "policy mix" which is 

neceaalll)' for a dynamic Community. Thus it is argued that with a Mediterranean or 

Central European enlargement, the internal budgetary conflicts wiU Increase as long 

as no real system of own resources exists, the Institutional capacities of the present 

Community, e.g. the rotating Presidency of the Council and of the BPC, would be 

further weakened. 

Deepening is, however, not only a goal in itself, as the school of deepening first would 

argue, but a necessary pre-condition for a reasonable and productive widening, which 

In itself la seen as desirable or at least inevitable. Thus the Community should not only 

think about lotemal strengthening ~ut- when deepening;- it should take into account 

possible coll5equences for further applicant countries. That means Institutional refonm 

and the new policy mix o( the Community should already try to consider further 

enlarscments and thus prepare for the membership of additional European countries. 

In this phase, applicant countrie' shoulc! be helped to develop Institutional structures 

e.nd economic capacities which would make them capable of a "full" membership in the 

Community ('BC capability'1~5• In view of necessary membership criteria those 

countries should have a certain "traineeship". Thus some arguments of the widening 

and deepenina school are used, though for 11 different strategy. This school sets a clear 

priority for deepening first and then widening. but at the same time stresses the overall 

.54 See e.J. lblf Dahrcndort, Botrachtungen Uber die Revolution In Europa, Stuttgart 1990, pp. 135· 
136 (Encllsh edition awllable); Peter Olott, Du lrrwcg d"' Nallonaluaau, EuropJ!Ischc Reden 
111 eln clcutsches Publlkum, Stuttga!l 1990, p. 168 and pp. 174-115; Manfrecl Wc11ncr, Die 
Entdec:kung Europaa. Ole Wlmchaltspolitik der Europsisthen Oemef!llehat'l. Eln Orundrill, 
Baden·Baden, Nomos 1991, p. 217. 

55 We uae lhls term as a uanslatlon of the German term 'Europa.f4hl&kelt'. 

-·~~. 
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European vocation of the European Community and the necessity to develop a serious 

anticipatory atratei)' for widening. 

Thls approach does not Imply that deepening should be "softer", Le. lcu radical in 

lnatitutional terms and in the transfer of competence. The threshold should not be kept 

low in view of new members. This kind of anticipatory regard would also backfire for 

applicant countries as their expe<:tations of a Community membenhip would not be 

met. Some even perceive further accessions as a major reason for more l"Cfonns to 

keep the Community efficient, effective and democratic. In this view "the shadow of 

the future" in terms of a larger Community Will be pressin& for more deepening. 

Adherents for a stronger Europe •u.ch as a majority of the European Parliament even 

eet a clear 'junctlm": some deputies will agree to new memben only in so far as 

adequate reforms of the EC are decided at the same tirne56• Widening and 

deepening are closely linked - though within a clear step-by-step approach. 

n. EC-capabllity: conditions ror a memMrshlp- a chec:k-llst 

1. An offer to systemize the deb11te 

As Indicated by the schools of thought several criteria and dimensions arc major 

Ingredients to the discussion about deepening and widening. To make a focused debate 

about several countries comparable, I suggest to work with a "cheek-list" (see survey 

1 ~ which could serve for further a endemic research and for political orlentatlons. The 

dimensions enumerated are again .In methodological terms constructs form political 

discussions and academic work. They are not weighed, l.e. there is not yet set a ranking 

list about which dimension or criterion is the most important, nor is there a minimum 

standard set. The dimensions of the cheek·llst are oriented 11$ well on the pl"C·condl· 

tions for becoming a member as on possible consequences. The dynamics between pre

condition on one side and consequences on the other side will need more studies and 

debates. The standards mentioned should not be understood aa narrow principles to 

.56 Respecllve naotutions are in preparation. 
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Clldude on purpose more members as the ''widening-first-school" might be inclined to 

suapcct but as prerequisites !or a successful European Union of the future - 115 the 

"deepening-for-also-widening-school" nri!Jes. In this sense all present membcn would 

need to be scrutlnlsed by the same check list. 

The possible candidates are put into certain regional groupings, which w!U look "unfair" 

to 110t11e of them. as this cntegorization might not take into account the specificitics of 

each country and the claim of each possible applicant to be a "special" case wonby of 

priv!leaed treatment. The grouping serves as some ldnd of orientation point for a more 

systematic and coherent npprouch, they reflect also some vague classification for 

political strategies of the EC how to proceed and deal with Individual countries. The 

Community miibt not want to negotiate with one country after IUiother, but she might 

try to pool appllcntlons and to have· further accessions by groups of countries. 

The dimensions on the check-list cnn only partially be mcuurcd by objective, "hard" 

feelS. Some points can be treated by Stlltistics, which are, however, themselves open 

to different Interpretations. Others are more based on a collection of subjective 

perceptions. Not all of them are on the official agenda, e.g. treated by the Commission 

reports to the Council, but my argument is thnt they nre all relevant In the present 

debate about enlargement. Some points on the hidden agendn (ace especially 

dimension IV) might even play a crucial role. 

~. Membership dimension 1: democratic relinbllity 

Dimension I concerns the democratic relinbility of on applicant country. There are 

generally three criteria mentioned ln this context which are obviously quite closely 

related. 

Criterion a) is the existence of a parliamentary democracy, i.e. governments being 

constituted and/or at least controlled by n freely elected parliament. 
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Criterion b) is that of respect of human and civil ri&ht~7• 

Criterion c) is the existence of a respective social and pollt!cal "infrastructure" auch as 

free trade-union&, freedom of the press etc58. 

ThiJ dimension is seen as an absolute pre-condition for becoming member, &Nen the 

hlstoric mission of EC-Europe. Though this dimension hill not been formulated into 

the EC-tteaties, it is an implied principle In many regulations of the treaty, as well as 

atated again and again in declarations by the European Councn, the European 

Parliament and the Commission .. ~esldes beina a crucial characteristic of the self

perception of EC-Europe, it is also obvious that without fulfilling this pre-condition no 

member can work via the political structures of the Community and thus really take 

up all obligations and righu. In this sense it Is n.ot only a moral, but also a praeti~:~~l 

pre-condition for membership. 

The&e criteria are at first view quite clear; at second view, however, the debate on 

&ome Mediterranean, Eastern or Central European Countries might be intensive in 

bow far the basic standards of all those criteria have 11lready been fulfilled or are going 

to be met by the very process of joining the Community. The very process of becoming 

a member of the EC- some will argue in the line of the widening-first school - Is a 

;uarantee for establishing a well functioning democracy as was the case ·of Southern 

EC countries: from the deepening-first point of view the ~:~~paclty of the EC to re~~lly 

influence internal evolutlons of certain applicant countries Is perceived with more 

acepticlsm. The Community has n~ Instrument, at hand, in case a member country 

· would turn away from these uandards. Sanctions are yet not pD.tt of the EC legal 

insU'llment. 

S'7 See ava c1e la Commis>ion J;u:opeenne sur le demande de \'adhesion de la 'I\Irquie & ta 
Communautt, op. clt. p. 6. Joint Declaration by the Europeu Parliament, tbe Council and the 
Commission on the protection of fundamentol ri&hts, Luxembour& 1971. 

58 See avia de ID Commi$Sion Europ6enne sur la demande de l'&dhaloa de la T;tqole a la 
Communautt, op. cit. p. 6. 
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For the EFT A-countries these criteria do not need to be mentioned. All three other 

groups need secondary reflections, .especially till the "Litm11s test of a double change 

of 110Yemment"59 has been passed sllcccssfully. 

3. Membership dimension 11: Fulfilling tbe 'acquls' 

A aecond crucial test for membership ili the capability of e country to really fulfil all \ 

obligations and righu being put down In the laws and rulei of the Community and 

related policleli (the "aqcuis communautalre end politique"). 

Criterion a) might be called "economic maturity", to be measured with the help of \ 

traditional statistics for the competitiveness and performance of an economy (e.g.: GSP 

per head, Import-export patterns, competitiveness in modern industries, areas and 

numbers of backward Industries in crisis sltuntlon)60, 

By entering the Community- even with a perhaps longer delay In acccpting.all EC. 

obligations - means to open Its industries es well es to a highly competitlve Industry 

Inside the EC es to exporu from other industrialized and thlrd world countries. The 

normally lower external protection of the EC in comparison with most applicant 

countries will thus lead to a double test of being competitive. With tbe Internal Market 

completed and with the Economic and Monetary Union in process, there will be ~ 

inStruments left In the hand of new member states to pursue a modernisation strategy 

of their own. Though helped by some Instruments of the Community, e.a. the Regional 

Fund, EC membership menru a reduction in the freedom of choice for reaching 

industrial competitiveness. Many would argue thotlt ls more efficient to be inside· the 

Community when confronted with this modernisation process than Sta)~Dg outside. The 

quite difficult period has to be.overcome in ony case and, so runs the argument, it is 

better to be helped by the Community and to be a rewording place for investments 

S9 Sec for the use or tbll crllcrlon Dahren~orr, Betrachtungen Ober die Rcvolullon tn Europa, op. 
dt., p. 117. . 

60 Sec the usual reporu of the Commission on appliunt countries. 

, ..... , .... "'-"'-·· .. 
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illside the Community than to be a marginalised economy at the fringe of Europe, 

which has no free access to the larger morket. 

From the Community's side, this issue of economic "fitness" is also a question of the I 
budgetary implications and u proper "Flnanzausgleich" across the Community. In this 

re&pect their wealth is a plus for EFT A countries. The e.cceulon of all other eroupa 

of countries wiU lead to a very high burden on the Community budget. Again, you l 
might argue that most of those . c9untr!es will get budgetary contributions by EC 

Europe ill any case, if outside or iiUide EC, as the Phare programme indicates. Thus 

it might be better for the EC to spend these sums within the Community by efficient 

instruments and proper controls, than to ''waste" it outside the direct channels of the 

EC. 

Within the EC the budietory conflicts· will increase between the more and less 

prosperous members and between Ellstem and Southern memben over the proper 

distribution of these sums. This kind of budgetary battles might - like in the past of the 

EC- block the overall progress within the Community. A proper financial constitution 

for the Ec:61 will therefore be an important precondition for any reasonable enlarge

ment atratei)'. 

Without a certain economic maturity the benefits of the EC cannot be enjoyed and the 

costs for the new member state lln~ the EC will be unbearable. 

Criterion b) for t11king up oll obligations and- even more for profiting from all rights 

are an adequate legal and administrative apparorus of new mernben. The legal acts 

of the Community have to be properly implemented and applied if they should serve 

their purposes. Already within the present Community of Twelve, the "sinner's list" of 

the Commllslon62 clearly indic11tes the shortcomings and deficiencies of cenain 

61 Su e.J. Dieter Blehl and Peter Unsar, Elne neue Finanzverr ... una fiir cUe Europlische 
<kmc!~hatt, Strukturen. R~hmenbeatncuncen,l\callslerungschanccn, Report to thel!conomic 
M!nlltry, Boun/Fnnkfurt, June lPSIO (unpublishea Jlllper). 

62 See e.a.Komm!&sfon der Europ~ischen Oemeinschaflen, Siebter Jtllresberlcht an das Europa!sche 
Parlamtllt Ober die !Controlle dcr Anwendung des Geme!nschaft1rochts 1989, Brusseli 1990, pp. 
46. 
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member countries. With the intemnl market and Economic and Monetary Union, the 

homogenous application of EC laws and economic guidelines will beGome of an even 

incrt~Uing importance. All member countries need an appropriate lepl as wen as an 

admlnistrative system. 

AJ many EC acts reflect legal and administrating experiences of West European 

countries, new applicants have to adjust to these West European traditions and 

working methods. For the EC the issue of sanctions against member countries violating 

their obligations miaht become a mo.jor toplc63• 

Again, for the EFT A countries the standards set by the EC ~eem to c;reatc: no major 

problem, though allo these countries wm have to adapt their traditional system tO the 

legal character of the EC with authoritative rulings by a supranatlonal coun. 

For all other groups of countries, more research needs to be done In how far they will 

be able to implement EC acts. 

Thla c:riterion does not only refer to obligations, but also to the offers by the 

Colllli!unity: e.g. for using Community' funds, you need to have a proper administrative 

&et-up, which apparently is not available In each of the applicant countries. 

Criterion c) of this second dimension is closely linked with the legal and administrative 

&et-up. To be able to pursue your lnterest5 and enjoy all possible benefits or EC

membership, you have to dispose of certain political and administrative elites, which 

are able to play the complex "multi-level system", which takes place in the EC decision

making and implementation. This demand for efficient players In the EC tystem ranges 

from expens and civil servan·ts, taking part In the large and differentiated system of 
committees and working-group~ • .to ministers and head.! of government. With the 

increasing role or the European Parliament, al5o the qualifications of European 

Parlifiiilentarian' might become an additional i~~ue. Besides these official actors., 

63 Seo the Luxcrnbourg 'uon·papcr• on lbe Economit ana Monel81)' Unloo, op. dl. 
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political panics, JWOciations of indumies, f!'ade unions, regional politicians and al.ilce 

need to get involved In their respective European networks. 

Apin, one might argue that this criterion is of a minor importance for EFI'A 

countrie; !hough again also the political and adrninimative elites of the£e countries 

have to learn quite intensively. the '1essons" the present EC-Europca111 have. 

Experiences from International organisations like OECD and the Councfi of Europe 

are certainly not aufficient. They might be even mialeading for understanding and 

working the EC-system. 

For 1he three other groups it is difficult to find 11 common evaluation. Certain countries 

lilte Turkey have a long experience with the Community and dispose at least on the 

•dmlni•trative level about an experienced stoff: In othen, like Central and Eastern 

European countries, a new political and administrative elite has to be establilhed ftnt. 

In how far 1hese representatives of the "new systems" are open and capable to play the 

multi·level game is yet to be seen. Given their general background, you could expect 

that after respective "tralneeshlps" e.g. within the "Europe agreement" there will be a 

IIUfficient capability available. 

To meet 1hese EC standards is !l&ain not only a question of costs and benefits for 

applicant countries but also for the Community. Unless members have a certain 

capabll!ty to play the EC game, they will become outsidera, marginalizcd and by this 

process discontent and frustrated. Perhaps even more important: They might not be 

able to fulffi all Institutional roles they are aupposed to tllke up, e.g. to aend 

experienced c:ommlssionen, parliamentarians and especially to prepare a proper 

presidency of the EC Council end EPC bodies. 

With the increase of non-experienced and badly .staffed member states, the issue for 

an adequate political and aclministrativ structure for EC policies becomes a major 

topic. Institutional and administrative centrall:r.ation miJiht be a necessary prc-cotldition 

for certain accessions. 

•• 
I 
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Criterion d) for the capacity to be a Community member !& the willingneas and the 

capacity to take up all obligations and rights in the European Political Cooperation or 

the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) within a Political Union. Though not 

part of the EC treaty, it !& commonly understood that new membcn have to fulfill the 

"a~uis politique.64, thou11h this body of common achievements in foreign policies 

1cu clearly defined than the "acquis communnutaire". Even by excluding the military 

climemlon of security policies (see below) the Twelve have achieved a certain standard 

tn the convergence of foreign policy perceptions and of the willingness to punue 

common actiom. 

Concerning this criterion there life some doubts about major EFTA·countrles. The 

Issue of neutrality will become a major topic of pre-en try debates. The evolution of the 

neutrality issue seems to be as well a !actor of the "detcmte in Europe", regional 

conflicts "out of area" as well ns a part of "national identity" of certain countries65• 

Norway seems to be the easiest case on this account. The Issue of neutrality Is more 

demanding and broader than just the problem of joinlni a future uncertain defence 

policy (see below). It Is already the question in how neutrals would participate in 

applying sanctiom used already by the Community. 

For the other groups no gencrnl stntement seems possible. Membership in other 

alliances is ineompanble with any accession. For neighbours o! the USSR lt Is of major 

importance in how far the detente and new orientation of the Soviet Union continues 

to exist. For the mediterranean countries we also need individual analyses. Malta aeems 

to be a case with specific problems. 

Again as with dimension 1 the c!eepenlng·first·school will fix high thresholds to be 

fulfilled ~ membership, whereas the wic!enlnll-first-school would rely on certain 

positive tendencies which promise to be reinforced by the very process of accession 

itself. 

64 See eapec:lally EUrie4e Re&eiSberger, £PC In \he 1980s: reachln& uotllcr platen?, In: All'l'e4 
Pijpers, El!rle4e Regelsberaer, an4 Wotrgang WesseiJ (e4s.), European Political Qloperatlon In 
\he 19801, A Common Forel&n Pollq< Cor Western Europe?, Oordrecbt et al., Nljho!f 1988. 

65 See Helnrlcll Schneider: Allelngana IIICII Br116&el, op. elL 

··.·.-·.·· 
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4. Membersblp Dimension m: Openen tlnftrds the "llnall~ polltlque" 

The third dimension on the check list for members Is less elear than the lint two, lt 

can be less elearly defined In legal .terms or with objective indicators but it it a quite 

essential. It mlght be called the willingness to share the voeation for funher ln~gratlon. 

This ''fina.lit~ politique" - however ambiguous this ii ·la expressed in a preamble of the 

EEC u •ever closer union", In major documents the European Council and th 

European Parliament have stated that a "European Union" is the final goal. In the 

preamble to the Single European Act this formula has become a Ueal)' objective. With 

thiJ dimemion I try to Identify some arguments in an onsoing debate by the 

Community orthodoxy in the EC institution.s, especially the Commission and the 

European Parliament, and in mojor member countries like France. These supporten 

of the "deepening-first-school" demand some kind of assurance that new memben 

would be prepared to understand the Community as a polit!cal process towards a 

suonger Integration and not just an additional functional framework for aolving certain 

limited problems, which would exclude further commitments. Given the salience of the 

BC policies for the ''vital national interests" this issue of also fulfllling "the future 

acqu!J" becomes increasingly important. 

Criterion a) of this dimension refers to the scope of future policy areas; In this view 

ee.cb appllcant Is supposed to be in principle open to potential enlargements of the 

Qnnmun!ty competences, that means that there Is no major "tabu·~one" by which new 

members would- after accession- block extensions of the aif!nda of the Community. 

In the ease of EFT A countries this criterion might be a question of Including also 

possible dcfense Issues onto the EC area of activities. For Central and Eastern 

European u well as Mediterranean countries this standard might be an obstacle when 

the Issue of joining a Monetary Union ls re!sed, reducing their freedom of economic 

manoeuvring to a large degree. 

Openneu criterion b} extends also to llexiblility in terms of institutional and procedural 

adaptations and reforms of the present EC, I.e. that n possible evolution towards a 

stronger and perhaps more feder~I system should be not unacceptable. 
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Criterion c) refer to the fundamental inue in how far applicants define what Jlliiht be 

c:alled their future national de5tiny as inseparnbly linked with that of EC-Europe: do 

they see their "national future" as pan of an ongoing proceas towBrds a European 

Union. The Spanish membenhlp Is identified as a positive case In which an a new 

member perceives ita overall mission as a part of a successful European integration 

and redefines in this sense its own history. 

With this criterion we raise the issue of ponible "double loyalties" to other groupiDgs 

or rtates which miibt reduce a complete sharing of the common destiny, an ISI\Ie whlch 

has been raised In relation with the U.K.'s "apecial relationship" wlth the United States, 

the Danish link with Scandinavia, and might be put on the aaenda when applicant 

countrle5 are members of the Islamic Conference or of the group of non-aligned 

countries. Some of these countries might argue thot this kind of double loyaltie5 could 

aetve for ''building bridges" to other neighbouring regions - a concept which at lean 

so far Is of llmlted value in the Community. 

If the membership application is not based on a broad internal eonsemw but subject 

to strong disputes among the mayor political forces of a country then thla ltandard 

does not seem to be met. Negotive experiences with the Labour party iD the UK. or 

Papandreou in Greece worry the Community. 

This link of EC membenhlp with the future national position in the world Is • as 

mentioned above- a major reason for the debate about membenhip in most applicant 

countries. For many EFr A-countries to "pass" this standard ECEurope expects a clear 

commitment to join the Community "for better or !or worse". The suspicion within the 

EC will be mong in how far these successful countries which might feel to be superior 

to the Community will be prepared to link their future to that of the Community 

without a long list of open or hidden reservations. For some political group5 within 

the5e countries it might be quite frustratinll to realise that their basic change towards 

taking up all obligations of the present Community Is not sufficient for many political 

forces within the EC, especially the European Parliament, but that even a "carte 

blanche", an open check, will be asked by them . 

.. . ··-~- - . ··-·-···· -···-····· ...................... ······-· .. ·······--··· -· -···- ..... . 
.......... -
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For the group of Central European countries, the issue of national orientation Is 

difficult to graap at the moment: There ere tendencies similar to that of Spain, of 

redefinina the own history In European terms and by this perceiving EC membenhip 

as a major part of the "return to Europe"; thus the future of \he nation would be 

cloaely linked with that of EC·Europe. On the other hand the rediscovering of national 

Identities might set limiu to any major move forward: After having been subjected for 

a long time to a rule which tried to destroy many traditional values and characterlstles 

these countries might be less inclined to gi\le up again some of their national 

pecWiaritles, even if this is a process of a totally different nature. Some would argue 

that Greece was an example of such a position. For East European and some 

Mediterranean Countries, it Is again too early to make some kind of as.sessment as \he 

orie.ntations inside these countries will need further observations and analyse&. 

Some -in line v.ith the widening-first npproaeh- would araue that once an accession 

has taken place political, legnl and functional spill-oven will force the political forces 

Inside the new member states to· perceive their own fate as part of ECEurope even 

If it is against their original politiClll Inclination. In this analysis mental reservations 

towards more lntegrnt!on do not hold when confronted with the dynamics of the 

Integration process - as the fate of Mrs. Thatcher demonstrates. 

The adherents of the deepening-first-school are more pessimistic and worried: they 

would claim that some lclnd of clear guarantee Is needed first ~ accession. The 

potential "nuisance power" of any disloyal or instable member state Is perceived as 

being too high for the Community and its member states. In this view the risks 

outweigh possible positive opportunities of EC Europe to really integrate countries 

searching their role in Europe and the world. 

5, Membership dimension IV: Europenn Identity 

The dimension of what might be called ''Europ~an identity"- ihelf an ambiguous term 

- iJ most of the time hidden on the official agenda, however, it Is quite often 

dominating \he Informal discussions with a high emotional overtone. It concerns the 

-...:· ... ·- .... _ ~ 
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eliiJllility of an applicant country in view of how far it shares its cultural and h!nori-:al 

heritage with "Europe". It is more than meeting the democratic and human rights 

standards evoked in dimension 1, 1t is different from the will to punue the path 

towards the ''finalite pol!tique". Thi$ dimension refer& to the basic feeling within EC· 

Europe and beyond of who should belong to the "ln·group". Thus EFI'A countries are 

high on this list, though they might be low on dimension UI. The dimension might be 

considered as a "funda!nental" in the debate on membership with no or only Jlm!ted 

instnunents to influence the asses~ment. 

In article 237 of the Community treaties this Issue is raised with regard 10 the 

aeographicallocation of the Comm1.1nity (criterion a), as only "European" countriea are 

permitted to become members. This provision already stopped an application by 

Morocco. 

Quite often, however, it is not the troditional seogrophical demarcation Which 11 taken 

as important but what is seen as a common cultural heritage In a very broad 1ense 

(criterion b). There are some who argue thot limits of the European Union are aet by 

the borderline between "Rome" and "Byzantium", l.e. major parts of the Balkan and 

the Soviet Union should not belong to this kind of Europe66• Also different racial 

and religious baciil'ounds are quite often raised. This criterion of "common heritage" 

Is difficult to operat!onalise by a clear set of objective indicator& which could 

operational!u the &tandards to be met. 

Criterion c) for this dimension Is the trust among members of a future Europe. With 

thil indicator you might grasp the idea of what Is cnlled an "imagined community1167 

In terms of a "security communiry'.U fl In Deutsch which implies "a sense of 

community and of institutions and practices mons enough and widespread enough 10 

assure for a 'long' time dependable expectlltions of 'peaceful change' among Its 

66 See •·C· On txdudins tb~ Soviet Union, Dahrendort. Betrachtunaen Uber die RtYOlutfon In 
Europa, op. cil, pp. 112·114. 

67 Su WaU•ce, Introduction: The Dynami<:S or European lntearation, op. clt. p. 17. 

68 see Kart W. Deuac:ll. l'olitfcal Community and the North Atlantic Area, International 
orpn!Dtlon In the li&ht of lt!$tonc:al experience, Pr!nceton, Prlnc:eton 'IJnlversit)' rrw !957, p. S. 
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population." Eurobarometer data on the co:~fidence vis-l-vis potential applicant 

countries69 might be helpful as a starting point for further considerations. E1'7 A 

countries get the highe$1 mark, mediterranean countries are low on most lists; further 

aspects of this criterion c) are related to common undentanding of historical 

experiences and traumata, which forge a common aense of Identity and mutual 

solidarity. Apparent~·. the consequences of the two "civll" wanln Europe have created 

a sense of responsibility and, as strange as this might sound, even solidarity among the 

major countries involved. These perceptions of experiences are not fixed but depend 

a1Jo on the interpretation of ongoing national and international developmenli. 

Dramatic events, such as the reactions to the Gulf war, highlight differences of the 

"historical luiiages" which are quite considerahle In terms of drawing aimiliar 

conclusions from a common history. 

m Pftllmlnary conclusions: No easy exit rrom the dflemma 

The four t.ehools of thoughts present different explicit and Implicit assumptions and 

hypotheses about trends in Europe and especially about the dynamics of European 

integration. The respective validity of the competing analyses and expectations are to 

be discussed more in detail with the help of the four dimensions from the check-list. 

Whatever strategy the EC chooses between widening and deepening one point is 

underlined in nearly all contributions to the debate; the future of EC is a vital issue 

for the whole of Europe; the issues at stake Cllnnot or should not be decided upon at 

random. Major lines in both extreme schools of thought share one assessment: the EC 

Is not just a "functional agency" of secondary importance whose functioning and impact 

on realitY Is ultlmotely not of further relevance. On the contrary: most arguments might 

even overestimate some or the:· potentiol consequences the choice between the 

strategies might have:. 

69 See e.c- Eurobarometer 30, Dec. 88, pp. 48-49 (Ocrman ven.ion). 
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From this eonch~5ion about the debate we might draw a major lesson: To ucat 

accession to the EC as a 1ubjcct of tllinor lmponance creates mistrust and wm only 

lead to negative backlashes later on. To become member of the EC 1.1 not equlvalentT 

of joining an intergovernmental organization of 8 tradltton8lldnd. The EC is an entity 

with eonsiderable ln·bufit dynamics for further chnnge. Integration Is 8 moVing train 

which cannot easily be stopped by one new pnssenger. Accession to the EC Implies a 

fundamental decision for both the applicant country and EC·Europe. Both should take 

their decisions only B!ter an Intensive debate about what is involv~. Emotional 

rcactiona miaJ!t even be helpful to hiahlight this Importance . 

. ·--·-··-··· ······ ........... ··········• . ;.. .. . 
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A. 

l. 

A Review: '!'he :inst:it:ut:i.onal dimension against the back

ground of the deepeniug due to the SEA and the widening 

following the accession of Spain and Portugal to the Eu

ropean Community 

The instituional dimension of the SEA: modest but suc

cessful deepening 

At the time being the European Commuuity (EC) is iq a reform pro

cess unknown to the EC in the last 40 years of its history. Since 

1985, the EC is experencing a remarkable impetus towards further 

integration, highligh.ted in the Single European Act (SEA) of 1987, 

and leaving behind the years of ''euosclerosis- or pessimism" after 

the relaunching of a "new Messina". 

The fundamental pillars of the institutional reform in the recent 

five years have been laid down by the SEA, incorporating the fol

lowing essential institutional mechanisms into the legal framework 

of the Community: the revival of the majority voting in the Coun

cil of Ministers and the legislative cooperation procedure as well 

as the assent procedure of Arts. 237 and 238 EEC treaty. 

The first two reform steps definitely contributed to a considera

ble streamlining of the EC decision-making process' , and at the 

same time increased the legislative power of the European Parlia

ment (EP) by establishing the right to influence the legislative 

process on the ground of ten articles of the ECC Treaty. The as

sent procedure in the field of association agreements and the ac

cession of new meabers to the EC has additionally contributed to 

a certain elevation.of the Parliament to a ''less unequal" partner 

within the institutional triangle of the Community. Besides this 

merely institutional progress towards a more consolidated state of 

1 For statistical data as to the streamlining of the EC 
decision-making process cf. inter alia: Claus-Dieter Ehler
mann, Commission lacks Power in the 1992 Process, European 
Affairs, no.l, p.66/67; idem, The Institutional Development 
of the EC under the Single European Act, AuPenpolitik, 1990, 
p.l38; Christine Borr•ann/Christian Engel. Die Verwirklichung 
des Binnen•arktes 1992 durch eine engere Zusammenft~rbeit 
zwischen dem EG-Ministerrat, dem Europaischen Parlament und 
der EG-Kommission, Bonn/Hamburg, 1990. 
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the European integration, the t;I':A enhuneed a deepening of the Com

munity by adding further pol.ieies to t:he sphere of competence of 

the Community, i.e. environmenta.l policy, research and technology, 

and economic and social cohesion. In a nutshell, the step towards 

deepening the institutional structures of the Community undertaken 

by the SEA was, even if often r.ri·t:icized as being nothing but an

other lukewarm compromise, a considerable advance. 

It is interesting to note that the deepening phase from 1981-87, 

enshrined by the Single European Act, almost coincided with the 

·widening of the Community through the accession of Spain and Por

tugal in 1986. A central issue that ought to be discussed within 

the framework of 'widening vs. deepening' is the question whether 

it might be possible to create a synergy between the first and the 

latter, following the example of the SEA having done so with eco

nomic and institutional problems.• Already during the last rounds 

of negotiation about the enlargement of the Community through the 

accession of Greece, Spain and Portugal the Commission considered 

a deepening of the EC's decision-making capacity in order to avoid 

an extra· overloading of the procedures due to the accession of the 

new Member States• . Against the background of these considerations 

the EC Commission had developed, at an early stage of the discus

sion, the concept of a treaty revisiori tit linking the enlargement 

with the deepening issue. The solution to the problem of overloa

ded procedures was seen in a treaty modification which combined a 

reinforced use of majority voting within the Council of Ministers 

with an amended legislative procedure: by means of this procedure 

the decision-making capacity of the Community was to be improved.• 

• Cf. Emile Noel, The Single European Act, Government and 
Opposition, vol.24 no.l, 1989, p.4 

3 Cf. in this sense the Report of the Commission on Enlarge
ment of the European Community: General Considerations, Bul
letin of the European Communities, Supplement no.l, 1978, 
p.l5, which calls for an improvement of the practical modus 
operandi of the decision-making procedures in view of a Com
munity of twelve members. 

• Cf. Emile Noel, op.cit., p.ll/12. 
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2. Majority·Voting 

One of the prominent characteristics of the EC as a new form of 

international organization, viz supranational organization, deri

ves from the possibilty laid down by the founding treaties, that 

decisions can be taken by a quali.fied majority. At the time of the 

Treaties of Rome this innovation must be charatererized as one of 

the specific institutional differences between a supranational or

ganization as the EC and international organizations of the "clas

sical" type, like the OECD. Majority voting in the EC implies that 

binding decisions can be taken against a number of Member states, 

unless these form a "blocking majority", of currently at least 23 

votes; furthermore, a Member state is able do attack a decision of 

the Council before the European Court of Justice, even if his own 

representative consented to it (a fact which is not interpreted as 

a "venire contra factum proprium") and is not allowed to withdraw 

from his Commun~ty obligations by arguing that his representative 

did not vote in accordannce with his national instructions: almost 

every aspect of this voting procedure constitutes a radical change 

with voting procedures in "classical" international organizations. 

Against this background of decision-making by majority voting it 

does not come as a suprise that the most crucial crisis of the EC 

(the French policy of the "empty chair• in 1965), turned exactly 

arounq this point of proceeding to more frequent aajority voting 

within the Council, a crisis which was presuaably solved by the 

"LuxemJ:?ourg compromise'', which de facto implied a revival of una

nimous votes whenever issues were to be considered of .vital inter

est for on or more Member states.• 

Due to the i~portance of the voting procedure for the whole of the 

institutional system of the EC it must be considered as one of the 

more important achievements of the SEA reform that it introduced 

• Cf. Rolf Lahr, Die Legende vom "Luxemburger Koapromi~", 
Europa-Archiv, Nr.8, 8.223-232. Rudolf Streinz, Die Luxem
burger Vereinbarung. Rechtliche und politische Aspekte der 
Abstimmungspraxis im Rat der Europaischen Gemeinschaften seit 
der Luxemburger Vereinbarung vom 29.11.1966, Hunchen, 1984. 
It is interesting to note that in between 1973 and 1985 the 
Luxembourg compromise was only invoked 13 ti•es, cf. Emile 

. NoiH. op. cit., p.ll. 



the majority voting system in a number of policy areas - internal 

market programme, common customs tarif etc. - and thus strengthe

ned the supranational structure of the Community.• It is needless 

to stress the fact that an additional impetus towards an enhanced 

system of majority voting derived from the prospective enlargement 

of the Community in 1986. 7 The political and institutional system 

of the EC composed of 12 Member States was bound to have recourse 

to majority voting if the Council was to stay an effective legis

lator.& 

Future enlargements of the Community - both ratione materiae and 

ratione personae - will necessitate a further improvement of its 

decision-making capacity. The efficiency and effectiveness of the 

EC institutional system could be e.g. promoted by an enhanced use 

of majority voting. Decisons to be taken by qualified majority in 

the Council could be extended to all policy areas of the Community 

treaties with the exception of article 235 EEC Treaty and the con

stitutional provisions; a proposal advanced by the Belgian delega-

6 Even before the ratification of the SEA a steady trend 
towards majority voting within the existing treaty system 
and despite the Luxembourg compromise was to be noticed. In 
between 1966 and 1974 six to ten decisions were taken at a 
qualified majority; this number climbed to 35 from 1974-1979 
and to over 90 from 1980 to 1984, ~- Jean De Ruyt, L'Acte 
unique europeen, Bruxelles, 1987, p.ll6. Despite these encou
raging evolution it is probably not all too difficult to 
predict, that "consensual decision-making remains, and can be 
expected to remain, the Council norm", cf. Neill Nugent, The 
Government and Politics of the European Community, Durham, 
1989, p.l06. 

7 For a brief history of the relance of majority voting with
in the preparatory discussions of the SEA see Andrew Moravc
sik, Negotiating the Single Act: National Interests and Con
ventional Statescraft in the European Commuriity, Internatio
nal Organition, vol.45, no.l, 1991 (forthcoming), p.671-673. 

• Claus-Dieter Ehlermann concludes on the topic of majority 
voting and internal market programme: "However, the success 
of the 1992 project is at the same time conditional on insti
tutional development. The 1992 project would have remained 
one of the Community's many ambitious but eventually disap
pointing legislative programmes if the Single Act had not 
changed voting procedures in the Council and if these new 
rules had not been applied", cf. idem, Commission lacks Power 
in the 1992 Process, European Affairs, no.l, 1990, p. 65. 
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tion during the current TGC discussions.• 

To sum up one can conclude that "the return to majority voting en

abled the Council to decide better and more quickly, but that was 

not enough. The effective participation of the European Parliament 

in the amended legislative process was seen [ ... ] as the indispen

sable complement to the move from unanimity to majority voting''·'" 

3. The Cooperation Procedure 

In the course of the negotiations of the SEA the European Parlia

ment was, for the first time in the history of the Community, con

sented a rudimentary right of legislative eo-decision via the co

operation procedure instaured by Art. 149 paragraph 2 EEC Treaty. 

In the field of ten articles of the EEC Treaty, dominantly connec

ted to the internal market programme, the European Parliament is 

capable of influencing the legislative process by amending or by 

rejecting the so-called "common position" of the Council in second 

reading.•• If the Council decides to by-pass a response of Parlia

ment shared by the Commission the final decision within the Coun

cil of Ministers has to be taken by unanimity.\Henceforth, a close 

cooperation between the Commission and the Parliament is a condi

tio sine qua non for a successful enhancement of the European Par

liament's point-of-view in the legislative process on the basis of 
~ . 

1 Cf. Brigid Laffan, Political Union: A Quantum Leap forward 
or SEA Mark II, CEEPA Working Papers on European Economic 
and Public Affairs, no.l, 1991, p.l7/18; Wolfgang Wessels, 
Institutionelle Strategien fur die Politische Union: Eine 
Neuauflage der EEA ?, Integration, Jg.l3, Nr.4, 1990, p.l97. 
A Greek paper on the same subject matter is more restrictive 
as far as the use of majority votes is concerned, but advoca
tes the reduction of the special Councils to four, i.e. poli
tical affairs, economic policy, internal integration, agri
c~lture, cf. Brigid Laffan, ibid. 

to Emile Noel, op.cit., p. 11/12. 

•• Nevertheless the first reading remains the "crucial stage" 
for the European Parliament, where it has to "flex its mus
cles and exercise its powers of amendment", cf. Juliet Lodge, 
The Single European Act and the Legislative Cooperation Pro
cedure: A Critical Analysis, Journal of European Integration, 
vol. 11! no.l, p.l5. 
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the cooperation procedure.•• 

Another crucial point revealing the effectiveness of the decision

making process of the EC related to the deepening of the institu

tional structures through the SEA is the time factor. If one is to 

consider the lapse of time between the transmission of a proposal 

to the Council and its adoption, various studies conclude that the 

decision-making speed in the EC considerably increased, after the 

coming into force of the SEA13 , even in the light of the coopera

tion procedure, which, in the beginning, appeared to many a source 

of additional mechanical "lourdeur" in the decision-llaking process 

(cf. annex ll: 

Judging the increase of political influence of Parliament in the 

legislative process in the light of the new cooperation procedure, 

even initially critical observers have to admit that this institu

tional mechanism went beyond the more or less pessimistic expecta

tions of the early post-SEA period. 14 According to an analysis of 

the Commission, 58% of the Parliament's amendments were accepted 

by the Commission and 46% by the Council after the first lecture 

stage since the ratification of the SEA. During the second lecture 

the European Parliament accepted 70 % of the "common positions" of 

the Council 

this stage~ 

cil.ID These 

without modification; as to Parliament's amendments at 

50% were accepted by the Commission, 26% by the Coun

statistical data are confirmed by a recent survey of 

•• It must be noted however, that the Commission generally 
accepts in between 70-80% of the amendments of the European 
Parliament at the first or single reading stage, cf. inter 
al. Neill Nugent·, op.cit., p.ll2. 

•• Cf, Christine Borrmann/Christian Engel, op.cit., p.l28; 
Claus-Dieter Ehlermann, Commissin Lacks Power in the 1992 
Process, European Affairs, no.l, 1990, p.66/67. 

•• Cf. inter al., Richard Corbett, Die neuen Verfahren nach 
der Einheitlichen Europaischen Akte: Mehr Einflu~ fur das 
Europaische Parlament, Integration, Jg.l2, Nr.l, 1989, p.22-
30; Claus-Dieter Ehlermann, op.cit, p.68. 

ta Cf. XXIV. Gesamtbericht uber die Tatigkeit der Europai
schen Gemeinschaft, Brussel/Luxemburg, 1991, p.424; Werner 
Ungerer, Die neuen Verfahren nach der Einheitlichen Europai
schen Akte: Eine Bilanz aus der Ratsperspektive, Integration, 
Jg.l2, Nr.7, p.lOl/102; Wolfgang Wessels, Institutionelle 

. ' ' .. :.: -::;._, .... , 
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Jacobs/Corbett who examined the first two years of the cooperation 

procedure (July 1987 - June 14, 1989) using the same grid (for the 

latest data cf. annex 2): 

a) in the first reading: 

the European Parliament approved 11 proposals and amended 57 

the Commission accepted 473 of the 712 amendments of Parlia

ment (i.e. 66%) 

the Council took 332 of the 712 amendments into account (i.e. 

47%). 

b. in the second reading: 

the European Parliament approved 35 of the Council's "common 

positions" (i.e. > 50%) 

in 32 cases Parliament adopted a total of 132 amendments, 70% 

(53) of which were taken into account by the Commission and 

30 (23%) by the Council 

Pa~liament only rejected one "common position" of the Council 

which the latter in return was not able to overrule by unani

mity.to 

An extension of the cooperation procedure to all important areas 

of the EC Treaties is - as a second-best solution in the event of 

failure of the EP's (backed by some Member states) present strive 

for virtual codecision (cf. e.g. annex 3) - higly desirable in the 

light of the unexpected succes of this procedure, for the sake of 

more transparency within the decision-making process of the Commu

nity. 

Strategien fur die Politische Union: Eine Neuauflage der 
EEA?, Integration, Jg.l3, Nr.4, p.l94. 

•• Statistical data taken from Francis Jacobs/Richard Cor
bett, The European Parliament, Harlow, 1990, p.l70/171. Cf. 
for analogous data Wolfgang Wessels, op. cit., p.l94; Chri
stine Borrman/Christian Engel, Die Verwirklichung des Binnen
marktes 1992 durch eine engere Zusammenarbeit zwischen dem 
Ministerrat, dem Europaischen Parlament und der EG-Kommis
sion, Bonn/Hamburg, 1990, passim. 
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4. Widening vs. deepening and its impact on the SEA 

If the SEA successfully created a synergy between substantial po-

licy issues17 (i.e. deregulation promoted by the internal market 

programme) and inst:itutional change, it apparently used this blue

print for the correlati.on between the enlargement issue and the 

institutional dimension. 

Following the path of the 70s, when institutional change usually 

constituted a follow-up of preceeding geographical expansions (cf. 

creation of the European Council in 1974, establishment of the EMS 

(1976) and the direct elections (1979) in the wake of the enlarge

ment of 1973), the SEA thus seems to have delivered an example of 

a new "spillover dimension'': not from one economic sector to ano

ther, but from one institutional dimension to another18 : "Thus in 

a dialectical manner, the-enlargement of the six to twelve, first 

appearing as an anthithesis to effective decision-making, became a 

decisive element in decision-making reform".•• 

B. A brief outlook / 

1. The IGC on Political Union 

In the light of the experiences made with the SEA and its limited 

institutional progress towards more democratic and more efficient 

decision-making as well as its even more limited progress towards 

achieving European Union (more emphazized as objective than real

ly enhanced by the SEA), the current Intergovernmental Conference 

(IGC) on "Political Union" opened by the European Council in Rome 

on 14 December 1990 has been set up with, inter alinea, the task 

of realizing further progress in the functioning of the EC insti-

11 et. Emile Noel, op.cit, p.4. 

•e See Robert 0. Keohane/Stanley Hoffman, Institutional Chan
ge in Europe: The Single European Act, in: Keohane/Hoffman 
(eds.): Decision-Making in the European Communities, Westview 
((1f_<DJll1l:liw:nm.iitJqJ)J" lP>- 312!. 

19 ibid. 
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tutional system. The three criteria given by the European Council 

in this field are: democratic. legitimacy, efficiency and effecti

veness.•• Although the three criteria are so broad that they could 

be, and indeed are interpreted very differently by member govern

ments, the negotiations during the IGC have shown that the issues 

range from limited progress (e.g. the extension of majority votes 

in the Council of Ministers or the cooperation procedure) to such 

"fundamental" questions as are eo-decision rights for the Europe

an Parliament and the (federal) "finalit~ politique" of the Euro

pean Community. 

The institutional issues involved in the Political Union IGC have 

their origin in the EC reform debate launched since the beginning 

of the 80s; in the first place, they concern only "internal" pro

blems. The current debate on a widening of the Community, though, 

has already had an impact on the internal reform discussion inso

far as some Member states and at least one Community institution, 

the Parliament•• (the Commission to a somewhat lesser extent), now 

consider it absolutely necessary to reach a full political agree

ment on the Community's future before any widening becomes effec

tive, a~ agreement that would politically commit Member states to 

a final goal. Although this goal is, according to those favouring 

such a political commitment, not going to be reached now, it will 

nevertheless commit Member states, and applicants for membership. 

Inside the Community "pillar", the institutional issues of the Po

litical Union IGC could thus broadly be divided into three (though 

perhaps not very distinct) categories: 

1. Progress along the methods and procedures already instituted: 

Numerical and other ''technical" treaty modifications (of con

siderable political importance however, as purely "technical" 

questions really do not exist) assuring greater efficiency in 

the exercise of EC competences or a more democratic decision

making, although not fundamentally changing the EC governance 

•• European Council, 14/15 December 1990, Conslusions of the 
Presidency, First Part. 

•• Cf. Planas Puchades Report of the EP's Political Committee 
of 26 March 1991, EP Doe. AJ-0077/91. 
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system. • • 

2. Progress by carefully adding new ele111ents to. those yet. exist

ing: Treaty modi f icaU.on•; introducing some new elements, with 

the objectives of increaoing the democratic legitimacy of lhe 

EC's system of governance••, the effectiveness of decisions•• 

and the participation of national or regional decision-makers 

in Community affairs.•• Progress along this line should again 

not fundamentally change the syste• of governance in the Com

munity, but enhance its overall legitimacy, the acceptance of 

its decisions by those responsable tor implementation or exe

cution of EC policies and also by the citizens. 

3. Finally, progress~ changing the system of governance, which 

is, in terms of institutional progress (towards the so-called 

European Union). the most controversial issue. It concerns in 

the first place the future role of the European Parliament in 

the decision-making process, and, more precisely, eo-decision 

between the Council and Parliament. In fact, in institutional 

terms, eo-decision between Council and Parliament is the only 

issue at the Political Union IGC that, should any solution be 

found, would bring the EC a step closer to a more federal po

litical system. Even if at least two Member states (the Fede

ral Republic of Germany, Italy) have linked their endorsement 

of progress in other areas (as EMU) to the parallel strength

ening of the EP position••, it can be doubted whether it will 

be possible, during the current IGC, to reach an agreement on 

•• Eg. the extension of the cooperation procedure and majori
ty voting in the Council to new policy areas, a reduction of 
the number of Commissioners to one per member state. 

•• E.g. giving the Parliament the right to confir• the Presi
dent of the Commission appointed by the European Council and 
to. give investiture to the whole Commission, and introducing 
an independent "Ombudsman" for citizens complaints. 

•• Eg. By giving the Court of Justice new powers, eg. to fine 
Hewner states not fulfilling their obligations. 

•• Eg. the introduction of a "Committee 
Authorities" with consultative powers, 
between the EP and national Parliaments 

of Regional and Local 
and regular meetings 

in the treaty. 

•• In Italy, thus, the Parliament has stated that it wouldn't 
ratify any treaty that does not explicitly get the consent of 
the European Parliament. 
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the co-deci.sion issue (cf. the complex "eo-decision'' procedu

re proposed in a draft (a so-called Non-Paper) of the current 

Luxembourg EC Presidency, annex 3). 

Broadly speaking it could be stated that the institutional issues 

discussed in the Political Union IGC should not affect the possi

bility of an enlargement of the Community too strongly in setting 

institutional ''barriers'' or "hurdles" that would be too difficult 

to overcome. It could be feared, rather, that the IGC will not be 

able to agree upon the - necessary - streamlining of its decision

mal;ing that must be precondition for the accession of new members. 

Three aspects - at least - should be pointed out, however, as they 

may cause difficulties for some (or all) applicants for EC member

ship: 

1. After the SEA, unexpectedly for many, majority voting in the 

Council has proven to be a considerable success· (c.f. above). 

The extension of majority voting (possibly together with the 
" 
cooper~tion procedure) into new policy areas like environmen

t~! prptection, social policy or maybe even the harmonization 
" 

of indirect taxes could prove to create problems for such new 

Member states that will, for (at least) a considerable number 
' '·,· ! 

of years, depend on the comparative advantage of lower levels 
' •. 
o~ prqFection for the functioning of their economy, or with a 

tax system depending on a high level of indirect taxation. If 
' :~ V • > • 

~ajority voting in these highly sensitive areas would be corn-
• }1.', ' • I ·, 

bined with a stronger influence of the EP (e.g. in the coope-,..._. - ' "'- . 

ration procedure), these problems could even be increased. On 
' •• 0 • 

the otber hand, an institution as the EP, traditionally ''the" 

supporter of high levels of consumer, environmental or social 

protection within the EC system, could change its traditional 

standing on these issues in a different composition. New Mem

ber states have to consider, in any case, that they will have 

tQ bear with decisions in sensitive areas that could be high

ly damaging to their economy, or cause other problems. Though 

many will argue that majority voting in the Council and other 

new ~easures introduced to streamline, to simplify or to make 

more efficient the EC's internal decision-making, for example 

also a strengthening of the EC Commission's executive powers, 
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are necessary to assut·e efficient decision-making in the case 

of an enlargement. 11. should be seen that the new Member will 

suddenly have to beare with the consequences of the decision

making process (~ajority voting) in the EC in potentially all 

~lOlicy fields. whet·eas hefon' EC membership they would decide 

alone. 
2. New Member states will equaJJy have to be aware of the amount. 

of loyalty that EC membership is demanding and will be deman

ding even stt·onger in the future. if (financial or any othe1·) 

sanctions by the Europeatl Court of Justice are to be avoided, 

and their politlca.J ''redib.ility is t.obe ma.intained. Although 

new Members can apply for the solidarity of partners, and ask 

for derogations and long(er) transition periods, they need to 

consider that the ''costs" ut membership. in terms ot obliging 

to the 8C's "rules of the game'', are already considerable and 

are at the point of being increased. Countries that until now 

are not used to give up their national "sovereignity" but are 

prepared to join the EC have to be, before such a commitment. 

aware of the amount of independence they will have to give up 

and the amount of "sovereign" powers they will be transfering 

to EC institutions. Often, it seems, the implications of EC 

~~mbership are hardly realized by new Members, and advantages 

are more easily seen than duties and obligations. Institutio-
,,~. 

n~l constraints. the institutional dynamics and the extent to 

~bich the EC adopts binding legal provisions by own institu

t,ons, in which the voice17 of Member states is powerful. but 

ppt all-dominating, and in which the individual Member stale, 
, . ..., 

a,cting alone, will only have little impact upon the decision

making, are often not fully understood. This may lead, and it 
v;·~· 

has led, to "premature" applications tor membership.· The pro• .. , 
~pact of introducing a new EC legal instrument, a "law" which 

should be enacted by Council and Parliament in eo-decision••. 
,. 

QO.lY serves to highlight what is meant. Solutions like a dit· 

17 Cf. Weiler, Joseph, The European Community in Change. Exit. 
Voice and Loyality. Vortrag vor dem Europa-Institut der Uni
versit-t des Saarlandes. Saarbrilcken 1987. 

•9 Cf. the Non-paper of the Luxembourg Presidency of 15 April 
1991. Europe Documents N° 1709/10 of 3 May 1991, new Art. 189 

EEC treah. 
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fentiated integration or a two-speed Europe, again discussed 

currently, should however be avoided when possible. 

3. Though the issue yet is highly controversial, the EC is about 

to affirm its - ''federal'' - "finalitA politique". It may even 

be that this finalitA, even though it is not going to be rea

lized during the present IGC on Political Union, will however 

be enshrined in the treaty in some way or another.•• Although 

some Member states are strongly opposed to mentioning a fede

ral goal and others consider it unwise to focus the attention 

of the IGC on a simple term30 , the debate nevertheless revea·

les a strong motivation by some Member states and EC institu

tions to achieve a political agreement now - the dynamics of 

which may be strong. The political agreement on such a "fede

ral" political system also implies a revision of the institu

tional structures, a revision that could also, in a long term 

perspective, lead to system with a true ''trias politica" with 

a "European government" (cf. the Commission) and a Parliament 

composed of two chamber~ (cf. the EP and the Council). Appli

cants for EC membership should carefully consider if they are 

p~epared to follow this road, or at least accept its implica

tions, while the EC should test the willingness of the appli

cants to realize further steps of political and institutional ·. 

2. 

progr~ss. 

n,e future institutional agenda:· The European Parliament 

for example 

It could be said, indeed, that some of the most important institu-. . ·c - . 
tional ~ssues, and in particular some that should very much inter-
, . ';- ' - ' . 

est applicants for EC membership, namely the future composition of 

EC institutions, and in particular the European Parliament. Though 
' l- . ¥ •• 

the issue of the composition of the EP, and of its representative-, 

~· Indeed, the informal General Council of Foreign Ministers 
in Dre~den (June 1991) held an extensive (and controversial) 
de~ate over whether the term "federal" should figure in the 
new treaty on "European Union" • . .,.; . . 

ao Cf, statement by the Commission's President Delors before 
th~ recent European Council in Luxembourg, Bulletin d'Infor
mations de l'Ambassade de France en Allemagne, N° 122 (28.6. 
91) • p. 4. 
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ness, has already come up wiLh German unification that brought the 

German population up to 77 mi.ll.ion people, without that the number 

of German MEPs was increased31 , neither this issue nor the problem 

of a uniform electoral_procedure for Parliament has been discussed 

~Y the Political Union IGC. Although this subject is not taboo, it 

seems as though Member states are not incl.incd to approach it cur

rently. 

If, as envisaged by some already for the curre11t stage, Parliament 

should become a real eo-legislator, it will be impossible to avoid 

the questions of its representativeness and of a uniform electoral 

procedure, only for the European elections. Both questions remain, 

however, unanswered and highly complex if it is to be ensured that 

the present "status quo" in the number of MEPs is retained for the 

smaller EC Member states and the overall number of MEPs is kept as 

low as possible, for the orderly functioning of Parliament. A pro

posal for a Community of 20 Members 32 is contained in annex 4. New 

Member states (as the existing Member states) have to realize that 

their "national voice" could sound a little weaker once Parliament 

has become a true eo-legislator and its compo~ition is more repre

sentative, as in Parliament their numerical impbrtance will usual

ly be smaller than in the Council. No one, however, should be able 

to predict how 1a more representative and powerful Parliament would 

work, e.g. whether the role of political parties - yet to be crea

ted on a European level - or national interests will increase. For 

all, and more particularly for new Memb~r states yet without expe

riences in and with the EC, more democratic decision-making with a 

representative Parliament thus is a strong risk. Intergovernmental 

bargaining is a lot "easier•, but will the EC be able to work this 

way for much longer? Ins~itutional issues thus have to be careful

ly assessed. 

31 The situation of 18 ''observers" representing the people of 
the former GDR will satisfy nobody. 

•• The number of Member states is deliberately chosen, · as it 
incorporates most EFTA countries and the three Central Euro
pean countries Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary, but dispu
table. When for the first time making his proposal for •asso
ciated membership" at a lecture on 19 April 1991, Vice-Presi
dent Andriessen of the EC Commission spoke of a •community of 
twenty-four•. 
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Annex 2: Influence of the European Parliament within the coopera

tion procedure (EP amendments taken up by the Commission 

and the Counci1) 34 
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Annex 3: eo-decision Procedure proposed by the Luxembourg Presi-
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Annex 4: A future composition of the European Parliament?•• 
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I. Introduction 
There is little need to emphas1ze the importance of the correct, complete 

and uniform application of Community law, if the construction of Europe is not 
to be a house built on sand, the Treaties and Single Act· mere words writ in 
water. Popular acceptance of European integration, already stretched to the 
limits of credibility by the secretive and, dare I say it, undemocratic 
character of the decision-making process, moy fail altogether, if the laws 
adopted are not applied, or applied in a manner which favours one category of 
persons or enterprises over another on grounds of nationality or location. 
That the Community is one based on the rule of law is a principle which must 
govern not only the behavio'-lr ot the Community institutions, but also that of 
the Member States in their dealings with all Community citizens 1 and of 
citizens in their dealings with fellow-citizens. 

The implementation of Community law 1 an unfinished chapter in the story 
of the Community • s legal order, is a more general problem than those 
specifically related to enlargement, and i l is lhis more 9lobal perspective 
which has been adopted in the present paper. While enlargement per se does not 
have a direct impact on implementation, new Member States may experience 
similar difficulties to those existing Member Stijtes have had to face, and 
which are reflected in infringements of their Treaty obligations. This paper 
therefore examines briefly the •rreaty structures for implementation (legal 
instruments, supervisory mechanisms and reJevant characteristics of Community 
law), current problems and some of the possible causes; a number of comments 
and suggestions are offered, both in thP short term perspective (without 
Treaty amendments), and in the longer term, in the perspective of a larger and 
more integrated European Community. 

Two further preliminary observation~;: firstly, improving the 
implementation of Community law is not necessarily a question of •deepening•, 
in the usual sense of extending the competences of the Community institutions, 
though any radical modifications to the present system may have a 'deepening 
effect'. Secondly, either a series of enlargements of the Community or 
substantial progress towards European Union would require better arrangements 
for ensuring implementation of Union or Community law; indeed, like some of 
the other institutional reforms currently under discussion, measures to 
improve implementation could well be seen as an urgent necessity for the 
present European Commun1ty if it 1.s to thrive as a viable economic and 
political entity 1. 

II The implementation of Community law - the exi§t~ng structures 
The division of responsibilities between the institutions and the Member 

States as regards the implementation of Community law is reflected in the 
legal instruments by which Community policy is enacted, the supervisory 
jurisdiction of the Court of Justice in this area and certain fundamental 
characteristics of the Community's legal order. 

1 The necessity for institutional reform wa.s> raised early in the last 
enlargement debate, though substantial action in this regard had to wait until 
the enlargement process had been completed {see Garrett l''itzgerald in Wallace 
and Herreman ( Eds. ) , A Community of .t_~gj_1{ft_? .. Th.~ __ J mpact of enlargement on the 
European Communities, p. 12 (Bruges, 1978)). 

- 2 
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(1) Legal instruments 
The Treaty2 provides two principal legislative instruments: 

- the regulation, 'binding in its entirety and directly applicable in an 
Member States'. Not only does a regulation not normally require national 
measures for implementation, but the Community character of such 
regulations may not be disguised by national measures. Regulations must 
therefore be applied by national administrations and courts without more. 
- the directive, on the other hand, is stated to be binding as to the 
result to be achieved, leaving the 'choice of form and methods', to the 
Member States. These are then· required to adopt implementing measures, 
whether through national legislation, statutory instrument or 
administrative act. Member States are often given a considerable period of 
time under a directive in which to adopt the necessary national measures, 
though this is no guarantee of proper or timely compliance. 

In either case, the apparatus of the national judicial system is used to give 
effect to Community law, whether~ Community law or in the form of national 
law. 
(2) Supervisory jurisdiction of the COurt of Justice 

The principle of the participation of the Member States which obtains for 
the adoption and implementation of Community legislation is also present in 
the Treaty arrangements for the ~upervision of its application. National 
courts dealing with matters of Community law may request the Court of Justice 
to give a preliminary ruling on the interpretation of the Treaty, and the 
interpretation and validity of Corr.munity leg:islation; such a reference is 
obligatory for national courts of last resort3. The existence of this 
procedure presupposes decentralized control of implementation, with the 
possibility of authoritative rulings on matters ot Community law from the 
central judicial body. To a very large extent in practice, the Court of 
Justice has used the preliminary n.1ling procedure as an indirect means of 
reviewing the compatibility with the Treaty ot national provisions4 . It should 
go without saying that the Community institutions are under an obligation to 
cooperate in good faith w:i th national authorities applying Community law, 
though the Court was recP.ntly forced to remind the Commission of this 
truism5 . 

The Treaty also provides for centralized control, by means of the 

2 For convenienc.e 1 reference is made to the EEC Treaty only; the legislative 
instruments are set out in Article 189. 

3 Article 177 EEC; national courts may not themselves rule that Community 
provisions are invalid (Case 314/85, Foto-Frost [1987) ECR 4199). 

4 Florence 
Wallace (ed.) 1 

1990). 

project on Article 177 1 quoted by uehousse and Weiler, in w. 
The Dvnamics of European Integration, pp. 254-255 (London, 

5 Order of the Court of 13 July 1990 in Case c-2/88 Imm., zwartveld and 
others, [19901 3 CMLR 457. The Court has long held that the Member States and 
instititions owed each other 'mutual duties of sincere cooperation' deriving 
from Article 5 EEC {see, for example, Case 230/81, Luxembourg v European 
Parliament [1983) ECR 255, 287). 
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'infringement procedure' of Articles 169 and 170. These enable the Commission 
or a Member State to seek a declaratory judgment of the Court of Justice that 
another Member State has failed to fulfil an obligation under the Treaty, 
whether this arises directly from a 'l'reaty prov~sJ.on or from secondary 
legislation. Though the Court may not annul national provisions - a judicial 
power considered fundamental to the very existence of the American 
constitutional systern6 - il can declare that a Member State has through its 
conduct, legislative or olher, failed to fulfil an obligation under the 
Treaty, in which case the defendant Membe~r State is 'required to take the 
necessary measures to comply with the judgment of the Court of Justice'. The 
EEC Treaty does not provide any form of sanct1ons against a defaulting Member 
State, such as had been foreseen (though never applied) in the ECSC Treaty7 , 
though the negative judgment may found the liability of the Member state in 
its national courts towards those whose interests had been prejudicially 
affectect8 . 
(3) Direct effect and primacy of Community law 

Certain features of Community law, derived by the Court of Justice from 
the underlying 'l'reaty structures briefly set out above, facilitate its 
implementation in the nalion.al arena, and, in particular, decentralized 
control of its application in the national courts. In the first place, the 
court has held that not only regu.lations bul ·r~.-eaty provisions and, in more 
restricted circumstances, provisions of directives, are capable of creat1ng 
individual rights9 . The 'direct effect• of such provisions is intended to 
contribute to the proper implementation o£ Community law; in the leading case, 
decided in 1963, the Court noted that 'the vigilance of individuals concerned 
to protect their rights amounts to an effective supervision in addition to the 
supervislOn entrusted by Articles 169 and 170 to the diligence of the 
Commission and of the Member States• 10 . 

The other essential feature of Community law in this regard, a corollary 
of direct effect, is its primacy over conflicting rules of national law; the 
national courl is required not to apply the r·ule, which the responsible 

----·---·--·-·· 

6 0. w. Holmes, Collected Legal Papers, pp. 2Y~-296 (New York, 1920). 

"I Arlicle BB ECSC allows the High Authority to suspend payment of sums due to 
a defaulting Member State, and to take, or authorize the other Member States 
to take, 'measures to correct the effectE cf the infringement'; see also 
section IV {4), where the inclusion of such o possibility in the EEC Treaty is 
discussed briefly. 

8 r·ar this reason, the Court ot Justice has ruled on infringement actions 
continued by the Commission even after lhe Member State has brought the 
particular infringement to an end; see e .q. Case 309/84, Commission v lli.!Y. 
[1986] ECR 599. 

9 For a general introduction to lhe concepts of 
primacy, see e.g. Louis, The Community Legal Order, Ch Ill 
or Kovar in Olmi et al., Thirt..Y...__.Yg_ars Qf. Community 
(Luxembourg, 1903). 

10 Case 26/62, Van Gend en Loos [1963) ~CH 1, 13. 
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national authorities may be required to abrogate. By way of illustration, in a 
judgment which caused no little controversy in the United Kingdom last year, 
the Court of Justice held that the British Courts were obliged to set aside 
the common law rule that an interim injunction could not lie against the 
Crown, it the application of this rule would undermine the effectiveness of a 
right recognized under Community law 11 . \'lhile the Court has held that 
provisions of a directive may only be pleaded by individuals against the State 
which has failed to implement it 12, certain Treaty provisions can apply in 
relations between individuals; a good example is the rule requiring equal pay 
for work of equal value in Article 119 EEcf3_ 

Direct effect and primacy are now genurally accepted by even the highest 
courts in national jurisdictions, albeit only grudgingly and rather late in 
the day by some of these 14 '!'he objective ot the uniform application of 
Commmunity law which underlies these principles is not merely necessary for 
the purposes of European ir.tegration, but reflects a more fundamental value of 
justice, equality before the law, of which the prohibition of discrimination 
on grounds of nationality in the 'l'reaty is also an expression. 
(4) lmplementation - a Member State responsibility 

The implementation of the policies ot the European Community is, 
with one or two notable exceptions15, in the hands of the administrations of 
the Member States, at national, regional or- local level. Disputes on the 
application of the rules adopted to give effect to those policies are within 
the jurisdiction of the national courts and tribunals; in the absence of a 
separate system of courts, Community law is enforced as an integral part of 
national law in the courts of the Member States, and under national procedural 
rules. The primary interface between the citizen or economic operator and the 
Community is therefore the Member State, 1·ather than the central authorities 
in far-distant Brussels or Luxembourg, though as noted above these are called 
upon to play an essential supervisory role. Structures for implementing 
Community law a1·e therefore pr~dominantly national structures, and the 
Community institutions only intervene after the operation of whatever 
supervisory mechanisms app]y at the level of individual Member States, or if 
there has been no adoption of national measures in accordance with the 
Community act. 

11 case c-213/89, "'-1!J)arte Factortame Ltd., judgment of 19 June 1990, not yet 
reported in ECR; here the national rule did not require to be aborogated, 
though it could not be applied to a matter concerning Community law. 

l2 Case 152/84, ~arsh~ll (1986] ECR 723; see also Prechal 27 CMLRev 451 
( 1990). 

13 Case 43/75, Defroenne II [19"16) ECR 4!>!>. Other provisions wHh 
'horizontal direct effect' include Articles 48 and 59 (non-discrimination on 
grounds of nationality) and 85{1} and B6 (competition rules). 

14 See Bonichol et al., 6 Rey_._tr~·oi~ adm. 955-986 (1990) 

lS 'l'he obvious example is the comprehensive power 
Community's rules on comp~tition enjoyed by the Commission, 
the Commission favours an increase in decentrallzed control. 

< 
·' 

to enforce the 
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In discussing the question of implementation, it is customary to 
distinguish between the different stages of such implementation: the adoption 
of national measures to comply with a directive (or, less typically, a 
regulation), the application of such measures in practice, and the 
administrative and judicial supervision of application16_ It is the net result 
of these processes which constitutes effective lmplementation, the focus of 
this part of working group I. Because this paper is presented primarily from 
the perspective of the Community, rather than the Member States, and Community 
action to prevent and resolve problems ot implementation in the light of 
possible major ·constitutional changes, a certain emphasis has been placed on 
the supervision stage, in the national courts and at the Community level, as 
providing a potentially more efficient fulcrum for improving the level of 
implementation of Community law. Furthermore, certain proposals in this area 
are currently under discussion at the intergovernmental conferences. 

Ill. Current problems of implement_~.tion 

(1) Why do Member states fail to implement Community law?, 
It is not difficult to speculate as to why Member States would on 

occasion deliberately tail to fulfil their obligations under Community law: 
dissatisfaction with the outcome of the decision-making process (especially in 
the post-consensus era), domestic p1·essure for protectionism, economic 
advantage for national enterprises, executive inertia or lack of parliamentary 
time1 7 . Apart from the non-implementation of judgments of the Court of 
Justice, such infringements 'in bad faith' l8 remain very much the exception, 
and it is more instructive to examine the other category of infringements, 
where the Member State i:;; acting more or le~s bona fide. These may be 
attributed either to certain features at the Community's legislative process, 
or arise from national constitutional and administrative traditions. 
(a) Community legislative process 

Community legislation has in the past been pilloried for its lack of 
clarity and ambiguity of expressiOni this may be due in part to linguistic 
constraints, or reflect the more general difficulty of collective drafting, 
where a variety of committee-type bodies have a say in the final result. Such 
defects may also arise from a series of pal i tical compromises between the 
proposal and the adoption, or even the complete fa;Jure to agree on a 

~6 See, generally, Siedentopf.and Ziller, ~~~~European Policies Work, 
LUropean Institute of Public Administration, London 1988. 

,., Siedentopf and Ziller, op. cit. Vol 11, is an invaluable source of 
information on the administrative structures created in the Member States 
(excluding Spain and Portugal) to implement Community law, and the problems 
they encoW1ter in this area. 

l8 The expression is Rasmussen's, 'Les ~tats membres et !'inexecution des 
obligations communautaires', 48 Pouvoirs 39 (1989). 
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particular point19. on a practical level, to give effect to the single market 
programme, Member States are called upon to cope with an increasing volume of 
legislation from Brussels, parti-cularly directives which require further 
action on their part. A more serious complaint, which may reflect the level of 
democratic input in the legislative process, is that the content of Community 
provisions is sometimes out of touch with social and economic realities. The 
evolutionary nature of Community law, especially through innovative 
interpretations of the Tre~ty by the Court of Justice, has also on occasion 
caught the Member States flat-footed. r"inally, infringements have arisen in 
the past when the Member States have simply agreed, with or without the 
connivance of the Commission, not to apply a particular provision of Community 
law, such as the Treaty rules on majority voting (the so-called Luxembourg 
agreement of 1966) or the principle of equal pay for equal work mentioned 
before. 
(b) National practices and traditions 

The correct and timely adoption by the Member States of the requisite 
national measures to give effect to their Community obligations can depend on 
constitutional factors (such as the necessity for a legislative act rather 
than a statutory instrument or ministerial degree, or the extent to which the 
rule-making competence on the national level is decentralized), or 
admministrative organization (such as the splitting of responsibility for a 
particular Community matter amongst several departments}. In practice, 
implementation can be affected at this stage by other less easily quantifiable 
factors, such as the extent to which the political process can impede 
implementation by the administration, or the adequacy of resources accorded to 
the administrative department responsible. 

As regards applicalion of the rules adopted, observable differences 
between the Member State5 in this regard may be considereed to be more a 
function of differences in the national 'administrative cultures', than 
necessarily going to prove a lesser respect for Community law in the 
recidivist Member States. Hy this token, 'lhe implementation of Community 
legislation is not the problem: if one could solve the implementation problems 
of national law, one could also solve the implementation problems of Community 
law' 20. 1'hal said, differences in legal cui ture which are not necessarily 
dysfunctional, as illustrated by the facts of the Factortame case, can also 
give rise to infringements of Community law, as can unfamiliarity with the 
Community's complex legal system and its novel concepts. The independence of 

19 A striking example ot the latter gave rise to the 'coinsurance cases' by 
the Commission against tour Member states. An intractable disagreement 
between a liberal minority of the Member States and the Commission, on the one 
hand, and the remaining Member States on the other, as to the extent of the 
freedom to provide services under the ·rreaty had resulted in the adoption of a 
'notoriously ambiguous' provision defining the scope of the 1978 coinsurance 
directive, which the Court of Justice was called in to resolve (Case 205/84, 
Commission v Germany (1986] ECR 37o5, ~~; the background is described in 
Pool, 'Moves towards a common market in insurance', 21 CMLRev i23, 134-136 
( 1984)). 

20 Kooiman, quoted by Zillcr 1n Siedentopf and Ziller, op. cit., Vol. I, 
p. 141. 
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the judiciary, and certain other organ5 ot government, means that the 
executive is in effect powerless to intervene lu b1.·ing a breach of CommW1ity 
law committed by such bodies to an end, though, as noted above, the 
Commission's policy is not to institute proceedings in these cases. While most 
of these 'national' causes of possible infr·ingernents are not such as can be 
'cured' by measures at the Community level, it may be hoped that their 
potential for damage will d~miuish over time. 
(2) COmmwJity supervision of implementation 

I think it is fair to say that the question of supervising the 
implementation of Community law by the Membel-· States was given a very low 
priority for the first two decades of the history of the common market. During 
this 'diplomatic period 1 , the Commission rarely used the infringement 
v:rocprlnrP nf Artic;lP. 169. relying on per:;;uasion in its dealings with the 
national administrations: in the words of the former Director General of its 
Legal Service, in those days 'for the Commission and its services, the 
implementation of directives was largely unknown gr·ound'2 1 . 

The Commission's change of tactics came in 1977, under the presidency of 
Mr Roy Jenkins, when it adopted a policy of more vigilant supervision of the 
Member States by the Commission and a ruore 'aggressive' use of judicial 
proceedings. As the results of this supervisory policy became known, the 
European Parliament took an interest in the matter, and in 1983 requested the 
Commission to produce an annual report on tht:' opplication of Community law by 
the Member States22, the first of which was produced the following year, the 
seventh last September 23 . 

The reports, which may be considered essentiol reading for any Community 
lawyer, classify infringements into lwo main categories: failure to respect a 
provision of the Treaty or a regulation, and non-implementation of a directive 
(whether through failure to notify the Commission of national implementing 
measures, improper implementation or lmpl~opel· application of national 
implementing measures). The commencement. of such proceedings generally proves 

21 Ehlermann in Siedentopf and Ziller, op. c:it., Vol. I, p. 146. 

22 Resolution of 9 February 1983, OJ 19BJ c 68/32. Ehlermannfs view that the 
European Parliament pays the annual reports 'relatively limited attention' 
(op. cit., p 147) 1s difficult to sustain; indeed, Parliament '·s keen interest 
in the subject is reflected in its consistent complaints that each annual 
report is presented too late in the year ·- lhe 1.·eport covering 1989 was 
published in September 1990 - to enable it us.,fully to contribute to the 
drawing up of the following report. Parliament 1 s Rules of Procedure were 
amended in September 1990 to render obligatory the drawing up of a 
parliamentary report on the Commission's annual report on Community law (OJ 
1990 C 260/85), which could be considered a~ having replaced the annual 
general report on the Cornmunity 1 s activities (Article 143 EEC) in importance. 

23 References for the first six reports ar·e given in footnote 1 on p. 1 of the 
introduction to the seventh report, OJ 1990 C 232/1 (= COM(90) 288 final). 
Obviously reports on the Commission's monitoring of the application of 
Community law are only an approximate guide lo implementation in practice, 
complementing scientific studies on implementation mechanisms in the Member 
States, such as Siedenlopf and Ziller, op. c:Jl .. 
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to be an efficient incentive to the Member States to act in order to apply a 
directive; though proceedings concerning directives constitute about 3/4 of 
the actions initiated in a given year, they only make up about half the 
judgments the Court is called upon to pronounce. The Comm1SSlon is thus 
frequently able to withdraw its action follow1ng tardy compllance24 As might 
be expected, agriculture, the internal market and environment make up the bulk 
of t.he infringemen_t~- _cla.s:::i!icd by -EcctQ~-

The reports also reveal considerable difterenc·e""S···tn·-the· ·behaviouz:· oi ·lhe 
Member States. In 1989, for instance, the Conuui~:;;ion Look Italy to Court on no 
less than 35 occasions (more than 1/3 of the total for the year) and Belgium 
14 times: the respective figures for the Federal Republic of Germany and the 
united Kingdom are 4 and s25 . The figures do not necessarily tell the whole 
story; in the third report, covering 1985, the Commission expressed disquiet 
at the tailure of certain national courts uf 1 iual instance either to take 
account of the caselaw of the Court of auslice, or to refer questions of 
Community law to that Court for a preliminary ruling. It took the view that, 
though infringement proceedings could have been t.:ummenced against the Member 
state in such cases, 'such a procedure does not constitute the most sui table 
basis for cooperation between the nationaJ courts and the Court of Justice' 
preferring instead 'to induce the Member States to ensure, without impairing 
the independence of the judiciary, that Community law is respected• 26 . In the 
seventh report, the Commission was gratified lo note a greater willingness of 
the national courts to apply Community law, including judgments of the Court 
of Justice and the preUminary ruling procedure: 'the Commission's analysis 
has shown no instance of national supreme courts having given judgments 
inconsistent wilh Community law':n. 

The seventh report evidenCE'S a continuing tendency of the Member States 
not to conform to the deadlines set by direcb ves reguired under the single 
market programme (45% failure rate). Of more concern to the Commission, 
however, is the comparatively greater reluctance of the Member States to 
comply with 'unfavourable' rulings at the Court ot Justice. The phenomenon was 
practically unknown 15 years ago; a study of infringment proceedings in 1975 
noted that 'there has been only one occasion on which the Court has rendered a 
decision recording the failure to comply' with an earlier Court ruling

2
B. ln 

1984, 29 cases of non-implementation of Court judgments were outstanding, a 

24 Jn 1989, for example, the Conuni~bion sent 521 formal notices 
concerning non-implementation of directives and 119 reasoned opinions; 60 
cases were referred to the Court, which delivered just 12 judgments for this 
type of infringement (seventh report, table 7, OJ 1990 C 232/37). The figures 
for a given year are of course only indicative, as the infringement procedure 
can take two or more years fl·om formal notice to judgment. 

2~ ~. table no. 1, p. :n. 

26 OJ 19B6 C 220/2'7. 

27 OJ 1990 C 232/54. 

28 Barav, 
Community law' , 

'Failure of Menber States 
12 CMLRev 369, 377 (197~). 
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figure which had leapt to 89 in 1988 and 82 in 1989. In 1990 the Commission 
was moved to denounce as 'detrimental to the proper functioning of the 
Community' the failure of one Member State to comply with a rulin~ against it 
dating back_ to 1983, notwithstanding a second condemnation in 1987 9. 

IV Some proposals for improvement of the implementoliOJ)_ of Community law 

A number of reforms at both t.he Communi ly emU the national levels can be 
envisaged in order to improve the implementation of Community law in the 
short term, without requiring Treaty modifications. In the perspective of 
either a substantial enlargement of the Corr.muni ty, or worthwhile progress 
towards a European Union, theFie may prove insufficient, and so a few More 
radical modifications are also discussed. The proposals are not a disparate 
set of discrete measures, but should be vim._•ed together as a policy of reform 
to improve the implementation of Community law in practice, while leaving the 
underlying structures more or less intact; the increased direct effect of 
Community provisions, for example, would be much less effective without the 
necessary procedural mechanisms. 
(1) Short-term reforms- Community level 

The current activities and immediate future of the. Community are 
dominated by the objective of the creatioiJ ot a single internal market, the 
process to be completed in just 18 months f!"om now. The primary beneficiaries 
of this internal market seem likely to be economic operators in the Member 
States {unless dramatic steps in defining Co;umunity citizenship are taken in 
the near future), and it is they who have the most direct interest in 
ensuring the Member States respect their legislative commitments30, if need be 
through the national courts. Though a matter within the purview of the Member 
States, the Community institutions could act to facilitate decentralized 
control, which should have a knock-ou effect on the earlier stages of 
implementation. Practical considerations also plead in favour of such a 
policy, in particular the sheer volume of national measures; if each dif"eCtive 
is supposed to engender 12 sets of inplementing measures, the White Paper 
alone will be responsible for apProximately 3360 legislative acts 1 to say 
nothing of national measures required in other area~ of Community activity. 

- more extensive use of regulations 
The possibility of utilizing regulations for internal market leg.islation was 
specifically included in the Treaty by the Single Act in Article 100a, though 
little used heretofore, it at all. Regulations could also be adopted in other 
areas, where the current tendency is to prefer the directive. One example from 
the areas of citizens' rights is the series of directives on the right of 
residence for persons of independent means, tor retired workers and for 
students adopted by the Council in June 1990, which appear capable of creatiug 
rights which could be relied upon in betore natiuuol courts; nothing in the 

29 OJ 1990 C 232/27. 

30 See Bronckers, 'Private enforcem('nt o! 1YYL: do Trade and Industry stand a 
chance against the Member States ?', 26 ~ML~ev ;13 (19891. 

1 (I . 
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Treaty would have prevented the Council adopting a regulation in each case3 1. 
With a view to a more effective, and uniform, decentralized control, 
regulations should lackle procedural matters, such as the possibility of 
judicial review of administrative decisions, and the range of remedies tor 
breach of their provisions (on ·B.ccess to justice and national procedures 
generally, see (4), below). 

- extended direct effect of directives 
Where the directive is the instrument imposed by the Treaty, those provisions 
which are capable of creating rights the citizen can rely upon in national 
courts (direct effect} should be identified in the directive itself, and the 
Member States obliged to indicate the Comr.1uni ty origin of a national 
implementing measure. One further possible refinement would be to combine the 
directive with a regulation, the latter to apply in a particular Member State 
only if, and to the extent, that the Member State has failed to adopt 
implementing measures32 (lhis would overcome the absence of horizontal direct 
effect of directives, i.e. effect as between citizens inter se). 

- use of legislative codr~s 
The idea of codifying existing Com~unity legislation, adopted at various times 
years apart though now setlled law, is not. a t:ew one, and as a proposal for 
reform is quite modest33. 'I'he code should 5et out in a single measure all the 
Community provisions on a given topic, indicating as need be, those areas 
where the Member States may or must legislate. Certain branches of internal 
market legislation completely overhauled in the space of the last few years 
l'?i'nltin9 i'n? inFunnoo ro9uhtion 1 for oxomplol 1 •·rould moko puticularly 
suitable candidates for codification; once the 1992 programme has been 
completed the Community institutions may even have some spare legislative time 
for such an undertaking. 

- Commission activity 
The essential contribution ot the national adm:in:istrations in both the shaping 
and the application of Community legislation has been noted above; to 
alleviate a~ for O::i po!:i::dbl~ ~roblem!:) cnJ:::duy lrum lluyui:;;Li<..: U.lo~.:n:!!JdHt.;.it::::. 

and accidental ambiguities of drafting, the Commission could cooperate more 
intensively with those national administrations in the preparation and 
application of implementing measures34. It measures to promote a greater 
decentralized control of implementation are successful, particularly as 

31 Directives 90/364, 36~ and 366/EEC, OJ 1990 L 180/26, 28 and 30, 
respectively; they were each based on Article 23~ L~C. 

32 See Gaja, Hay and Rotunda in Cappelletti, !:ieccombe and Weiler Integration 
through Law, Vol. 1, Dook 2, pp. 124-126 (Der1in 1986). 

33 The European Parliament. tor exa~pler ha~ lonq advocated codification 
.e.f C~l,'!14u.,•,~L 1 l&w; ::.et, fv~ el\..!u<l~l~, ... u, .a..'l!::!6lu.l.;.~.· .. 6f 2G H6y 1909, OJ 1009 C 
158/388. 

34 In its seventh report on Community law, the Commission indicated its 
intention to 'dialogue with the Member States in the preparation of 
incorporation measures' and organ1ze exchanges with the departments of 
national administrations responsible fo1· jrr.plementation, though only in the 
internal market area (OJ 1990 C 232/1). 
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regards directives, the Commission could presumably reserve infringement 
proceedings primarily for disagreements of a legal character on the 
interpretation of Treaty provisions and regulations. The suggestion that the 
Commission should carry out a centralized mon.i taring of draft national 
legislation liable to encroach on Community Jaw has been tentatively mooted35, 
though the enormity of the task casts some doubt on its probable efficiency. 
(2) Short-term reforms - National level 

- consideration of potential implementa lion di f t icul ties at the adopt.i on 
stage 

The role of the.national administrations is not contined to the irnplemenatlon 
of Community legislation; through the working groups of the Commission - 70 % 
of whose membership comprises national oft icials acting in a 'non-official' 
capacity - and of the Council, the administrations of the Member States play 
an important, perhaps too important, role in formulating that law 36 . To the 
extent that they do not do so already3 7 the P.ember states could ensure 
adequate representation at the adoption stage of the departments responsible 
for implementation and application of the Conrnunlty decisions adopted, and 
that potential problems in this regards are raised and dealt with as early as 
possible. 

It has also been observed tha·t whenever th€! responsibility for applying 
the Community provisions lies with 1·egional or local authorities, their 
implementation is facilitated if these authorities are able to participate in 
the adoption process, fo:- example through consultation with the central 
authorities before definition of the national negotiating position. The 
necessity of including an institutionalized representation of the regions at 
the Community level of decision-making is curr·enlly under discussion38. 

- national supervision of application 
If a policy of decentralized control of implementation is to work, it should 
follow that the supervisory mechanisms of the Member states should be applied 
to Community law. The Commission has already proposed that each of the Member 
States set up a central administrative syslen !or monitoring implementation, 
which most Member States have done. What is striking, however, is the 
apparent lack of interest of the national p;nliament~ in the implementation of 

35 Ga)a et al op. cit., p. 156-158; such a priori supervision already applies 
in a number ot areas, particularly as regards technical regulations under 
Directive 63/169/EEC as amended. 

36 See Wes!>els in W. Wallace (Ed.), :fJJg: __ Qy!_"@lll~ of European Integration, pp. 
229-241 (London, 1990) 

3? The malter appears not to have Leen raised at the IVth Erenstein 
Colloquium, reported by Ziller in Siedentopf and f..iller, op. cit., Vol. 1, who 
considered that this lacuna 'demonstrates a !Jymptomatic disregard by both 
practicians as well as theoreticians of the d:tticulties arising from problems 
of implementing public policies' {p. 136, sic). The input of departments 
dealing with implementation at the decision-r.~aking stage is touched upon in 
most of the national reports in Vol. ll. 

3B See Article 198A of the draft troaty at lho Presidency of 16 June 1991 
for the intergovernmental conferences on political and economic union. 
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Community law on their respective territories, particularly given the~r 
limited role in the adoption of implementing measures in most Member States39 

In the Community system of the division at responsibilities, the European 
Parliament is primarily concerned with supervising the activities of the 
Council and the Commission, yet it was this parliament which pushed for the 
annual report which covers the application of Corr.rr.unity law by the Member 
states. lis Community law is fully part of each national law, albeit not 
adopted (except for directives) by the nat)onal leoislature, it is surely the 
duty of national parliaments to supervise at least the activities of their 
administration in applying Community law 40, with centralized supervision by 
the Commission and Court as a last resort. 

-dissemination of information on Community law and citizens' rights 
It is at the national level that the most effective action could be taken 

to ensure the widest dissemination of accurate information about the 
comnlunity41, and in pa1·ticular the rights Community law has created for the 
benefit of the citizen and small businesses, perhaps through Citizens' Advice 
Hureaux where they exist, or their equivalent. Courses on Community affairs 
might with profit be integrated into higher education qualifications with a 
vocational flavour, and in particular Community law could be designated as a 
core subject for the pr~ctice of law, whether at '..lniversity or in separate 
professional courses. It is beginning to dawn upon certain Member States, 
heretofore lagging behind in this area, that the familiarity of its workforce 
with Community matters can be a valuable personal and national asset, and not 
an intellectual ornament acquired in pursuit et some sort of grandiose Euro
philia. 
(3) The Enlargement verspective 

'!'he question of implementation in the perspective of enlargement is 
primarily one for the new Member States under the division of competences 
reflected in the Community legal order; the accession of one or several 
European states to the Community will not mean that Commun~ty law is 
implemented more effectively, or less so, in the present Member States42 

The fundamental condl tjon for accession to the community is the 
acceptance by the candidate Member !:it ate of the existing legal patrimony, ·oL-

39 For details ot the practice in each to1ember State, see Siedentopf and 
Ziller, Vol 11. On the increasing importance of the supervisory functions of 
national parliaments, see, e.g. Dosco in Louis and waelbroeck, Le Parlement 
europeEm dans l'€volution institutionelle, p. ::ne (Drussels, 1988). 

40 '!'he same could be 

practice, of their duty 
ministers and officials at 

said in theory, though w.::.. thout much conviction in 
to supervise the legislative activity of their 
Community level. 

41 This point is consistently emphasized by the European Parliament in its 
resolutions on the Commission's annual report (see, e.g. paragraphs 16 and 17 
of its resolution of 13 July 1990 on the sixlh report, OJ 1990 C 231/232). 

42 Obviously such 
'instrumental effect~', 

difficult, especially if 
prE>S· ·n l n :i ne. 

accession or occe.s~;iuJJ.s would have a number of 
render-ing the Commission' .s supervisory task more 

new ar.d unfamiliar working languages are added to the 

Ll 
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acauis conununautaire43 . This hos grown considerably richer, in quantative and 
qualitative terms, even since Spanish and Portuguese accession, only five and 
a half years ago, and is set to increase fu1t..h~r in the years to come. New 
Member States which have not enjoyed close link!:> wilh the Community over a 
long period of lime, such a.s those under an association agreement 44 , will be 
called upon to implement a large body ot substantivE! law, in an unfamiliar 
legal context, withoul the benefit. of haviu<J p.:u·ticipated in its adoption 
process which is generally thought to t~cilitate subsequent implementation45. 

In this regard, it is clear that the poss3ble accession of some or all of 
the EFTA countries wi 11 be rendered very much easier should they reach an 
agreement on the European Economic Area, such as is currently under 
discussion. To a large extent, this initiative grew out of the fear of these 
states of exclusion from the internal market access to which would be 
regulated by harmonized Community provisions, some of which they then adopted 
unilaterally46_ As negotiations presently stand, not only will the EFTA states 
agree to apply the substantive acguis corr.munautain; in most areas of Treaty 
activity by 1 January 1993, but they seem likely to agree to give 'EEA Treaty 
law' both direct effect and pr1rnacy ovei nat.ionol law, and to adopt the 
necessary national provisions to ensure the application of such law. It would 
be more than somewhat ironic if Community law wen~ applied after ~ 993 more 
diligently outside the Community than wilhin. 

The Community now has a certain experiem.:.e of enlargements, and a number 
of practices have developed, such as bringing candidate Member States into the 
decision-making machinery unofficially even before formal accession, and 
granting transitional periods, tailored to the particular area ot activity 
and capabilities of acceding Member State, for the full application of 
Community law47 , which should facilitate more efficient implementation. There 
is no need to emphasize how much an eiirly 011d comprehensive campaign to 
familiarize the relevant public with Community low would also contribute to 
the achievement o1 this aim 4B. 

43 See 01111' '11 '·'all ace a11d Her ·ema 1 O" c ·l 80 ~ ~ n l I, ~· ~ ., p. . 

44 See lhe thoughttul contribution to lhe i 9'/8 Bruges week. by the late 
Judge Evrigenis on the impact of accession on Greek law and institutions, who 
describes the association regir:~e as 'a su1-l or nnli-chamber to the status of 
Member State', in w. Wallace and Herreman (ed~.}, op. cil., p. 135, at 149. 

4~ Ciavarini Azzi in Siedentopt and Ziller, op. c.it., Vol. I, p. 19&. 

4b Candidate Member States outside EF'TA might al~o consider the possibility of 
unilaterally adapting their national provisions t.o those of the Community in 
advance of formal application. 

4? Olmi, op. cit., l'P· 10'/-108. 

48 . See Evrlgenis, op. cit., p. 1~3. 
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(4) The Perspective of European Union - Treaty retorms49 
- a new typology of acts 

The typology of legislative ins.truments of the EEC Treaty is as confusing 
to the ordinary citizen as :t is innovative; in particular, it is difficult to 
explain why a directive can c1:eate righls at· not, depending on how its 
provisions are drafted, and why such provisions may be relied upon if you are 
a public sector employee, Out not if you are working in the private sector. 
Community directives in certain an~·as tend to legislate ever more minutely; 
the devil is in the detail, and on the principle of 'mutual distrust•SO, each 
Member State - and the Commission, at least in theory - will be in a position 
to know what the other Member States are doing lt directives dot every 'i' and 
cross every 't'. The national implementing authority is thus frequently left 
with little or no choice as to the national measures which are required, and 
in many cases the provisions would sooner o.r later have direct effect. The 
converse tendency may be seen as regards regulations, where the Member states 
can be required to adopt implementing measures, notwithstanding the direct 
applicability of the Corr.:nunity act; indeed, the Council has been known to 
choose a regulation in preference to a directive with the inglorious objective 
of allowing Member State governme:1t.s to circumvent their national parliament. 

'l'he strict. 'l'reaty rules constraining the Community institutions in their 
choice of legal instrument, relaxed only to a small degree by the Single Act, 
may be considered to be character1stic of an early stage of European 
integration; the directive was seen as safeguarding a certain legislative role 
for national parliaments, e5pecially in the harmonization of existing national 
legislation, and a hedge against centralizing tendancies the Community might 
develop. In a more matur-e European Community, or Union, the distinction 
between regulation and directive· could be abandoned in favour of a more 
rational typology of acts, such as a single Community 'law', which may or may 

49 The question of extensive centralized implementation, for example, by 
means of Community agencies in the Member States applying Community rules 
directly, or by the widespread use ot funding tram the Community budget 
subject to compliance with a wide variety of Community rules in matters not 
directly related to the activity funded (along the American 'grant-in-aid' 
model) is not examined in detail here, as it presupposes a more centralized 
power structure for the Community, which does not exist, and seems unlikely to 
exist in the foreseeable future. Dominant opinion in the United States sees 
~uch devices as having contributed to the fol·mation of a system of 'permissive 
federalism', where 'there is a sharing of power and authority between the 
national and state govez.·nment, but the st.ates' share rests upon the 
permission and permissiveness of the national goveL-nment' (M. Reagan and J. 
Sanzone, The New Federalism, p. 175 (OUP, New York, 1981); see also, Stewart, 
'Madison's Nightmare', 57 U. Chicago L.R. 335 (1990)). 

~O The expression used by Ziller, in Siedenlopf and Ziller, op. cit., 
Vol. 1, p. 132, who discusses in detail the confusion of legal instruments in 
the Comf!~unity. Officials in some national administrations tend to prefer 
detailed directives· which can be taken over in extenso in the relevant 
transposing measure, warts and all (see, e.g. , Francois and Vandercamrnen in 
Siedentopf and Ziller op. cil., Vol·. II, p. '1."1, and Pag and Wessels 1 ibid., p. 
169). 
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not require implementing measures by tlu=! Mt!mbc~- Slales51 . The question of the 
creation and enforceability of individual ,-ights against the State and 
other citizens, as the case may be - would then depend on the nature of the 
right claimed and rules concerning locus standi, rather than the 
classification of the instrument. I am not here advocating the centralization 
of legislative power in the Community institutions; au contraire, the 
abolition of the now somewhat misleading distinction between the directive and 
the regulation, combined with the application of a workable principle of 
subsidiarity by subject matter 1 would surely facilitate the task of national, 
regional and local authorities in identifying and carrying out their own 
responsibilities 1 under both national and Community law. 

- Sanctions 
One of the mo=e fashionable ideas lor improving the implementation 

Community law, and in particular the compliance with judgments of the Court of 
Justice, is to provide for a sanctions againr;l o defaulting Member State, in 
the form of a periodic penalty, a lump sum or the withholding of Community 
funds 52. While in a few areas financial pressure can already be brought to 
bear on recalcitrant Member States - under the structural funds and rules on 
the award of public contracts, for instance, Community aid is conditional on 
compliance with the relevant Community rule.s5 3 - th~ punitive approach now 
being advocated poses a number of problems compured to Lhe current techniques 
of persuasion. As noted above, ~~ot all jnfringements are committed male fide. 
More practically, it is difficult to envisage a level of financial penalty 
against a Member State which will be effective; turthermore, while all MembeJ.
States are equal before the law, really substantii:ll fines would have more 
impact on the poorer Member States, some of whom, perhi:ipS not coincidentally, 
are more frequently guilty of infringements than their richer neighbours. 
Even the withholding of Corr.:nunity funding on a Jarge scale may run counter to 
the requirements of Communily solidarity which masquerades under the less
than-enlightening epithet 'economic and social cohesion'. 

A more refined approach to the problem of non-compliance with Cou1-t 
judgments would consist in empowering the Counci 1, acting in all cases by a 
qualified majority, to adopt measures to bring the Treaty violation to an end 
where the defaulting Member State hod not done so within a fixed deadline. 
Though more attractjve in theory than financial penalties, such a solution is 

51 Article 34ll) of the European Parliument.'s [)raft Treaty for European 
Union at 14 February 1984 proposes a single legal instrument for the 'common 
action• of the Union, defined in Article 10(2) to mean 'all normative, 
administrative, financial and judicial acts ... addressed to [the) institutions 
{of the Union], or to States, or to individuals' (OJ 1984 C 77/33-52). 

52 The 1dea is discussed 
SEC(91)500 of 15 ~lay 1991, and 
draft treaty of 18 June 1991; a 
but not published. 

in a Commission staff paper 
reproduced in Article 1 71 of 

number of other proposals have 

reproduced in 
the Luxembourg 
been discussed 

53 Sevenlh Commiss1on report, OJ 1Y~U c 232/'::J. The European Parliament's 
suggestion that illegal state aids be n!paid i 11to the Community • s budget 
rather than that of the offending Membet- !3to.te is an interesting one 
(resolution of 18 January 1990, OJ C 38/108). 
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not immune from the danger that a sufficient number of Member States would 
side with the defaulter or defaulters, in an atmosphere of mutual back
slapping, and that the Council would be unable or unwilling to adopt any 
worthwhile measure!:i 4 ; the rights of individuals and undertakings would not 
necessarily be protected. 

- Access to justic~ 
The Commission's proposal for discusslon at the Intergovernmental 

Conferences in this regard is particularly worthy of cons~deration55 . Art1cle 
5 of the Treaty, which obliges the Menber sta~es to 'facilitate the Community 
in the achievement of its tasks' could be anended to spell out the minimum 
requirements of national procedural L::1w !Iece.!:isary to ensure adequate 
individual access to justice56 in order to be able to enforce Community 
rights: remedies, liability of public authorities, availability of interim 
measures, and though the Commission does not mention it, equal treatment as 
regards entitlement to legal aid. This could be be supplemented by secondary 
legislation a5 required. Not only vmuld such an amendment contribute to more 
effective decentralized control, but it would respect the spirit at the 
European Convention on Human Rights, Article 6(1) of which guarantees 'a fair 
and public hearing ... before an independent and impartial tribunal• for the 
determination of civil rights and obligations. 

V Conclusions 

The system of the Treaty entrusts the 1mplementation of Community law to 
the agency of the Member States, and the control of proper application in the 
first instance to nationals and economic operators. '1'0 a very great extent, at 
least as far as can be measured, the system may be said to work; national 
administrations and parliaments by and largE' take their Community duties 
seriously, and the highest national courts recognize the value of contributing 
to the uniform application of Community Jaw through the preliminary ruling 
procedure and accepting direct effect of such provisions. The number of 
complaints to the Commission of violations ot the 'freaty in a given year, and 
the tendency of Member States in recent years lo drag their heels in complying 
with judgments of the Court of Jus lice give cause for concern, certainly, 

54 
Treaty, 

As mentfoned above, the sanctions clauses ot Article 
which inspired this proposal, have never been applied. 

BB of the ECSC 

55 See also Ehlermann, who links the access to justice question with the 
necessity for decentralized control: 'the esscntia) element is to be able to 
bring the matter before a judge, to apply to the courts' (op. cit., p. 14Bl. 

~U As regards breaches of public law, the Court ot Justice has derived from 
Article 3 EEC an obligation for the r.,ember states to 'ensure that 
infringements of Community law are penalized undE?t- conditions, both procedural 
and substantive, which are analognus to those applicable to infringements of 
national law of a similar nature and importance and which, in any event, make 
the penalty effective, proportionate and dissuasive' and to pursue such 
infringements •with the sane diligence as that which they bring to bear in 
implementing corresponding national laws •: Case 68/88, Commission v Greece 
(1989] ECR 2965, 2985. 
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though perhaps not yet for con~ternnlion. 
The matter of implementation, and the fact thol it is still problematic 

well into the Community's fourth decade, do serve to illustrate a point of 
some importance for the enlargement debate. Ac~,;ession to the Community 
implies not only that new Merr.ber States partake in the Community's decision
making processes, but that the requiremeuls uf in:.plementation can have a 
substantial impact in the internal workiugs of the Member State, at the 
administrative, legislative and judicial levels, equivalent to lhat of a 
constitutional. revision. The inti-oduclion of a more efficient system of 
implementation of Community law could mighl be considered as raising the price 
of entry; it also surely increases the value of lf.embership. It may therefore 
be in the mutual interest of both the t:OI:u:lunity and any candidate Member 
States to exar.~ine the implementation questior., and potential difficulties, 
from the very beginning of the enlargement proc:.;ess, and that such states be 
not merely willing to accept the acguis c:.;ommunautaire, but able to guarantee 
its implementation. In this regard, the motto of the next enlargement debate 
could well be et vell~ .• _.et oerficerP;, not ju::;t wi::>hbone, but backbone. 

Kieran st (:lair Bradley 
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THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY AND CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNMENT 

by John Pinder 

The EC economy and the rule of law 

It is economics that attracts the Efta countries to the European Community. 

They gained access to the customs union through the free trade agreements 

negotiated in the early 1970s; and the idea of the European Economic Area (EEA) 

was conceived so that they would have access to the single market. The prospect 

of the economic and monetary union (emu) may have a similar effect. But though 

the motive is economic, the problem is institutional. For at the heart of 

the Community's economic integration is the enactment and application of Community 

law; and Eftans have held back from participating in this process. 

Some see this juridical basis as a protectionist device. Mrs Thatcher, for 

example, may find it appropriate to warn against 'an inward-looking trading 

bloc tied by a single currency and controlled by a Brussels-based bureaucracy~. (l) 

Yet a market economy is not a jungle, but a game played within a framework of 

rules. The great contribution of the Freiburg school of social market economists 

was to add this dimension to the laisser faire liberalism of the Manchester 

school. The market has to satisfy both the need for free intitative in 

business and the requirement of business for the reduction of unnecessary 

uncertainties; and the legislative framework for the market economy is an 

essential element in this. Until the creation of the European Community, 

legislation was enacted only for each nation-state. But already in the 1930s, 

Lionel Robbins had identified the contradiction between the national reach of 

the legislation and the increasingly international scope of the market, and 

pointed out that its resolution would have to be an international rule of law. 

Nor could this be effective if it were to be international law in the conventional 

sense, without a legislature to enact it or an effective judicial system to 

ensure that it was applied. 

be required. (2) 

A federal system of enactment and justice would 

The key to the success of the Community is that it provides such a rule of law 

for the whole of the Community market. Hithin the field of Community 

competence, law predominates over the arbitrary exercise of power, whereas in 

the preceding system based on national sovereignty, there was no effective judicllli 

check on the arbitrary use of power in dealings with the governments or citizens 

of other states. The Community also provides for the other principal feature 

of the rule of la••: equality before the law. For there is no discrimination, 
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under Community law, between citizens or governments of the member states; 

and the Community's institutions are, equally, bound by the law. The effect 

of this is not only economic. It has also helped to create a new political 

quality and an unprecedented security in the relations among the member states. 

The ever-increasing complexity of the modern economy has brought with it an ever 

more complex framework of public policy and legislation. This interface 

between the public authorities and the private sector includes standards and 

norms, regulations for service industries, state aids, state enterprises, public 

procurement, and taxation, all of which may imply frontier controls or other 

discriminations against economic agents of other countries. The result has 

been a growing fragmentation of the Community's market by non-tariff distortions; 

and the Community's remedy is the 1992 programme to complete the legislation 

for a single market through the enactment of some 280 Community laws. It is 

scarcely contested that this will benefit the EC economy, with Cecchini's 

central estimate of about 5 per cent gain 

a widely accepted order of magnitude. (3) 

to productivity over the medium term 

The dilemma for Eftans is that they 

want to participate in this beneficial economic process, but have until now 

resisted the political and juridical mechanisms that make it possible: the 

enactment of laws in common, which, for the single market programme, the 

Community has held requires majority voting in the Council of government 

representatives as well as participation by the European Parliament through the 

cooperation procedure; and the enforcement of the laws by a common juridical 

system, with the Court of Justice at its peak and with uniform application for 

all Community citizens and other legal persons assured by the principles of 

direct effect and primacy of EC law. 

EC law and sovereignty: the Eftans' dilemma 

In standing aside from the Community, the Eftans preferred to keep the final 

word in matters of law in the hands of the courts and parliaments of their own 

solid democracies. The EEA negotiations have been an attempt to enable them 

to benefit as much as possible from participation in the single market without 

participating in the Community institutions. The main problem of principle, 

from the side of the Community, has been the risk that this would dilute its 

system for enacting and applying Community law. 

Although consultation with the Eftans would add to the already great complexity 

of the Community's legislative process, there is no difficulty of principle, and 
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the Community accepts that Eftans may help to shape its legislation in this way. 

But any proposal that Efta states should participate in the enactment of 

Community legislation creates more profound difficulties. The process of 

securing qualified majorities to enact laws in the EC Council is not at all an 

easy one. The Council has, like any political institution, its own dynamic 

which makes its functioning possible; and this includes the package deals 

which enable all member states to gain from the process, even if they lose on 

individual items of legislation. (4) This dynamic can only be weakened if 

the membership of the Council differs for different purposes. The point could 

be illustrated by suggesting that the Swiss Federal Council, for example, 

should include representatives from neighbouring governments when deciding 

on the texts of laws to be submitted to the Federal Assembly, when the interests 

of those neighbouring countries are involved, or that the Federal Assembly 

itself should include representatives of those countries when enacting the 

laws. One can hardly conceive that the Swiss would regard this as compatible 

with their constitution. A similar problem arises with respect to the 

European Parliament. The cooperation procedure already gives it significant 

influence over Community legislation; and the Intergovernmental Conference on 

political union (IGCpu) has received proposals, notably from the Federal 

Republic of Germany, that this influence should be upgraded into a right of 

codecision for all laws presently enacted by the Council by the procedure of 

majority voting. Even if British opposition limits the scope of such a reform 

in the IGCpu of 1991, it is likely that the Community will move further 

in that direction in the 1990s. Eftans will make powerful enemies within the 

Community if their actions appear to stand in the way of this process. The 

European Parliament, to take one example, itself has the power to veto 

agreements for association or accession; and it is not likely to approve any 

such agreements that would diminish its role. 

The Community has likewise found it hard to devise a system for ensuring that 

the laws of the single market are applied effectively throughout the European 

Economic Area (EEA), without weakening its own juridical syste~ with its 

primacy of Community law, direct effect in member states, and growing authority 

of the Court of Justice. Nor would the Community wish to devalue the role 

of the Commission in competition policy and the control of state aids by 

accepting a less rigorous alternative for the EEA. (5) 

Given these institutional difficulties, the outcome of the EEA negotiations can 

only be an inferior position for the Eftans in the enactment and application 
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of single market law; and, since firms' investment decisions will depend on 

the conviction conveyed by these arrangements, this will limit the gains from 

the single market to the Eftan economies. These considerations have doubtless 

helped to motivate the Austrian and Swedish applications to join the Community, 

which may be followed by those from other Efta states. 

The economic and monetary union (emu) which is almost certain to result from 

the other IGC will add to the pressure. This will introduce the rule of law 

in a somewhat different way, constraining the public authorities of member states 

more than the private operators in the markets. But the political implications 

will be at least as profound as those of the single market. A strong political 

basis for the juridical arrangements will be essential; and the Community 

institutions will have to accept more responsibility for developments in the 

macro as well as the micro economy. Countries that do not accept the single 

currency and its institutional corollaries will find that businesses prefer to 

put their money where the risks of exchange-rate instability are removed over 

the large area covered by the single currency. The economic pressure on other 

Efta states to apply for membership will be considerable. 

The escape hole that was proposed by President Delors for Britain and seems 

likely to be included in the emu treaty may appear to let Eftans off this hook. 

But this €chappatoire was designed only to prevent some of the less rational 

rituals of British politics from obstructing the agreement on emu desired by 

the other eleven member states. If the British were to persist with their 

self-imposed exclusion, the €chappatoire would become an oubliette, in which 

Britain's financial eminence could be lost without trace; and British financial 
te~vorary 

interests will therefore ensure that it remains no more than ~political device. 

Economic motives will ensure British participation in emu; and the same will, 

sooner or later, apply to most of the Eftans. The majority of Efta member 

states will, then, be likely to accede to the Community during the 1990s, and 

will thus confront the implications of the political union, towards which the 

IGCpu of 1991 will take some steps,,and which will probably be strengthened 

as the emu is established and foreign policy and security cooperation are 

reinforced during that period. 
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Eftans' accession and political union 

Membership of the Community, including full part1c1pation in the single market 

and the emu, may be vital for Eftan economies. Collecqvely, they.fonl ~he 

Community's largest export market, so their inclusion will be useful for the 

existing members, as well as contributing to the ideal of a European Union 

comprising all European democracies. But there is concern that the accession 

of Eftans might weaken the Community's institutions and its prospects of developing 

a common foreign and security policy: 

The Austrian application placed an explicit reserve on acceptance of any Community 

competence with respect to security; and the Swedes, like the Irish, might act 

as a brake on the formation of Community policy in that field. The same could be 

said of S••itzerland and Finland. The Single European Act already brought the 

coordination of political and economic aspects of security within the sphere of 

Community competence; and the IGCpu will go farther in that direction. The 

simple response of the Community to Austria and any other applicants that may be 

sensitive about security would be to refuse any exception to the application of 

Community competence to a member state, even if delays could be allowed. Britain'E 

escape hole for emu could be seen as a one-off exception in that field, rather 

than as a precedent for the field of security. But insistence on complete 

acceptance of existing treaties would not resolve the Community's difficulty, 

because where unanimous voting is practised, as will be the case for security 

policy for some years to come, a state that has joined the Community with 

reluctance about security policy could, as the neutral Irish have shown, add to 

the difficulties of Community policy-making; and the unanimity required for 

treaty amendment could stand in the way of any future strengthening of Community 

competence. For this and other reasons, the Community is likely to consider ways 

of enabling those member states that seriously wish to cooperate or integrate in 

the field of security and related foreign policy to do so without waiting for the others. 

One instrument for this is the Western European Union (\YEU). EC member states 

are likely to locate their defence cooperation in this institution for a few 

years at least. Beyond that, there is a divergence of view. France wants 

\"EU to be absorbed by the Community after 1998, when the WEU's founding treaty 

will expire, whereas Britain resists any such commitment to a defence dimension 

for the Community. The British position may suit present Austrian and Swedish 

policies better. But it is based on a reductionist view of the Community which 

may not stand the test of time, given the pressures that may arise for a political 

union that is increasingly capable of standing on its own feet in matters of 

defence as well as economics. 
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A second proposal that may be seen as helpful by neutrals is that backed by 

Britain and France for a separate pillar for coordinating foreign and security 

policy alongside, rather than within, the existing Community institutions, with 

both the existing Community and the more intergovernmental new pillar being 

capped by the European Council of heads of state and government. This would 

appear to allow full participation in the existing Community without commitment 

to any coordination of security policies. But Germany is opposed to this 

splitting of foreign and security policy from the Economic Community, regarding 

a strong political union within the Community as the counterpart that justifies 

its acceptance of emu. The separation of foreign and security policy 

from economic policy can, indeed, only weaken the Community's effectiveness. 

Policy towards Central and Eastern Europe is one of the Community's most 

important fields of action at present, and it is predominantly economic. To 

divide this central element from the remaining aspects of foreign policy can 

hardly be justified, unless prevention of growth in the Community's capacity to 

act is regarded as an important objective. It may be doubted whether such an 

objective can be sustained through the 1990s. It seems more likely that 

political union will be further strengthened by bringing the various elements 

of foreign policy closer together within the Community institutions. Efta 

states that may wish to join the Community in the hope that such a development 

can be resisted may find their position uncomfortable -- as indeed Britain has 

experienced a loss of influence through its frequent attempts to prevent the 

strengthening of the Community. 

The enlargement of the Community to include Eftans will bring with it pressures 

for further strengthening of the Community's institutions. With strong support 

from Germany as well as other member states, the IGCpu is likely to conclude 

with an enhancement of the European Parliament's role, in the direction of 

colegislation by the Parliament together with the Council; and there is likely 

to be an extension of majority voting in the Council. 

the case for further such reform will be reinforced. 

With each enlargement, 

With more member 

governments, the intergovernmental negotiations within the Council will become 

more complex and cumbersome and the possibility of reaching unanimous 

agreement ••ithin a reasonable time less. Even qualified majorities will be 

harder to secure, unless the percentage of votes required for such a majority 

is reduced. It may be desirable to move to a system of simple majorities of 

bathe countries and weighted votes for many decisions. At least, the proportion 

of votes to comprise a qualified majority could be reduced from the present 71 

per cent. The unwieldiness of the intergovernmental system could also be 
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relieved by a rationalisation of the web of committees of member states' 

officials, some of which obstruct the Commission's execution of Community laws 

and policies. This problem, too, will become worse as the number of member 

governments increases, unless something is done to improve it. Although the 

Single European Act determined to confer on the Commission 'powers for the 

implementation of the rules', the Council's ensuing regulation did 

little to help. (6)Enlargement could be the occasion for a more effective reform. 

The European Parliament's power of assent for the accession of new members may 

give it the leverage to require such reforms as a less obstructive 

committee system and more 

The Parliament is 

decisive arrangements for voting in the Council. 

. at the .same time likely to seek to increase 

its own powers, on the grounds that further complication of the intergovernmental 

system in the Council consequent upon enlargement would aggravate the democratic 

deficit. The Parliament would damage its standing if it demanded more than 

was reasonable on the occasion of each enlargement. But each enlargement will 

imply a case for some steps in these directions; and the Community will, 

as it moves towards the single currency and a growing role in foreign policy, 

be likely to move also towards stronger and more democratic institutions. It 

is to be hoped that new member states will not wish to impede such a development. 

Central and Eastern Europe and constitutional government 

Central and East Europeans are attracted to the Community not only because 

they want access to its market, but also because they see it as a bastion of 

democracy and security. Perhaps they also sense that the prosperity of the 

market is based on commitment to the rule of law to which they aspire. The 
for its 

CommunityJpart wants to see market economies and pluralist democracies 

established in Central and Eastern Europe. The trade with Efta countries 

shows how important relations with neighbouring market economies can be; and 

experience shows that pluralist democracies are better adapted to political 

stability and peaceful change. The collapse of the leninist polity has, indeed, 

reinforced confidence in the democratic system, which has spread in the last 

half century from some fifteen states on the rim of the Atlantic and in 
. add~tion 

Australasia, ( 7) to cover inj.. the whole of Ives tern Europe, Japan and India, 

and is reaching into Central and Eastern Europe and many parts of the third world. 

Thus the Community has shown no doubts about making the transition to market 

economies and pluralist democracies one of the aims of the Europe Agreements 

which are to associate Central, and later East, European countries with it, 

as well of the PHARE programme of aid to these countries. The Community has 
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also made 'practical evidence of commitment' to market economy and pluralist 

democracy one of the conditions for eligibility for Europe Agreements. (8) 

The Commission's Communication which was the starting point for the negotiations 

for Europe Agreements listed the rule of law, human rights, multi-party systems, 

and free and fair elections as essential criteria of pluralist democracy. (9) 

The list is necessary but not sufficient. Constitutional government must be 

'limited by regular legal and political restraints and accountable to the 

citizens'. (10) The legal and political restraints must include the submission 

of government to 

to the citizens: 

and political 

the rule of law. But they must also make government accountable 

the system of representative government, 'in which . legal 

authority is located wholly or mainly in an assembly of 

representatives chosen in regular free elections'. (11) Thus the free and fair 

elections are not enough. The representatives elected in them must enact 

essential legislation; and the government must be accountable either to them 

or, as in the US presidential system, through regular elections direct to the 

citizens. 

The conditions that enable such government to function are crucial, not just for 

the Europe Agreements, but also for the countries that are likely to seek 

membership of the Community and hence participation in its political union. 

Public discussion of these conditions has so far been extraordinarily thin, 

given the importance of the subject for the future of the Community and of the 

states directly concerned, and in comparison with the intensive discussion of 

the transition to market economies. (12) For a properly functioning parliament, 

it is necessary to have . not only adequate procedures, but also members of 

parliament and staff with a minimum of competence. There must be parties that 

are capable of conducting effective elections and forming competent governments. 

There must be a juridical base with independent and qualified courts and 

legal profession. Likewise qualified and sufficiently independent of p~rties 

must be the civil service, teachers and those who enable the world of business 

to function. In short, there must be not only competence for government but 

also a civil society, with 'autonomy of private associations and institutions, 

as well as that of private business firms'. (13) In countries where civil 

society has been systematically crushed by ruling monopoly part~es that were 

opposed to the concept, these conditions can only be hard to achieve. 

It is, therefore, strongly in the interest of the Community to help those 
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Central and East European countries that wish to establish the conditons for 

solid pluralist democracies and constitutional governments, not only with 

economic assistance, which is already substantial even if not as ample 

as it should be, but also with assistance aimed directly at creating the 

essential political and juridical institutions as well as the civil society. 

The Community and its member states are providing some assistance with these 

aims. But it is small and much less thought is given to it than to the 

programmes of aid for the transition to competitive market economies. This 

may be partly due to the weakness of the profession of political science 

compared with that of economics. Partly it may be that the deliberate creation 

of democracies is a relatively new aim of policy, despite the experience of 

the democratisation of formerly fascist states after World War Two, the recent 

emergence of new democracies in southern Europe, the efforts of some 

decolonising powers, and the interesting experience of the major foundations 

related to German political parties in fostering elements of democratic politics 

in third world countries and Central and Eastern Europe .(14)Whatever the 

reason, the Community needs to think and act rapidly to make its policy for 

encouraging pluralist democracy more effective. It needs the capacity to 

judge the adequacy of its policies of association and aid in this respect. 

Above all, it will need to do all it can to support the transition to stable 

democracy among potential members to the East; and it must be able to form a 

rigorous judgement of their democratic credentials when they apply to join. 

Political conditions for eastern enlargement 

Pluralist democracy and market economy present no problems to the Eftans. Most 

of them do these things better than most members of the Community. But it 

would be >nong to underestimate the difficulty of the transition for Central 

and East Europeans. Nor should potential members fail to appreciate the 

reasons why the Community will have to insist that the transition be accomplished 

before they can accede. 

The rule of law within the Community depends not only on the Court of Justice 

and the Community's own legal services, but also on the effective cooperation 

of the judicial systems of the member states, which are responsible for dealing 

with the vast majority of cases· that arise under Community law. l~hile there 

are doubtless significant imperfections in the existing member states in this 

respect, there is on the whole confidence that the courts are dealing correctly 

and independently with matters of Community law. The Community would be 

seriously undermined if, in any member state, this were not to be so. As 
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regards the Community's executive, the Commissioners have to be 

independent in the course of their duties' (article 157 EEC). 

'completely 

The political 

systems of member states must thus recognise the right of their citizens 

who accept such a post to exercise such independence. The Council 

comprises representatives, usually ministers, from properly constituted 

representative governments. Its legitimacy and functioning would be undermined 

should it contain representatives of another type of regime. The European 

Parliament contains representatives elected in free elections, predominantly 

from parties committed to democratic institutions. It could hardly accept 

substantial numbers of representatives not so elected or · committed. And 

since all these characteristics of Community institutions are a product of 

civil society, the Community could not contain members in which civil society 

was not securely established. Without these characteristics, the Community 

would fail. Not only its member states, but also neighbouring countries 

would suffer severely from its failure. For economic problems, long 

transitional periods for new members can be envisaged. But the political 

and juridical conditions should be fulfilled by the time of accession. 

The accession of new members will pose questions for the Community itself, 

many of which will arise anyway as the Community develops through the 1990s, 

but which enlargement will render more acute. Thus the Community's 

constitution will have to be explicitly and unequivocally based on fundamental 

rights, including the rights that comprise representative government; and 

the Community will require the power either to enforce the rights or to suspend 

member states that fail to apply them. The number and diversity of member 

states will necessitate more extensive and effective majority voting in the 

Council and executive competences for the Commission, if the Community's 

efficiency is not to be undermined. Since representative government is 

required in the member states, it would be anomalous if the Community itself 

were not to apply the principles of such government; and this implies a right 

of codecision for the European Parliament with the Council for all Community 

legislation as well as for the appointment of the Commission. 

Some of these matters were broached in the Single European Act and most are 

on the agenda of the IGCpu this year. Despite the present opposition of the 

British government to most of them and of some other member governments to some 

of them, it now seems likely that the Community will move far in this direction 

during the 1990s. The draft treaty that the Luxembourg government put to 
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the European Council at the end of its presidency in June 1991 proposed a review 

by 1996 'to reinforce the federal character of the Union'. This has been the 

trend of opinion in the Community and it is likely that the minority of member 

governments at present opposed to it will change their view by the mid-1990s. 

Those countries that approach the Community with a view to membership should 

expect that it will have federal institutions, with colegislation by the 
together 

European ParliamenfAwith a Council voting by majority, to deal with its 

competences in the macroeconomic as well as the microeconomic sphere. ll'hether 

these same institutions will encompass foreign and security policy as well as 

the economic competences is less clear. But here again, it will not be 

surprising if the trend is towards combining these powers with the economic ones 

in unified institutions. Not only will the Community require constitutional 

and representative government in its member states. It is also likely to 

move by further steps to b.ecome a constitutional and representative system of 

federal government itself. 

EC25? EC30? 

By the year 2000 or soon after, the Community is likely to contain about a score 

of member states: the present twelve, the majority of Eftans, and the three 

Central European countries with which Europe Agreements are now being negotiated. 

It is likely ·to have federal institutions, that is to say the existing 

institutions reformed to be more efficient and democratic, to exercise its 

economic powers; and it will have strengthened its system for coordinating 

foreign and security policies, with the perspective that they too become the 

responsibility of the federal institutions. There will remain a ·nunber of ,potential 

candidates for membership: any Efta or Central European countries that have not 

yet joined; the Balkan states comprising Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Romania and 

Albania; Cyprus, Malta and Turkey, in so far as these have not yet joined; and 

perhaps the Baltic republics, Estonia, Latvia and Lithu.ania, if these are 

independent of the Soviet Union and wish to join. Other republics that may 

leave the Soviet Union and eventually wish to join the Community could be 

Moldavia, Georgia, Armenia and the Ukraine. If the Community continues to 

prosper · and to develop its powers, it may be a pole of attraction for any 

or all of these. 

For the reasons already given with respect to Central and East Europeans, not 

only market economies but also pluralist democracies will be essential features 

of any statesthat wish to be considered for membership. For reasons of 

good neighbourliness, as well as for the cultivation of future member states, 

the Community should provide help for the transition to market economy and 
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pluralist democracy for any states that need such help and accept it. 

same time, the Community will have to consider the impact of further 

enlargements on its own working and institutions. 

At the 

President de Gaulle, in vetoing British accession to the Community in the 1960s, 

claimed that British membership was not feasible because British interests and 

political culture were too different from those of the six founder member states. 

Differences of culture and interests there are. But the happier experience of 

Spanish membership indicates that it is less any such divergences than the 

differing attitudes towards unification that determine the ease with which a new 

member state may be accommodated in the Community. Experience has also shown 

that after some years of working together in the Community institutions the 

attitudes and orientations of member states tend to converge; and it seems 

reasonable to suppose that the stronger and more democratic the institutions, 

the more likely is such convergence to occur. If this is so, the feasibility 

of enlargement will depend more on the strength of the Community's institutions 

and the time given for the system to digest each phase of enlargement than on 

the diversity of political culture and interests. Culture and interests surely 

do matter and efforts should be made to bring those of potential members into 

harmony _with the mainstream of the Community. But provided that the applicants 

for accession have market economies and pluralist democracies, the strength of 

the Community's federal institutions will matter more. A Community that has 

become a-federal union should be able to accommodate, as its founding treaties 

imply, all democratic European states, if enough time is allowed for the 

process: a matter of decades rather than years. 

Such a federal Community, enlarged to include most or all European states, with 

a population of half a billion, could become the world's greatest democratic 

power. As such, it would have to form a new view of its responsibilities in 

relation to the United States and the Soviet Union within the CSCE system, 

and as a determining element in the prosperity and security of the world as a 

whole. 
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The latest phase of economic Integration In the European Community, which atartecl 

In the eeooncl half of the 1 eeos and has bean largely aa&oolated w~h the completion of the 

Internal market, haa brought the t;C Into new areas: economic regulation lnalde nauonal 

boundaries, and also Into eervlcea and factors of production. The dramatic transformation of 

thfl Annnnmln 11nrt nnlitlr.AI r.limAIII.In WABIIIrn Flltnf111 has lert tn 11 Mnllnunut 1Yf.llntll'll1 of 

the EO agenda, and this haa eventually Included the creation of new recllatrlbutlve 

Instruments, some hesitant steps In terms of social policy, end more recently the renewed 

attempt& to establish an economic and monetary union. 

The revitalisation ol European economies In the lata 1980s, with the return of high 

graN\h and the Qrillll!:m gf mAnY n11w Joba. w11n1 hand In hand wHh 111 ma.Jar rtatruclurlng Qf 

lnciUstry; and, unlike earlier periods, this restructuring was no longer confined within national 

boundaries. Polltlcallnltlatlves had a noticeable affect on market expectations, thus creating 

a favourable environment for Investment as well as the further expansion and deepening of 

regional integration. 

lt may be too early to assess with enough con~dence the overall importance of recant 

developmtnts !or E:urop11an Integration. We are still living through many of thole 

developments, and there le always the temptation to exaggerate the slgnfficance of current 

events and to look for major turning points which, with the paeaege of time, may fade Into 

the grey area of the ordinary. Having said that, we shall, however, ·venture the prediction that 

recent years will oooupy an Important position In the history of Fump9lln lnt~gratlon, hl'lvlng 

aome aimliarl~ea with an earlier phase connected with the establishment of the EEC and the 

first years of the transitional period provided tor In the Treaty of Rome. 

Predictions about the future are, of course, even more difficult. it Is lmpoaslble to 

predict how long this phase of lntegratloA will last and what will be the effect on lt, If and 

when there le a major change In the political and economic environment. There are eo many 

lmponderablea which can have 11 major Influence on regional Integration, Including the 

prospect of further enlargement. Negotiations for the creation ot an EMU and political union 

are precisely Intended to keep the momentum going tor several yeara, although economic 
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and polltloaladveralty ooulct have 11n Important neu11tlve lmpe;~'l. Is European lntegrl!tlon a lair 

waather pMn~monnn? l~lotnrii"AI 8Vf""''"""~ BII(JQMIB !hAt lhArA IR PI nnRitlvft norriiiBtlnn 

between economic booms and the deeper11ng of Integration. However, the experlenoe from 

the 1960$ and 19801 aa well as the mora reae:.t one from the previous decade also seem 

to euggeat that European political lnltiatlv.es aan Influence the economic weather. Such 

oorralatlont, as they exlat In reed life, are very rarely beyond the Influence of men. 

Olaadlly, the e~nomlo l'l'iap el Woololl"' Euru.,o hno boon tronotormod. Moro thGin forty 

years after the setting up of thellrst regional organisations, Western Europe la chanJieterlaed 

by a high Intensity of uroao·l:order ecqnamlc 11xch<\nge. NeUonlll economic frontiers have 

beoorne leaa end lees Important, although they are still far from Irrelevant. The transcending 

of economic frontiers applies not only to bordttr controls but also Increasingly to the various 

forma of Indirect dla-::rlmlnatlon betweon producers and owners allactore cl production on 

tha baala of nationality, resulting from d:fferent r;,gulatory frameworks In each country. 

Integration has slowly but steadily penetrated the area of mixed economy, end this hea been 

achieved through a combination of deregulatoty measures, the wide application of the 

prlnclpla of mutual raoognltlon and thaadnptlnn nf r.nmmon rule a at tha European level. Tha 

emerging new 'regimes' vary considerably from one eoonomlo area to the other. OVer the 

yaara, attention has ahlfled progressively lrorn customs duties an goods to teohnlcel 

regulations and standards, to sup1.1rvlslon rul11a of financial lnstiMiona and the opening ol 

publlo procurement. 

In terms of goods and services, the emphasis has been Increasingly an market 

Ul)eraumlon Wld the etrenglh11nln~; of '""''fJ~llllun. et .. l~ h 1l~o • .,,·,Uuolo!al.lh6 o111ll~i111116VIII haa 

been weakened "a a result of the opening of frontiers and the constraints Imposed at the 

European level, and thla has not been compensated by similar Intervention undertaken by 

the new central lnstRutlons. The latest phase of Integration haa been characterised by a 

otrong dlregulatory elemant, although the Jury Is stlllr~Lrt 118 In thA flx1Ant And the likely tfflclll 

ofthla deregulation. The new approach to standards and the liberalisation of flnanolelaervloes 

are two oaaea In point. Europe's Industrial policy .::onslsts mainly of competition policy which 

eppllea both to private enterprises and also Increasingly to etate aide and naUonalleed firms. 

Otherwise, public ltlterventlon at the European level Is mainly directed at the promotion of 

R&.u, 11peclaily In high technology ~touluoo, ao\cl fl·,to&l'·flm1 eollaboratlel'l aereas l'latlonol 

bordera. This la a very mild European version of the old policy ol national champions which 
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11 h11~ or111rlually replaced. 11 remains to be seen whether the ralatlonahlp atruck between the 

European bureaucracy and several large firms Is too cosy !or the comfort of European 

consumers . 

. Interventionism, In the form of an active Industrial policy aimed at Influencing the 

allooaUon of resources at the aectoral or even the micro level, haa been the exception rather 

than the rule. The moat notorious e)(ceptlon la agriculture where a highly elaborate eat of 

rul•a· ""d 11 voty oootly F'•llo:,- o1 .. 1. lt•oh la tho oarly 1•oaro ollntogratlon. I '''"'·f•lrt In the 

farming aector la certainly not on as a political option; there are too many ooneldaratlona, 

social and environmental among others, apart from narrow market etnclancy, which exclude 

the complete dismantling olthe CAP In the foreseeable future. However, the balance lheet 

01 thla aactoral policy, the most advanced form ola common policy at the European level, 

18 not at all encouraging. There has bean little corre11pond11nllll bulwenm ubj~<lllvtll At1d 

lnetrljments, and thla has led to much wastage of scarce resources and eerloua aggravation 

In relations with third countries. Furthermore, European Institutions have ahown great 

Inflexibility In adjusting the CAP to changing economic clrcumstancea. Prevtoua attempte at 

reforming the .:-ommnn pnllr.y hAvA mAt with vAry limited aucoaaa and the grii88Urt In lhll 

dlrecUon haa been constantly mounting. 

In the manufacturing sector, the only Important example of a highly lnterventlonlat 

policy hat blen with respect to steel. 11 developed aa .a response to the deep crlalt olthe 

aector during the year& of the long recession and 11 haa been strongly challenged In tenms 

af lit efliolencv. Howovor. lho Qnly rl)allst!c alternative at the time was, arguably, national 

j)(Otectlonlat policies which could have caused even greater damage. With the Improvement 

ofthe economic conjuncture, the elaborate system of curopaan controls has been gradually 

dlamantled and lt Is now difficult to envisage such a system being put together again In the 

loreaeeable future. 

Trade liberallaatlon, Including the progressive elimination of a large number of NTBs, 

haa 'helped to bring 11boul" very 1\lijl\ d!.gl'&& of n•ade lnterdepel'ldel'lee IPI'Ieng WoGIOm 

European OOIJntrles; and this extends beyond the EC. Intra-European trade haa grown faatar 

than GDP and also faster than trade with the rest of the world. This Interdependence la mainly 

true of goods, although 11 also Increasingly applies to aervlcea which have been at tlie centre 

of the latest phaae of Integration. 
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Th11 elluallo;m 15 qu~~olllallv~ly dlrl"r"nl wllh rnp11~ to clilpllal and labour. Oapltai mobility 

haa grown rapidly over the years, but this Is more an International than a European 

phenomenon. For many years, capital flows between Weatern Europe end the rest of the 

world were aaveral tlmaa bigger than Intra-European !Iowa; thla applied both to foreign direct 

lnveatment and hot money. The &lluatlon has changed somewhat In mora recant yftArR whlc:h 

have wltneaaed a aubatantlallncreaee In Intra-European capital mobility, aided by algnlflcant 

llbarllleatlon measures. The ability ol national governments to Influence the location of 

tnvaatment and capital !Iowa In general has been curtailed, although it Is still far from 

marginal. Increased capital mobility has been accompanied by a wave cl cross-border 

merger& and aoquloltlone and tho appoaranoo of moro and moro liuropoan and lnternotlenal 

oompant11. There haa been a progresalve weakening of ties between llrma end states. 

Although thla trend la not only limited to Europe, lt ahould eventually lead to a further Increase 

In lntra-European trade Interdependence. 

On the contrary, labour mobility across national frontiers hu remained low, and most 

rnlaranta h811a rnmalrnm nutolrleiMaotarn lrurof'e \Mthln tno r•glon, profenlonal~ '""' moro 

mobile, end their mobility la expected to Increase further as a result olthe current phase of 

llberallaatlon. National labour markets are s1111 ch11racterlsed by wide diversity In terms of 

leglalatlon and power relations between employers end trade unions; In other words, the 

European labour market remains highly compe.rtmentallaed. The persistence of national social 

and poiiUcal <1111llll11• harr;1•ly lil><plalna the l•llurot to make 11ny aerlous 11dvances with r118pecl 

to European acetal policy, deaplte Increased efforts In recent years. Oecentrallaatlon and 

aubaldlarlty are likely to remain tor some time the key principles In this area. 

In themacroeoonomlcfleld, lntra-curopeen cooperation has made significant progress 

alter a slow end difficult atart. The emphasis has been on the preservation of stable lntri· 

Europeen exchange ratee, and close coordination of national monetary policies has been the 

meana to thla end. Thla he.a been based on a convergence of policy prelerencea towards 

more atablllty·ortented policies. This should be reinforced by further progress toward& 

monetary union. The latter wlll lead to the transfer ollmportant policy Instruments from the 

national to the liiuropean level, the political tnd economic lmpllcatlona of which Will be qulte 

considerable. On the other hand, fiscal policies have remained distinctly national. Only very 

recently, h11 there been some progress In· the harmonisation of taxes; and further progress 

In the fo11aeeable future la unlikely to be very rapid. Budgetary polloles have also continued 
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to differ widely, aa an Important remnant of national economic sovereignty. To some extent 

making virtue out neoeealty, large fiscal autonomy appears to be the preferred option In the 

traneltlon towards a complete EMU. Weak flscal power at the centre la the other aide of the 

ooln. and lhl• altn mAano that hnlh tha olohillutlnn.~nrl rarliMirlhl rtlnn f11MIInns nf lhA nMirAI 

lnst~utlona remain rather marginal. 

High economic Interpenetration among Western European countrlae le combined with 

ooneldarabla openness yls-a-vls the rest of the world, although In thla respect Waatem Europe 

aa a whole la not much different from e!the·r the United States or Japan. Weatem Europe la 

th11 world's blcoaat eoonomlc bloc and it oartlcloatea actlvlllv In lnternallonlll economic 
exchange. Both the large restructuring of the manufacturing sector and the deregulation of 

flnanclalaervtcas which have marked European economic developmente In recant year~ are 

part of International phenomena; but they have not been, or course, unaffected by poiiUcar 

decisions. Defensive policies and relatively high protective barriers e)(!at In aome sectors, both 

at the u~per and ti'le lowar a"d of the lnternatle"al division of lal5our, where tha Europoono 

perceive a loea of comparative advantage. But In general, it would be perhaps unfair to qualify 

European policies as more protectionist and Inward-looking than those pureued by the other 

two major actors on the world economic scene. European trade and trade pollcle~ have 

tradltlonaltv had a stronA reAional dimension, although trade preferences have sometime~ 
been uead aa a substitute for the lack of other policy Instruments tor the pureult o! wider 

objectlvBB. These are, perhaps; the frustrations o!an economic giant who remained for years 

a pcliUcal dwarf. The relative weakness of central Institutions also explains, at leaat In part, 

the defensive -and reaotlve character of European policies . 

. · Thn nm11rorno Eurnt:~ean IICQnomlc IYiltm la chirDCIIlrlaod by D rGidiY lnortlllng 
mobility of goods, services and factors of production; ~ Is also characterised by a high 

degree of decentralisation o! political power. Some transfer of power In the economic sphere 

haa, Indeed, taken place away lrom the national level and thla has bean reinforced by the 

adoption of common rules. Yet, economic Integration has had an undeniable affeot on the 

Interaction between the elate and tho market, bringing about a shift towards the latter. To the 

extent that there la a general trade-off between efficiency on the one hand and stability and 

equity on the other, the emphasis has been on the former, especially during the latest phase 

of Integration, which Is else consistent with the ldeologlcel shift of the 1980s. The new 
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European economic ayatem la clo.ser to the American model: more dynamic perhaps, but 

alae more unequal. 

lnoreaaacllntra·'"uropean lt'lterdependenco and growing ~Onlpoillllun ln~l..t" lh" '"lillun 

OO·axlat not only with a high degree of decentralisation of power but also with wide economic, 

political and aoolal dlveralty and large Income disparities. In terms of the Intensity and nature 

of tconomlo Interaction and also the level of economic development, we may refer to the 

ll<latence oil core and a periphery In Western Europe. Economic bnunriRrif'lA "'a muoh more 

dlfllcuh to trace than political boundaries. Yet, there la broad agreement that Germany 

(ptrhapatxcludlng the former German Democratic Republic), France, the Benelux countrlea, 

Denmark and alao large parts of England, Italy and Spain form part of the core group, while 

the Ieee developed countries and regions of the Community are situated on the geographical 

periphery. There le aleo llttl& doubtthot tno hoort of tho liiuropoo11 eae~e,.,tle eyeloll'l Ilea 111 

13ermany which has acquired over the years soma of the trails of a dominant economy. 

Germany la the biggest trading partner for" almost all the other countries In the raglan, with 

large and persistent surpluses (except for the hiccup created by reunlflcatlon). Its currency 

le the undisputed leader In the European exchange rate mechanism and the second largest 

li\l6io\6tl/,o'oAio'aolao va QO&al, aflao u, .. us J..,u .... e .... """Y '• .. l~u u ... "IU~illlopurlwol 'loub' In 

terma of lntra·Europaan human flows. 

Decentralisation, combined with wide diversity and large disparities, means that private 

economic agents enter the lntra·European competition with very different handicaps. The 

dlflerencea In terms of capital Infrastructure between different countries and regions are 

almply enormous; as for the differences In the quality of educatlonalayatams and the relaUve 

efficiency of Institutional structures, they are not much smaller either. Yet, historical 

experience doea not allow us to make any meaningful generalisation& about the effect of 

Integration on eoonomlo disparities between different countries end regions. If anything, thoae 

dltpar~lo• have ohown a tendency to narrow during period& of high growth. Thua, we may 

have to remain agnostic about the distributional effects of further Integration In the Mure. 

Serloua fears have been, however, expressed In relation with the Internal market programma 

about the possibility of an Increased concentration of economic power, the freezing of the 

lntra-European division of labour and the widening of existing dlaparltlea, 11 the Invisible hand 

were left ungulded. 
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The Commun~y attempts to deal wllh the problem of lnter·oountry economic 

dllpariU81 through a limited number of redlatrlbutlve policy Instruments, some dlllerentlatlon 

In theeppllcallon of common rules and policies (longer timetables for the weaker economlea 

lnCI temporery derogation& have characterised a good part of the Internal mal'ket leglalatlon) 

me~ much hope In the continuation of favourable macroeconomic conditions which ehould 

lowllllat• !loa la•" ul .,.:,.:,,•,,:,,•,•,1.:. A.:lj ... 6llo'oooll. Tilo MAli'• 1'66j:..:OI16Iblllty for 1'6dlall'lbutlc.l'l 11111 061 

with national govemmfjnta. An lnt&reatlng, although not neceaaarlly stable, division of labour 

hill developed over the years between European and national lnatttuUona, with the former 

oongentrattng mainly on liberalisation measures and the pureult of economic elficlenoy, white 

the lllttAr hAVA nnntlnutu1 tn IIARumA thll m111n burdan of Income radiRtrlbutton and walfarll 
· provlalon. For aoma of the lea& developed countries of Western Europe, further economiC 

lntlgratlon, and especially the proposed new steps towards EMU, areata a fundamental 

challenge In terma of the modernisation of political and Institutional atructures aa a pre

condition for their successful participation In a new, more competitive environment. 

Tho oomplotlon ol tho lntomlll mt~rkot, whloh le bound to eKtand beyond the end of 

1K2, and the transition to an EMU are likely to mark the next phase of economic Integration 

In the ec. The attempt to reconcile the objective of further Integration w~h the large pollttcal 

1nd economic heterogeneity (and disparities) of the Community of.Twelve will not be an 111y 

one, aapeclally 11 the osntral Institutions and the policy Instruments available remain weak. 

l'urU '"' ""'•'W""'""l """' Vllly .,,J,J •lw .. rn ..... ,·,uy lu u .1. "'' uLJ.. .... ,..,., '"''ll" ul.,. UOf.'a.:.tlwo .~ 

membera le very wide In economic terms: ~ lnoludes highly lnduetrlalleed countries which 

belong to the economic core of Western Europe (which In turn serves as a reminder that the 

underlying patterns of Industrial production and nnanclallntegration, not to mMtion thelevela 

ol economic development, are not nac81aarlly consistent with lnatlluttonal arrangements), 

Glhera which li'1 currently taking the flrat painful steps In the long transition to market 

100nomy, end those which are stiH in a much earlier stage of eoonomlo development. Thua, 

while for aome of those countries, early membership of the EC Is Indeed a realistic option, 
' 

tor the others Ills more a question of gradually paving the way which may lead .Ventuatly to 

U·r.lr' full ~·li"J:.611ell 11'1 tl'a Oc.~'II'IUI\Ity, rurtl'oat li~lar;el'lllllt 11 bBUIIel le talcs [!111111 11\ 

cllflrent lnatallments which may be spread over a relatively long period; and the final 

boundary of the ec hill not yet been decided. 
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For the EC, further enlargement and the forging of closer economic llnka with other 

European countries will add to alre_ady existing pressures for the reform of common pollolea 

and the reallocation of re,ources, which eri!O llki!Oiy to bl!l strongly raslsted espeolallyln 1.1ul.1h 

Hneltlve aectora aa agriculture, textiles and steel. They will also raise new awkward questlona 

in the field of eoclel policy, an!l labour migration In particular. The atrengthenlng of 

redlllrlbutlve mechanlama, both In ·terms of the amounta available and the aflecUveneaa In 

the uae of r11ource1, will acquire new urgency In order to avoid the lnatltutlonallaatlon of 

dlfforent tloro lnoldo tho iiCI or lo ouoh o prooooo o.lroo.dy h'lovltoblo, oopoololly In vtow et tho 

fulure eatabllahmenl of EMU, with serious Implications for the functioning and further 

development of the Community? On the other hand, new preferential errangementa for thole 

oountr111, which will find themselves In the antechamber for some years, may lead to new 

lgonieing attempts to reconcile regionalism with multllaterallam, not to mention the conatantly 

yr'uwl11i1, iu'rd larwwly ,·,•wl<ir.,l<irJ, ,., • .,Jt. vi 11oil.o'oy TlofoJ WuofJ wuo'olrlua. 

In view of the wide economic diversity among the oendldate oountrlea, any 

gerleralleetlone about them would be highly misleading. The adoption of the lliiiUIII 
oommynaytolre will require major economic adjustment, even for EFT A countrtaa wl'llch are 

already closely Integrated Into the Western European economic system. Agriculture, financial 
eeMoel, transport ana I&Dour n:ugratlon are only some examples wnere tne neea TOr 

adjuetment will be considerable. For the leas developed oandldatea, the challenge of 

eoonomlc adjustment la of a totally dlflerent dimension. 

The combination of widening and deepening worked much more aucoeaafully In the 

111801 than In the 1970a; and thl& surely had muoh to do with exogenoue economic faotora 

ana 1n11rna1 pouucellnnlotlvea. ,._ ravourao11 macroeconomic enVIfonmam ena new meeaure1 

to atrengthan and consolidate the proc.,ss of Integration should greatly facilitate the 

Incorporation of new members Into the EC. Thus, there may be need for both pray&n~ and 

poli11Cal action which normally fall outside the aphere of economic analyala. The ancient 

Gr11kl u1ed to say: 'Iuv 'Aerwa Kal xclpa Klve~' which In a non-literal tran1latlon would read: 

'Do not rely only on Goddess Athena, but also do something youraelf'. 
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Ju i llet 1991 

March6 int6rieur et elargissement de la Communaut6 

Paolo Cecchini 

1 Le Margh6 int6riour.· t'gndement iodissocioblo dos 

Un 6largissement ult6rieur des Communaut6s Europ6ennes est ..... '• - ' 

d~sormais 8 l'ordre du jour. Des demandes d'adh6sion sont 

depo~6es, d'autres sont attendues 8 plus ou mains breve 

6qh~~oc~. Entre-temps les Etats membres des Communaut6s 

acc~!6r~p~''1e processus de transformation de leur relations 

~m u11e Up~c;m Europeenne en accord avec la Declaration 

Sphmnelle~ de Stuttgart du 19 Juin 1983" (Acte Unique 
.-- - ·,,.- ., ' "' 

i!:l~Q~6en, Pr~ambu le) . 
. ,,,, 

Le Conseil Europeen qui vient de se tenir a Luxembourg n'a 
. . ; . -· 

mis en ' .. oause l'approche globale du 

de l'Union, contenu dans 

projet de Traite 

le "Non-paper" 

luxembourgeois du 12 Avril dernier. Ce projet de Traite de 
•,- - -~:' . • .. -~ -' 

l'Uniqn, tout en retenant comme fondement les Communautes 
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institu6es par les Trait6s originaires, transforme le Trait6 

instituant la Communaut6 Economique Europ6enne en Trait6 

instituant la Communaut6 Europ6enne, avec une longue liste 

d'objectifs compr6nant le march6 int6rieur. Aussi se 

v6rifie encore une fois le principe enonc6 en 1967 dans 

l'Avis de la Commission au sujet des demandes d 'adh6sion de 

1'6poque:'' . Les Communaut6s Europeennes representant le 

noyau original a partir duquel l'unite europeenne s·est 

dev6lopp6e et a pris son essor". 

Cette confirmation de l'enchainement hallsteinien " Union 

~ouaniere -> union 6conomique -> union politique " relegue 

~u rang d'hypothese d'ecole tout essai d'echapper aux 

d6v6loppements politiques pour 
:j 

limit er !'adhesion 

J'''acquis economique communautaire" ou alternativement pour 

se soustraire aux contraintes de l·acquis economique par ,,... . 

HP8 p~rticipation a l'Union Europ6enne 

!)O!Jt~nl.l politique. 

se limitant a son 

Gepepdant les adhesions futures, tout en devant s·appliquer 

le moment venu a l'Union Europ6enne dans 
' 

son integralit6, 

aarderont encore pendant des longues annees comme point 
~~ ,. 

central de reference le marche interieur, espace sans 

frontieres interieures dans lequel est garanti l'exercice 

d~s Ql.latre libertes communautaires. 
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2. Principea et modalitos de l'adh6sion A la Communaut6 

Burop6enne. 

Les principes devant regir !'entree de nouveaux membres dans 

la Communaute ont ete mis A point a !'occasion du premier 

elargissement, A la fin des annees '60, lorsque, a la 

difference des negociations avortees de 1961/63, la cohesion 

communautaire avait eu la possibilite de s'affermir au cours 

des dix premieres annees de travail en commun, en depit 

des disputes de famille . Ces principes, simples, logiques 

et par consequent clairs n'ont pas ete mis en cause lors 

des elargissements successifs. Ils demeurent pleinement 

valables et extensibles a la future Union Europeenne: 

i) Egalite juridique. et politique entre les Etats membres: 

m8mes droits, memes obligations, surtout meme disponibilite 

a negocier sans reserve prealable les developpements futurs; 

ii), Participation des nouveaux Etats membres aux 

Ins~itutions de la Communaute immediatement des !'adhesion, 

a part entiere meme pour les domaines faisant l'objet de 

~esures transitoires; 
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iii) Acceptation integrale de l·acquis communautaire. qui ne 

peut pas etre mis en cause puisqu·il represente le resultat 

de compromis dans la plupart des cas tres laborieux; 

, 
iv) Negociation necessaire: adaptation materielle des 

dispositions institutionnelles telles que noabre des membres 

du Parlement, ponderation des voix du Conseil, nombre des 

me~bres de la Commission, nombre des membres du Comite 

Bconomique et social; 

v) N6gociation possible: mesures transitoires permettant 

l'ad~ptation a l"acquis coamunautaires de la part des 

nouveaux Etats membres, a la double condition d"une duree 

li~it6e ( en pratique autour d"un maximum de 5 ans) et de la 

reprise immediate des instruaents juridiques crees par la 

(lOfJ!Ufi~Ut6; 

vi) Lorsque !"adhesion concerne plusieurs Etats, 

paral1~lisme des negociations, de l"entree en vigueur, des 

p~rioct~a transitoires avec le ainiaaa possible 

c;\"oxo~ptions, 

d · adh6!ilions 

dit'feroncUes. 

afin d-6viter les coaplications inextricables 

echelonnees et de periodes de transition 

Dans la raisonnable hypothese du respect de ces principes 

lors du traitement des demandes d"adhesion deja presentee ou 

futuro~. on est amen6s i envisager un pt•aier elargissement 
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vers la moitie des annees ·so et un deuxieme paquet de 

nouveaux membres autour du debut du prochein siecle.Aussi le 

troisieme millenaire de notre ere pourrait voir naitre une 

Europe s·unissant a l'interieur de ses frontieres naturelles 

non plus dans le signe de la peur et de la penitence comme 

il y a mille ans, mais dans celui de la paix, de la liberte 

et de la solidarite. 

Peut on assouplir le cadre rigide des principes regissant 

l'elargissement de la Communaute, surtout en ce qui concerne 

l'acquis communautaire et en particulier les regles du 

marohe interieur, en vue de faire place rapidement dans 

l'Union Europeenne aux democraties 

oentrale et orientale ? 

:L'impossi!)ilite de dissocier le 

enga-eaents politiques de !'Union 

retrouvees d'Europe 

; J' 

contenu economique des 

Europeenne ne peut 

qu'Uoisner dans le temps l'elargissemerit vers l'est des 

front16res actuelles de la Communaute, en raison de la 

double et complexe adaptation vers l'economie de marche et 

vers les regles communautaires. Cette perspect.Jve r&aliste 

soit est d'autant plus genante sur le plan politique que 

.le d6v6loppement de la Communaute conduit presque 

quotidiennement a deplaoer vers le haut c.la.: .. b!!-r~:.e des ' . ~ :_~,:_:~-- ::·::~J.i .. ~~ ·...., -~; ·->~- ;.;.\:~- .. 
en6{agements a souscrire· par les nouveaux Etllts····membres . 

. · ... ·· .. 
. ::, ·: 

: .--· ...... ,< ' . 
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Kalheureusement toute l'experience passee de la Communaute 

tant dans son interieur que dans ses relations avec ses 

voisins europeenp - depuis les negociations ''Haudling'' dans 

le cadre de l'OECE en 1958, en passant par les accords AELE 

.de 1972, jusqu'aux negociations qui s'ach~vent de l'Espace 

Bcononomique Europeen temoignent du .refus farouche des 

Btats membres ~ l'ncontre de toute formule permettant de 

beneficier des avantages de l'appartenance ~ la Communaute 

sans en partager les charges. D~s lors on dolt admettre que 

m8me la haute motivation politique d'accueillir rapidement 

comae Btats membres les democraties retrouvees d'Europe 

oentrale et orientale se heurterait ~ la rigidite de 

l'equilibre des inter6ts etablis ~ l'interieur de la 

Communaute. 

Aussi les inevitables delais de 1' evolution de ces Btats 

vers une economie de marche suffisamment stabilisee et 

etoffee pour pouvoir assumer les charges resultant de 

l'appartenance ~ la Communaute ne conduisent pas a debattre 

dans leur cas du th~me ''elargissement/renforcement'' m6me 

dans la forme de parallelisme entre les deux actions, la 

Communaute ne paraissant pas pr6te ~ retarder son 

developpement. 

Par consequent le probl~me politique de l'''ancrage 

europeen" des democraties d'Europe Centrale et Orientale 

demeure pose et demande des solutions urgentes, qui devront 
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6tre trouv~es sur le double plan d'accords politiques 

"paneurop~ens''( la ''Conf6d6ration'' du Pr6sident Hitterand?) 

et des accords d'association en cours de negociation. 

Encore faudrait-il que l'objectif politique de ces accords 

cconduise .la Communaut6 a n6gocier et surtout a g~rer 

ceux-ci en mod6rant son traditionnel esprit restrictif, en 

vue de ne pas focer des adh6sion pr6matur6e a tous 6gards, 

co~~e ce fut deja le cas de la Gr~ce. 

a. Elargissement et March6 Int6rieur; 

4l La roolisatipn du orpgromme 

Il eat pratiquement acquis qu'aucune negociation d'adh6sion 

n!' commencers avant le 31 decembre 1992, 6ch6ance retenue 

~~ns l'Acte Unique Europeen pour l'instauration du marche 

int6rieur. D~s lors la question de l'approfondissement 

eventuel de l"'action de la Communaut6 dans ce domaine ne se 

pose pas car les pas necessaires vers la mise en ouvre des 

quatre libertes de circulation - personnes, marchandises, 

~ervice~ et capitaux - auront en principe ete accomplis au 

~oment de l"accession des nouveaux Etats membres. Au surplus 

les procedures auront aussi et6 6tablies pour proc6der, dans 

le respect du principe de subsidiarite, aux adaptations du 

cadr~ legislatif et regl~mentaire de 
. il 

la Communaute re~dues 
\ 
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necessaire pour satisfaire de nouveaux besoins exprimes par 

!"opinion publique. Autrement dit, les r~gles preposees au 

fonctionnement du marche interieur contiennent deja les 

modalites de leur approfondissement. 

Il n"en reste pas moins qu·a cette date l"oeuvre 

d"instauration du marche interieur n"est pas encore achevee, 

ainsi qu"en temoigne le Be Rapport de la Commission 

[Com(91)237 final du 19 juin 1991]. 

Le fait qu"il y ait encore 69 projets legislatifs en 

instance devant le Conseil n"augure pas d"un respect 

integral de l"echeance du 31 decembre 1992, d~s lors qu"il 

faut laisse un delai raisonnable de transposition des 

directives en droit national. Toutefois ce retard possible 

sinon probable ne devrait pas 

l"egard des nouvelles adhesions, 

tel qu"il peut permettre la 

programme. 

preoccuper excessivement a 
dont le delai minimal est 

realisation integrale du 

On ne peut pas toutefois oublier que le Livre Blanc de la 

Commission comporte un parent pauvre, qui est le cadre legal 

et fiscal de l"activite des entreprises, qu"on s"obstine a 

aPPeler ''cooperation des entreprises'' alors que cette forme 

d"activite transnationale n"est en realite qu"un ··second 

best'' par rapport a la strategie unitaire d"utilisation du 

~arche elarsi. Les progr~s evidents en mati~re de societe 
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europl§enne ne doivent pas masguer les retards des 

legislations sur le brevet europeen, sur la marque 

europeenne, sur les services d'investissement et surtout sur 

la taxation des entreprises. 

;Sur ce dernier theme le Livre Blanc a ete tres pudigue, 

~lors gue dej! en 1967 la Commission avait avance un 

programme d'action en matiere fiscale qui traitait egalement 

de ce sujet. Certes un groupe de travail vient d'~tre cree 

sous la presidence de l'ancien Hinistre des finance 

neerlandais H. Ruding, pour examiner !'incidence des 

disparites dans la fiscalite des entreprises sur la 

localisation de celles-ci. Alors gue la Commission developpe 

son action de controle des aides publiques en vue d'eviter 

des distorsions de concurrence sur le marche interieur, il 

serait particulierement malheureux gue !'intervention 

publigue excessive ainsi reprimee se rattrappe gr!ce ! 

l'usage abusif de !'instrument fiscal. 

Par ailleurs m&me. sur le secteur ou le program~e ~d Livre 
-·~\·\7~·t 

Blanc est le plus avance, i savp.il"'·~· 1' eliminatjpn des 
<:"> . -·. : 

entraves techniques aux echanges, une ;reflexion est en cours 

dans la Communute [Livre vert de la Commission, COH(90)456 

final du 8 octobre 1990]. En effet la base technique de la 

''nouvelle approche'', l'activite de standardisation avance 

peniblement, multipliant ainsi le recours precaire et 

instable aux normes techniques nationales. De meme on 
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commence a se rendre compte qu en ce qui concerne les 

produits l"accent mis par le Livre blanc sur la 

reconnaissance mutuelle eta it quelque peu exag6r6. En 

consequence l"indeniable avancee legislative n"est pas 

synonime d"unification du marche. 

Dans le domaine des entraves techniques aux echanges on ne 

peut pas oublier non plus la situation specifique du secteur 

automobile dont la libre circulation est loin d"&tre assuree 

au plan technique, au plan fiscal et a celui d"un syst6me de 

distribution qui facilite le fractionnement du marche. On 

npeut d"ailleurs legitimement se demander si la resistance 

aacharnee opposee par certains Etats ~embres a la libre 

circulation de !"automobile n"est pas finalement motiveee 

davantaJe par la perspective de la perte de l"emprise des 

~ntreprises sur la politique nationale que par la ''menace'' 

japon11.ise. 

~pfin ~~r un autre plan enti6rement 

re~~&t~ britannique, avancee dans 

justifiee apparait la 

le contexte de la 

Conference intergouvernamentale sur l"Union Politique, 

4"assurer par les moyens appropries y compris le cas echeant 

~~s sanctions, le respect complet et dans les delais imposes 

du droit communautaire: ipre negociateur, le gouvernement 

~ri~annique toutefois n"est pas souvent pris en faute ace 

sUJet, alors que tel n"est pas toujours le cas pour 

Qertains Etats fondateurs de la Commtinaute. 
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B> Ach6vement du march6 int6rieyr comme pr6alable A 

1'6largissement? 

Dans !'ensemble, la question essentielle dans le contexte de 

la dialectique "achevement du marc he interieur/ 

elargissement'' est de savoir si l'ach~vement du programme 

1992 y compris la mise en place d'un systeme efficace de 

contrOle du respect du droit communautaire doive en tout 

etat de cause constituer un prealable pour !'adhesion de 

nouveaux Etats. 

On se souviendra qu·a !'occasion de la preparation du 

premier elargissement, la rencontre au sommet tenue a la 

Haye en 1969, avait arr!te un programme d'action fonde sur 

le triptique "achevement, 6largissement, renforcement". De 

ces trois termes seulement l'achevement avait ete erige en 

prealable a l'elargissement , alors qu'on avait constate que 

le renforcement ne pouvait pas assumer ce meme caractere. 

D'ailleurs dejA dans son Avis de 1967 la Commission avait 

constate QU' il n 'etait acceptable ni de retarder 

i'elargissement en vue de renforcer la. Communaute, ni 
I 

d'arr!ter les travaux visant le renforcement p8ndant la 

~n6gooiation de l'elargissement. On avait par consequent 

envisage a la Haye que les Etats candidats ''acceptent les 

Trait6s et leur finalit6s politiques, les decisions 

intervenues depuis !'entree en vigueur des Traites et les 
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options prises dans le domaine du d6v6loppement''. L 

situation ne se presente pas apparemment de la mSme maniere 

aujourd'hui, dans la mesure ou des jalons importants du 

renforcement de la Communaute seront avec toute probabilite 

definis avant mSme que ne commence la preparation de tout 

nouvel elargissement 

A l'epoque le terme "achevement" visait deux aspects bien 

precis: 

la declaration formelle de fin de la periode transitoire 

en tant que terme extreme pour !'entree en vigueur de 

!'ensemble de regles et de realisations pour l'etablissement 

du marche commun (art. 6.7 CEE), en renoncant a la 

possibilite de prolongation (art.6.5 et 6.6 CEE) ·au dela 

de~ 12 ans prevus (echeance 31.12.1969, art.6.1 CEE) pour 

une periode ne pouvant pas depasser au total les 15 ans au 

l!l&,J.!:illull (un sous-produit de !'application de l'art 8.7 CEE a 

6t6 l.e ohangement de terminologie de marche commun a marche 

inUriour: le premier et ant formellement 6tabli, 

l'instauration du deuxieme vi se remedier aux 

insuffisances constatees par rapport a la mise en oeuvre des 

~uatre libertes de circulation). 

!'adoption du reglement financier de la Communaute avec 

son orientation vers les ressources propres et !'engagement 

de ne pas le remettr~ en cause en raison de l'elargissement. 
' 
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Aujourd'hui, bien que le debat intracommunautaire sur les 

futurs possibles elargissements n'ait pas encore commence, 

il apparait presqu'impossible d'etablir des liens politiques 

entre le besoin de r6iler des probl~mes intracommunautaires 

et le souhait de donner a la Communaute une assise plus 

larae. 

Cartes aujourd'hui comme alors on reconnaitra - notamment 

sur la base de l'experience acquise que tout 

elargissement de la Communaute conduit a un ralentissement 

temporaire de l'activite, en raison de l'effet traumatique 

provoque par !'insertion des nouveau venus dans un 

syst6me aussi complexe que celui de la Communaute. 

Ce ralentissement peut apparaitre comme d'autant plus 

nuisible que le maintien du rythme de transformation des 

marches· nationaux en marche unique est un aaae du succ~s 
~- ' 

6oonomique de l'instauration du marche interieur, sous le 

4ouble aspect. du maintien d'un equilibre correct entre les 

Btats membres et de la credibilite aupres des entreprises. 
~- . 

Suoc~s economique qui est d'ailleurs d'autant plus 

~ouhaitable qu'il peut contribuer a produire le surplus de 

ressources oruellement necessaire pour faire face aux 

besoins croissants de financement de l'Bst europeeen comme 

du Sud du monde. 
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des procedures de gestion efficace des r~gles du marche 

interieur, y compris les r~gles de concurrence, tant sur le 

plan de !'execution que sur celui de la legislation. 

une capacite de souvernement de l'espace economique cree 

par l'ach6vement du marche interieur. 

Il vaut la peine de rappeler au sujet de ce dernier aspeot 

que le Rapport Padoa Sohioppa notait que toute tentative de 

faire coexister des marches de capitaux ouverts, de taux de 

change stables et des politiques economiques autonomes 

represente une incoherence fondamentalec Par ailleurs 

!'analyse des consequences economiques potentielles de 

l'instauration du. marche int6rieur l mis en relief le 

risque de destabilisation des economies nationales resultant 

du niveau tr6s eleve d"interdependance resultant de la mise 

en oeuvre des quatre libertes de circulation. 

Le Traite CBB ainsi que la legislation derivee contiennent 

les dispositions de sauvegarde pour faire face l de 

situations nationales de crise, aux depens cependant de 

l'unite du marche. Alternativement les Btats membres de la 

Communaute risguent d'&tre contraint 6 poursuivre une 

politique economique deflationniste, en vue de maitriser 

sur le plan national les tendances destabilisatrices 

induites par le fonctionnement du marche interieur. 
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Des lors l'inter~t bien compris des Etats membres comme 

celui des Etats candidats devrait conduire a faire en sorte 

que la Communauute des annees '80 se dote rapidement des 

instruments techniques et politiques aptes a maitriser les 

tensions auquelles serait soumise l'economie de l'espace 

sans frontieres qu'elle aura cree. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

A) Le debat ''elargissement/renforcement'' ne parait pas 

devoir concerner l'instauration du marche interieur, qui est 

tres avancee et de fait pratiquement irreversible, malgre un 

certain nombre de retards et de difficultes. On peut se 

poser la question de savoir si le rattrapaae de ces retard 

et la solution de ces difficultes qu'on peut resumer par le 

terme ''achevement'' ne devraient pas constituer un prealable 

a tout nouvel elargissement, a l'instar de l'''achevement" 

exige per le Sommet de la Haye en 1868, avant le premier 

elargissement. Une reponse negative a cette question parait 

appropriee, en raison d'une part de l'etat d'avancement du 

programme et d'autre part du delai qui nous separe d'un 

nouvel elarsissement, delai qui peut permettre d'affronter 

avec succes les problemes encore ouverts. 
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B) En revanche 1 a stab .i 1 it e de espace sans front1eres 

resultant de J instauration du marche interieur ne peut pas 

etre garantie sans un renforcement de la Communaute tant du 

point de vue de la structure institutionnelle que de celui 

du gouvernement de 1 ·economie. 

A lui seul ce besoin ne parait cependant . pas suffisant ~ 

justifier que la 

la Communaute 

priorite soit accordee au renforcement de 

par rapport ~ son elargissement, d·autant 

calendrier previsible pourrait permettre de plus que le 

realiser les deux operations sans que l'une retarde 1 ·autre 

S il ne devait pas en etre ainsi, en raison de desaccords 

importants qui ralentiraient la conclusion des deux 

Conferences intergouvernamentales en cours. alors 1 interet 

d assurer la stabilite du marche interieur pourrait 

constituer un argument additionnel, quoique non determinant, 

pour que le renforcement de la Communaute 

nouvel elargissement 

precede son 
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INTRODUCTION 

At the Rome Summit in December 1990 the Italian Presidency welcomed in its 

conclusion the broad agreement on basic principles concerning the vocation of the 

Union to deal with aspects of foreign and security policy. Its aims should be the 

maintenance of peace and international stability, friendly relations with all 

countries, the promotion of democracy, the rule of Jaw and respect for human 

rights, the encouragement of the economic development of all nations. Special 

relations of individual Member States should not be disregarded. 

In institutional regards the Council is mentioned as the decision-making centre 

and the Secretariat should be unified. Having a non exclusive right of initiative 

the Commission should be reinforced, and Parliament has to be informed and 

consulted in an adequate way. 

The rule of consensus should be considered for the decision -making process. 

Parallel the possibility of recourse to qualified majority voting has to be 

guaranteed for the implementation of agreed policies. 

Regarding the common security' policy the European Council agreed to extend it to 

areas such as arms control, disarmament and related issues. This Includes also 

CSCE matters, certain questions debated in the United Nations, as well as 

coordination of armaments export policy and non proliferation. 

The importance of the Atlantic Alliance and existing obligations of the Member 

States in defence matters should be taken into consideration in the future 

discussions about a European Defence Union. 

It can be concluded that in the whole process of moving towards a Union the 

European Council's essential role will continue. Another point is that the extension 

of majority voting in the Council has to be examined. Extended responsibilities 

are demanded for the Commission without specifying it further in the Presidency's 

conclusion. Concerning the other institutions, it was agreed that the conference 

will examine how to improve their effectiveness and efficiency. 

In the· preparation stage for the !GC on Political Union and during the discussions 

in this framework since the Rome Summit, several proposals were brought into the 

discussions causing different and controversary reactions. Worth mentioning are the 

so called NON-PAPER of the Luxembourg Presidency issued in April 1991, the 

COMMISION PROPOSALS ON "COMMON EXTERNAL POLICY" from March 1991, the 

FRANCO-GERMAN PROPOSALS ON SECURITY POLICY COOPERATION IN THE 

FRAMEWORK OF THE COMMON FOREIGN AND SECURITY POLICY of February 1991, 

the BELGIAN MEMORANDUM ON INSTITUTIONAL RELAUNCH of March 1990 and the 

DANISH DRAFT TEXT concerning external and security policy of March 1991. 
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Looking at the substance, it is the Non-Paper and the Commission Proposals which 

have to be considered of greater importance because of the implications and 

controversary discussions they caused. Being understood as the centre of debates 

until the European Summit in June 1991 the Non-Paper was strongly criticized in 

May artd early June. The Luxemi.Jourg proposal talks of three pillars of which the 

Union would consist: economic and monetary policy, foreign and security policy and 

interior ministry cooperation. Only France, Britain and Denmark spoke up in 

support of this concept whereas the Netherlands, Belgium, Greece, Spain, Italy, 

Portugal and Germany backed the Commission president Mr. Delors who criticized 

the proposal as weakening the Commissions's role in the European Community's 

future constitution. Another argument was the inefficiency of three centres of 

authority. Therefore the Luxembourg foreign minister, Mr. Poos, had to promise that 

a new draft, taking into account the criticism, will be presented until the end of 

June. 

A Belgian plan to scrap the idea of a separate organisation for interior ministry 

work is in discussion. 

Discussing the future foreign and security policy, two basic areas of disconsensus 

are visible. First there seems to be no common agreement to what extent security 

policy should be implemented in the Community framework. In the second place it 

is the ongoing dispute about the power of the Commission versus the European 

Council. 

At a meeting of the Foreign Ministers of the Twelve and the Commission's 

President, Mr. Delors, at Senningen Castle on 26 March 1991 the lines of 

divergence became clear. The Dutch Foreign Minister stressed the continuation of 

the role of I'\ATO and American presence in Europe. Mr. Genscher expressed that a 

unified Germany will integrate to the greatest possible extent into the EC; he 

underlined the suggestions made in the Franco-German proposal. These suggestions 

seemed to be supported in particular by Italy, Spain, Belgium, Luxembourg, and 

Greece. Ireland kept a reserved position, Denmark and the United Kingdom showed 

signs to be more open. Portugal is said to have taken a position close to the UK's. 

The most remarkable outcome of the meeting was a mandate handed to the 

personal representations of the Foreign l>linisters. Beyond that the political 

directions of the Twelve to define possible links between the WEU and the future 

Political Union and the WEU and NATO were a noticeable result. 

Regarding the Atlantic Alliance the WEU could establish the link to the Community. 

This idea is backed by Denmark and the UK whereas Italy has proposed the merger 

of WEU into Political Union as soon as the Brussels Teaty expires in 1998. 

Germany and France share this position. 
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A clear decision on these respects does not seem visible for the near future. But 

it seems to be clear, that· the commitments made in favour of the Atlantic Alliance 

and the signing of the Transatlantic Declaration are pointing. towards a revived 

European-VS relationship. 

The question at stake is once again the role of the nation state versus the idea 

of a Union. Mr. Delors. on i March 1991 in his speech at "The International 

Institute for Strategic Studies" In London mentioned the expression "pooled 

sovereignty" and explained that the nations of the Communit0• do not have to 

sacrifice their history. Moreover "they are being ashed to build on their synergies 

for purposes accepted by all". Could this be the formula for the future discussions 

and a new emerging acquis? 

A closer look at the proposals that are forming the basis for the controversion is 

given on the following pages in order to come to an conclusion. 



NON PAPER 

Common Provisions 

- A Union shall be founded on the European Communities as established by the 
Treaties ECSC. EEC and EAEC. as well as the Treaty concerning foreign and 
security and co-operation on home affairs and judicial co-operation [Art. A and 
B]. 
- Guiding principles shall be consistency and solidarity [Art. C (1)]. 
- Based on democratic principles and recognition of human rights [Art. Dl. 
- The European Council shall define the general political guidelines [Art. E (!)\. 

Principles 

- The High Contracting Parties establish among themselves a European Community 
\Art. 1\. 
- Tasks [Art. 21: 

promotion of a harmonious development of economic activities, 
non-inflationary continuous growth, respecting the environment, 
convergence of economic performance. 
increased competitiveness, 
high employment, 
high level of social protection, 
raising of the standard of living, 
economic and social cohesion, 

- Activities of the Community !Art. 3] 
---------------------------------------------------------------

Common Foreign and Security Policy 

Objectives and means 

\Art. A (2)\ 
- Defence of the common values, fundamental interests and independence of the 
Union; 
- strengthening the security of the Union and its Member States in all ways 
!including the eventual framing of a common defence policy!; 
- Preservation of peace and strengthening of international security, in accordance 
with the principles of the U:\; 
- promotion of international co-operation; 
- development and consolidation of democracy and the rule of law, and 
respectation for human rights and fundumantal freedoms. 

[Art. B (2)\ 
- Consistency of foreign and security policy with external economic relations and 
development co-operation policy and all other areas of external relations, ensured 
by the Council and the Commission. 
Any Member State or the Commission may refer matters relating to the observance 
of such consistency to the Council. 

Institutional Framework 

- European Council: Definition of the principles and general guidelines [Art. C ( 1) \. 
- The Council: Conduct of common foreign and security policy; ensuring unity 
consistency and effectiveness of action taken by the Union [Art. C (2) 1. 
- Member States and Commission: May refer to the Council asking questions 
relating to common foreign and security policy and may submit proposals. Council 
acting unanimously (save Art. J (2) and Art. t\) !Art. C (3)\ 
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- In cases requiring a rapid decision. the Presidency, of its own motion or at the 
request of the Commission or a Member State, shall convene an extraordinary 
Council meeting within 48 hours or. in an emergency, within a shorter period !Art. 
c (3) J. 
- Permanent Representatives Committee: Preparation of Council meetings !Art. D 
( I ) j. 
- Political Committee: Monitoring the situation. formulating opwiuns, either at the 
request of the Council or on it; own initiative !Art. D l:l)J. 
- General Secretariat of the Council: Preparation and implementation of the Union's 
common foreign ana security policy !Art. D (3) 1. 
- Commission: Full association !Art. D (4)1. 
- European Parliament:lnformation on basic choices and consulted on the main 
lines: its views shall duly taken into consideration and it may put questions to 
the Council !Art. El. 
- Troika principle for the Presidency's work, with the assistance of the Commission 
!Art. FJ. 

Co-Operation 

- Information and consultation of the Member States within the Council. The 
Council shall define a common position !Art. Gl. 
- Loyality and mutual solidarity of the Member States, ensured by the Council 
!Art. HI. 
- Common positions in international organizations and at international conferences 
!Art I (l)J. 

Joint Action 

The Council may decide what should be the subject of joint action I Art. J (1 )J. 
- Joint action adopted by (a qualified majority) (by a majority to be defined) !Art 
J (2) J. 
- Once defined, a Member State shall be bound by the joint line of action in the 
conduct of its international activity !Art. K (1)1. 
- National positions in accordance with the objectives of the joint line of action 
!Art. 1\ (2)1. 
- In cases of urgent need arising from changes in the situation, and failing 
Council decisio.n, Member States may take the necessary measures ... in accordance 
Kith the objectives of the joint line of action !Art. K (3)1. 
- The Council shall discuss major difficulties of a Member State in implementing a 
joint line of action !Art. E (4)). 

Securit,· 

- Decisions by the Union on security matters which have defence implications may 
be wholly or partly implemented in the framework of the WEU, insofar as they also 
fall within the organization's sphere of competence !Art. L (1)1. 
- Obligations for Member States arising from NATO Treaty and WEU Treaty shall 
not be affected. !Art. L (2)). 
- With a view to the eventual implementation of a common defence policy, 
provisions of paragraph 1 may be reviewed by the European Council in 1996 !Art. 
L (3)1. 

General Provisions 

Measures for implementing the provisions shall be adopted by the Council !Art. 
M (2) I. 
- The Council may (by qualified majority) (unanimously) break off, partially or 
entirely, economic relations with one or more third countries \Art. NI. 
- The provisions shall not affect the powers of the European Communities !Art. 0 
(1 l I. 
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Justice (except Aticle 1\) (Art. 0 (2)1. 
- Application of institutional and financial provisions of EC Treaties (Art. u (;j)). 
- Ammendments in the case of any review or the security provisions under Article 
L (3) (Art. P). 

Topics for Jc•int Action Prioritv 

(Declaration by the Member States, Annex ll 
- Industrial and technological co-operation in the armaments field; 
- the transfer of military technology to third countries and the control of arms 
exports; 
- non-proliferation issues; 
- arms control, negotiations on arms reduction and confidence-building measures. 
particulary in the CSCE context; 
- involvement in peace-keeping operations in the Ul\ context; 
- involvement in humanitarian intervention measures; 
- !CSCE, USSR, transatlantic relations!. 



COMMISSION PROPOSALS AT IGC ON "COMMON EXTERNAL POLICY" 

A. General Presentation o1' the Common External Policy 

The common external policy is composed of three sets of proposals: 
- common foreign and security policy (point B), 
- external economic policy (point C). 
- development cooperation policy (point D). 

B. The Common Foreign And Security Policy 

Fundamental Principles 

- Coherency of Union action, 
- notion of progressiveness, 
- principle of subsidiarity, 
- common policy does not mean single policy, 
- coordinating national actions in a common framework, 
- Member States comply with an obligation of result. 

The common policy would be implemented in the existing institutional framework in 
order to guarantee the Union's unity. 

Contrary to EPC: 
Adoption and implementation of decisions are binding for Member States, and 
agreed on, depending on the case, either unanimously or by a reinforced qualified 
majority, leaving some room for the so-called opting out formula. 

Applicable rules 

a) Distinction between: 
- questions considered "of vital common interest" by the European Council 
(deciding by a qualified majority and reinforced by the favourable vote of at least 
8 Member States). The European Council can free Member State at its request; 
- joint action resulting from intergouvernmental cooperation (with regard to the 
provisions of Artivle 30 SEA). 
b) For questions of vital common interest. the decision-making initiative to be 
agreed by the Council would be shared between ivlember States and the Commission. 
c) Provisions of common security policy: 
- guarantee of automatic assistance by including Article 5 of the WEU. 
- Questions of vital common interest (as decided by the December 19\lO Council of 
Rome): 

Arms control and disarmament; 
matters of security under the CSCE and the UN; 
cooperation in the production, the export and non-proliferation of arms; 
definition of a research and arms production policy [proposal of the Commission]; 
regular meetings of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs and Defence. 

- Contrary to matters of common foreign policy: 
principles and actions to be implemented in the framework of the common security 
policy would result from decisions of the Council voting unanimously. 
- Decisions concerning cooperation in the area of defence. could be implemented in 
compliance with the commitments of the Atlantic Alliance through specific 
arrangements with the \VEU. which could act on behalf of the Union (gradual 
integration). 
- Abrogation of Article 223 and 224. 

E. General Provisions 

- [20] 
.. the initiative requesting authorization to open. conduct and conclude negotiations 
W(JUld be the responsiblity of the Member States ensuring the Presidency of the 
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Council and the Commission, according to the "duality" formula. Conclusion would 
be the responsibility of the council, acting by reinforced majority, or uuanimously 
in matters of security. 

F. Overall Coherency 

- ll <J 
.-\ provisiott st.ating the obligatiun to ensure coherency artd foreseeing recourse, at 
the initiati\·e of the Commission or a ~!ember State, to a decision by the Council 
acting under the conditions established for an:-· foreign policy question. 
- 12°] 
International agreements: 
The procedure is characterized hy a lesser form of "duality" Commission/Presidency 
of the Council in the conduct of negotiations. Assent of the Parliament. 
- The Commission is responsible for management of matters other than foreign 
policy. 

Aims !Art. Y 1]: 

Heading Y: The Common External Policy 
Chapter I - The Common Foreign and Security Policy 

· 1laintaining peace and international stability, taking into account the particular 
relations of different lllernber States. 

General Provisions 

- Distinction between questions considered of \·ita! interest to the Union and 
other questions of this area !Art. Y (2)]. 
- Determination of questions of vital common interest through the European 
Council. at the initiative of either its Presidency, the Commission or a simple 
majority of the Member States, after hearing the EP !Art. Y 3 (1)]. 
- For questions declared of vital common interests, 
· the Council defines the principles of the common policy, 
· defines actions to be conducted whether implemented by the Union or Member 
States [Art. Y 3 (2)]. 
- For questions, not declared of vital interest, 
· Coordination of illember States and the Comission within the Council !Art Y 4 
< 1 l 1. 
- The definition of common positions is a point of reference for national policies 
[.Art. Y a (.;)]. 
- Possibility of individual acting of a Member State, because of particular 
seriousness, after refering to the. Council 1.-\rt. Y4 (5)]. 
- The Council and Commtssion shall regularly inform the European Parliament, 
which shall discuss each year the common foreign and security policy [Art Y 5]. 
- Work of the General Secretariat of the Council and the Committee of Permanent 
Representatives of the Member States [Art. Y 6]. 
- Troika representing the Union and representation through one or several member 
States [Art. Y 7 (!)]. 
- Commission and Member States: Cooperation of accredited representations in third 
countries or with international organizations !Art. Y i (2)]. 
- Member States'external policies and the actions of the Union must be coherent. 
]Art. Y 8]. 
- Articles 164 to 188 of the Treaty are not applicable to the provisions of the 
present chapter. 

The Common Securitv Polic\· 

- Cooperation v.:ith the WEU and in the end a common European defence in full 
compliance v.:ith commitments within the Atlantic Alliance [Art. Y 11 ]. 
- Aid and assistance among the Member States in case of armed aggression !Art. Y 
1 ~I 
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- The Union shall formulate a research and arms production policy [Art. Y 13 (l)j. 

- For questions declared of \'ita! common interests. the Council 
· shall define the principles of common policy and decision-making procedures 
unanimously (abstention is !tOt a11 obstacle ro adoption of the decision): 
· shall decide actions to be conducted whether they be implemented by the Union 
or by :\!ember States !Art Y (3)1. 
- Exception: A :llernber State can be freed at its request for bindiug reasons. from 
some or the obligations I Art. Y I :J (.:; )1. 
- Regular meetings of Foreign and Defence :llinister:; [Art. Y 1-il. 
- By deciding aniou:; to be conducted, the Council :;},all Jecide if the Council of 
the WEU should be referred to for the actions \\"hich it has set !Art. Y 15 (1)]. 
- Arrangements for non WEU members [Art. Y 15 (3)1. 
- illember States which are part of the Atlantic Alliance shall express the position 
of the Cnion [An. Y 15 (.<)J. 

Chapter IV - General Pr·o\·islOns 

Agreements under the Common Foreign and Securit,. F'oliC\· 

- Agreements with t.hird countries or· international organizatioits ar·e Itegotiated by 
the Presidency and the Commission ("duality") [Art. \' 25 (1)1. 

Common Provisions 

- The EP, the Council, the Commission or a Member State can first request the 
opinion of the Court of Justice on the compatibility of the envisaged agreement 
with the provisions of the present treaty [Art. Y 29 (l)j. 
- The Commission is responsible for ensuring all useful operations with 
international organizations [Art. Y 301. 
- Articles 110 to 116, 130l'>, 130 R par5. 223, 224 [Art. Y 31 1. 
- Heading Ill of the Single Act is abrogated [Art. Y 321. 
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FRANCO GERMAN PROPOSALS AT THE !GC OF THE TWELVE ON POLITICAL UNION 

Security Policy Cooperation in the framework of the Common Foreign and Security 
Policy of Poll tical Cnion 

Genera I aims and concepts 

- De\·eJoping of' a common foreign and security policy l I a]. 
- Defending the fundamental interests and common ,·aiues of Politic'll Union in its 
external reations [I H b] 
- Contents of a Common Security Policy [1 H c I: 
· Setting up a common European defence system; 
· supression of the indication "political and economic aspects or security" under 
Art. 30, par. 6 (a) SEA; 
· no questioning of NATO commitments; 
· Atlantic Alllance and a US military presence in Europe are indispensable for 
European security and stability; 
· WEU should become a cooperation channel between Political Union and ;-..;ATO. WEU 
Treaty and the Alliance should be adapted in accordance; 
· \\'EU activities are carried out in the perspective of European Union; 
• a European identity for security and defence should be reflected in the 
development of a European pillar within the Alliance. 

Proposals 

- The European Council should have the jurisdiction to decide what areas of 
security policy should be subject of a common policy [2 a]. 
- Elements to be tackled within the Union (2 bl: 

Disarmament and control of armaments in Europe; 
security questions, including peace-keeping measures in the context of the UN; 
nuclear non-proliferation; 
economic aspects of security. namely cooperation concerning armaments and 

control of arms exports. 
- WEU could be integral part of the Euruvean unification process (2 cl: 
· Organisational relations between Political Union and WEC; 
· obligations of aid and assistance in accordance v:i.th the Treaty of Brussels 
should be maintained; 
· possibility of re\'ising the European security structure by 1996; 
· cooperation in the politico-military area as "'ell as in the purely military field. 
- Distribution of tasks between the Union and \\'EU: 
· European Council decisions as guideline; 
· harmonisation of order and duration of the terms of office for presidents of 
Political Cnion and \\'Et:; 
• synchronisation of Political Union and WEU meetings at ministerial level; 
· finalisation of appropriate provisions by the Secretariat General of the Council 
and the Secretariat General of the WEU. in order to ensure mutual information; 
· establishment of links between the EP and the I>'EC Assembly. 
- Revision of the Treaty of Brussels [2 e(. 
- Transformation of WEt; administrative divisions to Brussels l 2 f[. 

Relations with the European States which are not WEU membe!'s 

- Progressive strengthening of relations with a view to possible WEU membership. 
- Cooperation between \VEt; and European members the Alliance which are not EC 
members should be increased. Specific forms of cooperation between European 
members of the Alliance not belonging to Political Cnion. 



UK DRAFT TREATY PROVISIONS ON COMMON FOREIGN AND SECURITY POLICY 

Preamble 

Aim: 
Protection of European common interests a11d independence: 
maintainance of peace and international stability; 
friendly relations with all countries: 
promoting democracy; 
tlw rule of law: 
respect for human rights; 
encouragement of the economic development or all nations. 

Title :\ 

8 

- The European Council formulates and implements a commo11 foreign a11d security 
policy 111. 
- Consultation and coordination of the Member States 121: 
· Consultation shall tal;e place before the Members of the Cnion decide their final 
position l2a). 
- Impetus on closer coordination, in particular issues debated in international 
organisations, steps to counter the security risk from proliferation of advanced 
technology, exports of armaments, jJeace-keeping, aspects of counter-terrorism l3al. 
- Maintaining technological and industrial conditions that are necessary for the 
~!ember States' security l3bl. 
- Regarding commitments in NATO and the WEU [3cl. 

- The WEU should have the closets possible links to the Atlantic Alliance and can 
be an integral part in the development of European Union [3d]. 
- European consultation or cooperation action shall take place within the 
framework of WEU [3e]. 
- Members of the Union should: 

regard the other partners' positions [4a]: 
gradualy develop and define principles and objectives [4bl: 
constitute a point of reference 1-<cl: 
not act in way that impairs their effectiveness as a cohesive force on the 

international level l4d). 
- Forming a consensus [5). 

- Consistency or foreign and security policy and the external policies !Gaj. 
- The Council ensures consistency and the Presidency can call for extraordinary 
meetings l6bJ. 
- Full association of' the Commission and its right to make proposals on the same 
basis as Member States [6c]. 
- Responsibility of the Presidency and Commission for the consistency of policies 
l6d]. 

- Common position at international conferences and in international organisations 
l7a,'b]. 
- Close association and information of the El'. Its views should l.Je taken inw 
consideration 181. 
- Presidency shall conduct the dialogue with third countries and regional 
groupings. Association of the Commission ]9]. 
- Intensified cooperation between the representations of the Member States in 
third countries [10]. 
- Presidency shall be responsible for initiating action. coordinating and 
representing the positions of the members of the Gnion in relations with third 
countries in respect of common foreign and security policy activities Ill al. 
- Meetings of the Political Directors [llb]. 
- Assistance to the Political Committee 11 le]. 
- Common Foreign and Security Policy Secratariat to assist the Presidency Ill dj. 



BELGIAN MEMORANDUM ON INSTITUTIONAL RELAUNCH 

- Guaranteeing the Community's credibility as a major actor on the European 
stage. 
- Transfer of political power at Community level and a better definition of the 
principle of subsidiarity to tackle the "democratic shortfall". 
- Solutions to the problems in Central and Eastern Europe. 

Aim of the proposals: 
- Strengthening the existing institutional machinery in order to mal'e it more 
effective; 
- reinforcing the powers of the Parliament and de,·eloping the Community's social 
dimension; 
- convergence bet\reen political cooperation and Community policy (policy towards 
Central and Eastern as a starting point). 

Institutional Machinery 11.1 

- The Council IJ.J.I 
· Qualifierd majority as general rule. 
· Unanimity for the extention of the range of subjects over which the Community 
has jurisdiction (Art. :!.35) and for constitutional provisions (revision of the 
Treaties, accession). 

- The Commission l1.2.b] 
· Strengthening the role of the President (nominated by the European Council and 
elected by the EP). 
• Reducing the number of Commissioners. 

Democratic Shortfall IIII 

- The Parliament III.ll 
· Extendending the co-operation procedure to all legislative decisions tal,en by the 
Council by a qualified majority. 

Possibility to annul legislative decisions in the co-operation procedure. 
Extension of the consent procedure to Article 236. 201. 238 and 138 (3). 
Electing the president of the Commission. 

Amendments of less importance: 
Strengthening the powers of committees of inquiry; 
right of petition in Parliament; 
right to take the legislative initiative where the Commission fails to act. 

- A People's Europe/Human Rights lli.21 

Subsidiarit\' Ill!.] 

- Priciple of subsidiarity should be formally written into the Treaty. 
- l>lembers States can appeal to the Court of Justice to clarify if subsidiarity is 
regarded. 

Political Coooeration ll\'.1 

- Developments in Eastern Europe have shown the limits of Political Cooperation; 
not only a "common Ostpolitik" is needed, but also new relations with the great 
powers and the international bodies. 
- A pragmatic approach of the Twelve is needed: 
· The Ministers for Foreign Affairs should define principles and guidelines for 
Political Cooperation. covering economic and political, bilateral and multilateral 
(CSCE) aspects. Therefore: 



regular meetings of the Ministers; General Affairs Council as political decision 
making center; preperatiou by COREPER and Political Dire~tors. 
Bet.ter definition of the Commission's role. [I\'.! I 
· "Specialized task force" (diplomats specializiug in Eastern Europeau couunies. 
seconded by the i>l~mbH St.att:S, and by sorn~ Commission officials) as <·entre for 
analysis, study and co-ordination on Eastern Europe. [1\'.21 
· Discussing s~curity issues i11 the bruad•st s~1"!S" -~·ithout restriction i;·, F·v!itical 
Cooperation. [1\'.3] 

final Remar!;s 

i 0 

- Favouring an "intensive Europe" without constituting a barrier to an "extensive 
Europe". 1~-l 

Sectors now subject to unanimity to which the qualified majority rule might be 
applied: 

- Internal Marl;et.. Art. J00a(2} EEC 
Fiscal provisions 
Free movement or persons 
Rights and interests of employed persons 

- Research, Art. !30q EEC 
- Environment. Art. 130s EEC 
- Coal and Steel, introducing into the ECSC Treaty a provision corresponding 
Article 113 of the EEC Treaty. 
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DANISH DRAFT TEXT CONCERNING COMMON EXTERNAL AND SECURITY POLICY 

- Foreign and security policy in all areas where unity of view between the nlember 
States is possible. 
- :,JiJitary collaboration should respect the :.ternber States responsibilities v.·tthin 
the alliances they belong to. 
- Commou foreign and security policy established unanimously by the Council. 
assisted by the Secretariat General. 
- Proposal can be submitted by the Presidency, the Member States and the. 
Commission. 
- Fully association of the Commission. 
- Close association of the Parliament. 
- External representation of the policy by the Presidency (Troil;a). 
- Coordination policy or the lllember States in the fields where common external 
and security policy will be applied. 



ANNEX 

The European Parliament's position to a European defence and security policy 
found its expression in a resolution of 10 June 1991 (Pottering Report). 
In the following this report will be presented in a short form, regarding only the 
most significant aspects. 

POTTERING REPORT 
(10 June 1991) 

Resolution of the EP concerning the perspectives for a European security policy: 
The significance of a European security policy and its implications for the 

- European Political Union 

Premises 

- In the Gulf crisis there was no coherent acting of the Community, showing its 
incapacity to act [ J ]. 
- The WEU as a framework until the Community is able to take responsibility 
concerning military aspects [K]. 
- Denmark and Ireland could be invited as visitors to WEU sessions [L]. 
- No adequate foreign- and security-policy coordination of the Twelve [S]. 
- The interdependence of states and important regions, as well as the shift from 
bipolarity to multipolarity, demands the Community's foreign and security 
capability to act [T]. 
- The Community should demand to participate in the START-Talks [ZC]. 
- The political changes in Central and Eastern Europe avert the danger of 
confrontation or military threat in Europe [ZD]. 
- Many third countries welcome the development of a common security policy of 
the Community [ZG]. 
- The Community has the obligation to contribute solving the problems of poverty 
and under-development, to bring through human rights, to reduce conflicts and to 
secure peace [ZH]. 

Common provisions 

- Rationalization of the foreign policy instrument (based on <>lartin Report A3-
047/90) [1.1]. 
- Common foreign and security policy shall be beyond the intergovernmental 
character of EPC [1.2]. 
- Transformation of competences to the institutions of the Community [1.3]. 
- A common policy for the export of military goods has to be developed [I.4]. 
- Support for a new Article 130u EEC and item 61-63 as well as 65 of the 
resolution of 12 December 1990 [1.5]. 

The Council 

- Merger of the regular meetings of the Foreign Ministers on EC and EPC level 
[Il.6]. 
- Formation of a defence council [I!. 7]. 
- In certain cases the Foreign and Defence Ministers shall discuss and decide 
basic questions of security policy in a security council [II.8]. 
- Introducing mechanisms to built a consensus, regarding the view of the majority 
(based on resolution D. Martin of 10 November 1990, Article 130 u, al. 3 c) [!1.9]. 



- Integration of the EPC-Secretariat into the Council-Secretariat [11.10]. 

The Commission 

-Structural adaptation to the demands of a foreign and security policy [III.11]. 
- Has to be informed about the Member States' arms exports and has to inform the 
Parliament [III.12]. 
- Setting up an independent agency for the observation of arms production and 
exports [III.13]. 
- Right of initiative not exclusively for the Commission [l11.14]. 
- The Parllament has to be informed about the coherent foreign and security 
policy [III.15]. 

The European Parliament 

- Complete involvement in the foreign and security activities of the Community 
through [IV.16]: 
a) eo-determination and rights to control; 
b) the Council's and Commission's obligation to inform the Parliament regulary; 
c) consultation procedures between Council, Commission and Parllament; 
d) assent of the Parlienmant with an absolute majority of its members in cases of 
basic foreign and security policy decisions; 
e) assent of the Parliament to the conclusion of agreements with third countries, 
international organisations as well as arms control agreements. 
- Regarding the importance of foreign and security aspects in the Parliament's 
organisational and administrative structure !IV.17]. 

Relations with other security polic,· organisations 

- Close cooperation with the institutions of NATO [V.18]. 
- Regarding the commitments made in the WEU treaty [V.19]. 
- Institutionalized CSCE as a positive supplementation to the Union [IV.20]. 
- Participation of the EC, beside the member states, representing the three 
institutions on all levels of the CSCE; as well as the inclusion of the EP in a 
parliamentary representation of the CSCE [\'.21]. 

- Development of a common security policy, corresponding to the aspects mentioned 
at the Rome summit [VI.22]. 
- Inclusion of the armament sector into the common market and the industrial and 
technological activities of the Community; therefore: immediate non-application of 
Article 223 EEC [VI.23]. 
- Arms export policy [VI.24]. 
- Cooperation in the field of armament conversion [VI.25]. 
- Harmonisation of the legal grounds for military as well as social civil service 
[VI.26]. 
- Coherent security community in the UN-framework; possibility of EC-peace 
troops [\'1.27]. 
- Orientation at defensive strategies [VI.28]. 
- Continuation of the disarmament process in the field of ABC and conventional 
weapons [V1.29]. 
- If defence costs can be reduced, ressources should be used to contain non
military threats (environmental problems, North-South cleavage) [VI.30]. 



IV 

CONCLUSION 

In front of the different proposals. several questions can be_ asked and a first 

conclusion should be drawn. even though the latter might be revised after the 

summit at the end of June 1991. 

The controversary discussion along the "pillars" of the Luxembourg NON-PAPER has 

already be mentioned. But this is not the only aspect that seems to be unclear. 

The whole paper is held in a rather general way and compared to the Comlssion 

proposals many questions are left open. As a it is mentioned in point I of its 

Introduction, lt has to be understood namely as an Intention "to provide a general 

framework for further negotiations", not aiming "to reflect individual Member 

States' positions". In point 2 a further explanation can be found, why the paper 

offers no decision about the dispute if qualified m~ority or unanimity should 

become the general rule for the voting procedure. Point 2 states that "the draft 

does not cover the question of amending voting procedures, on the scope of the 

co-operation procedure, issues which have been reserved for the final stage of the 

negotiations". 

Some other articles under the heading common foreign and security policy also do 

lack a more detailed explanation. Article H, concerning co-operation. regulates that 

the Council shall ensure that the principles of loya!lty and mutual solidarity ·are 

complied with, but no provision is found for the case that one or several Member 

States are not regarding these principles. 

The same question can be asked for Article K, concerning joint action. It says that 

the Council shall discuss difficulties in implementing a joint line of action and 

seek appropriate solutions. No reference is made for the situation in which the 

Council fails to offer an appropriate solution. Finally, in the sphere of security, 

Article L tz.lks about the implememation of decisions by the Union in the 

frameworl< of the WEU, falling within that organisation's sphere of competences. 

The problematic aspects for non WEU members are not mentioned. 

The Non-Paper in its present form is a general framework but it Is probably not 

the paper that can be the principle guideline for further negotiations. Therefore 

the revised version has to offer some modifications. 

Contrary to the Non-Paper the COMMISS!Ot\ PROPOSALS are going into details and 

the comments to the articles do serve as an explanation and specification. 

Therefore the working document has to be read with regard to its comments. 

otherwise it might be misunderstood. Some of the specific aspects of the proposals 

are worth mentioning once again. 

-----------------------------------
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Article Y 3 defines clearly the hierarchy of power in the Union: The European 

Council, at the initiative of either its Presidency, the Commission or a simple 

majority of Member States, determines after hearing the European Parliament, 

questions of ,·ita] interest. This means that the Parliament. Is kept out of the 

initiating process in areas of vital interest. 

In Article Y 15 (3), the member States of the Atlantic Alliance are asl;ed to 

express the position of the Union in questions declared of vital interest and for 

questions dealt within the frameworl; of the WEU. Does this Initialize a drifting 

away from 1\ATO, or is 1t only a sign for the growing importance of the Community, 

without questioning the commitments to the Atlantic Alliance? In the comment to 

this article an answer can be found. It has to be understood as a "contribution to 

reinforcement of the European plllar of the Atlantic Alliance". With the same 

understanding paragraph 4 of the respective article is to be analysed, talking 

about WEU's integration in the Union as the final objective. 

Two other aspects are finally worth mentioning. One is the expression "duality 

formula". meaning joint initiative by the Presidency of the Council and the 

Commission. The second one · Is the proposal to define a research and arms 

production policy. Such a poli9y could overlap into R&D policy and would probably 

cause a tremendous influence on the Idea of a gradual integration of the WEU in 

the Union. 

In conclusion, the Commission proposals are a sophisticated attempt to contribute 

to the future construction of the Union, with clear distinctions in the hierarchy of 

power. It keeps the Parliament out of the vital areas but on the other hand lt 

shows the Member States, that the Commission demands more power preventing pure 

intergovernmental policies. 

In the FRANCO-GER~lA!I: PROPOSAL the commitments undertal;en in the framework of 

the Atlantic Alliance are not questioned. Moreover a reference is made to the 

importance of a permanent US mllltary presence In Europe. Paris and Bonn are 

describing how they understand the future relations between the Community and 

NATO: "WEU would become the cooperation channel between Political Union and 

KATO" and the "\\'EU Treaty and the Alliance should be adapted in accordance". 

WEU and the t.:nion should be brought closer together and a distribution of tasks 

has to take place. Through this form of cooperation the conclusion can be drawn 

that the WEt: is not understood as a framework dealing with purely military 

aspects. It could become a new forum for cooperation and for coordination of 

military and political questions. 

Nevertheless the proposal is a guarantee for NATO commitments. The Kohl/Bush 

meeting in May 1991 as well as the French decision to sign the nuclear non-
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proliferation treaty in June 1991. as a reaction to the Gulf War and as a 

rapproachement to principle Western allies, are pointing into the same direction. 

The li!\ITED r:I!\GDml in its DRAFT draws en the t:l\'s paper on security and on 

discussion in the !GC on Political Union. It Is Intended to replace Title Ill of the 

SEA and that it should be outside the framework of the Community treaties. The 

British ideas were announced as constructive but they should not be expected to 

be something totaly new. 

It was stressed that rlefence aspects belong to the ~linisters of Defence gathering 

in defence organisations. The WEU should be an instrument to come closer to the 

United States without causing any danger and damage to the Alliance. :-.!ATO is 

regarded as the main forum for planning and consultation on defence matters. 

The British Draft expresses the leading role of the Member State as nation states 

in the defence area. Cooperation should be improved amongst themselves and the 

control of arms in the CSCE framework should be extended. Close contacts between 

the WEU Secretariat and the Secretariat of EPC does not imply that the nation 

state should be weakened. 

The Commission and the European Parliament are not treated extensively, and the 

proposals concerning these two institutions are no major step forward towards a 

real Union. But looking at the British position in the past, such an assumption 

would be not very realistic. 

The BELGI.-\N i>lEMORAl\DUM is insofar different from the other proposals as it is 

stressing the need for the Community to guarantee its credibility as a major actor 

on the European stage. The transfer of political power at Community level and a 

better definition of the principle of subsidiarity is claimed necessary, in order to 

counter the growing "democratic shortfall" .. -\nother characteristic can be found in 

the strong impetus the paper puts on the developments and problems of Central 

and Eastern Europe. 

Released in ~l:nch 1990, the :llemorandum already covered important future aspects. 

In retrospective it is an important and far looking proposal that influenced the 

following discussions. 

Finally the DAN!SH DRAFT has to be mentioned in short. Like in the Belgian 

memorandum a reduction of Commissioners is demanded. A proposal which is not too 

new, recalling the Spierenburg Report of 1979. It calls for a full association of the 

Commission and a close association of the European Parliament, but at the same 

time it is obvious that the !\lember States are the one and only determining actors. 

"Unity of \'iew" as the basic condition for foreign and security policy means 
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unanimity. The role of the Member State is therefore not threatened by supra

nationality. 

Concluding it is correct to assume that the need to establish a common foreign and 

security policy has been realized by the Member States of the Community. A closer 

as~ociation of the WEU to the future Union seems acceptable, even though big 

differences exist when talking about the question to what extent. t.hls can be 

possible. Solutions must be found, regul~ting the voting procedures and the 

principle of opting out. 

Through the !GC on Political Union the Community is moving closer together In the 

idea to built a European Union. But problems arise looking at the proposals 

discussed earlier. lt seems rather vague to assume that a coherent Community is 

discussing a compromise which could lead to a Union. 
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Tbe Scope of a Common Foreign and Security Policy 

and its iapact on Enlargement. 

William Wallace. 

Waiter F.Hallstein Fellow, St.Antony's College Oxford. 

(Introductory note for Bruges Colloque, 5th July 1991). 

1 

In mid-1991, the debate on CFSP is so unfocussed, so caught up 

in the gulf between grand objectives and hard detail, that the 

implications of whatever new comaitments and institutional 

arragements may be decided by the current members of the 12- or by 

some sub-group of the 12 - within the next two to three years is 

almost impossible to assess. Most of the. particlpa~ts in the CFSP 

debate have further enlargement in their minds, if at all, only as 

a .second- or third-order consideration. Nevertheless, the way in 

which the current members of the EC approach the issues of closer 

integration of foreign policies - and, even more iaportantly, of 

defence policies will· · ·carry direct implications for the 

enlargement process: making accession easier or more difficult for 

different countries, influencing the domestic debate on entry in 

Switzerland or Norway in different ways, in~asing or decreasing 

the Community's willingness to offer generous.terms for accession 

to countries for strategic reasons, even inflU'ilincing the EC's 

-~~ .... ,·. . ,tl~ 
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attitude towards the encouragement or discouragement of 

applications from Turkey, Rumania or Bulgaria, Malta or Cyprus. 

The extent of potential en~argement is also highly uncertain. 

The lessons of Mediterranean enlargement suggest that it is 

difficult for the EC to resist applications from countries emerging 

from authoritarian regimes , even when their economic levels of 

development and administrative capacities leave room for severe 

doubts· about their ability to shoulder the full obligations of 

membership. In what follows, the following assumptions are made:-

1) We have to consider this .guestion within a ten to twenty 
year timeframe. Decisions taken within the next two to three 
years may have implications for the shape of the 'European 
Union' in 2010. The EC-6 which happily signed association 
agreements with Greece (in 1960) and Turkey (in 1964) which 
offered the .. prospect of membership in 20-25 years' time 
appeared to have been more concerned with the expansion of the 
EC's nascent external competences and the compatibility of 
association agreements witl'i' ·the GATT than with the future 
extent of an integrated European Union; but expectations were 
aroused, assumptions made, with which the Community in the 
1980s has been forced to grapple. The 'small print' of 
agreements to be negotiated, even already under negotiation, 
the opening or closing of alternatives to full membership (as 
in the EEA negotiations) thus carry immense potential 
importance ; especially at a time when so many questions about 
the future shape and structure of Europe are unsettled. 

2)The majority of EFTA countries will apply for membership 
between now and 1994; most probably all except Iceland. There 
are no insuperable economic obstacles to accession, even if 
agriculture and fisheries provoke negotiating crises. .'I1l§ 
scope and obligations of a CFSP may thus prove a central issue 
in negotiations: potentially tipping the balance in Norway in 
favour of membership, in Austria and Switzerland against 
membership. 

3)The EC is now in effect committed to membership for the 
three 'East-Central European' countries. The timescale may 
well be long; but the principle is already conceded. 

- ' 
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4)There are many within the current EC who would love to stop 
there (even those who will go that far extremely reluctantly). 
But we are now painfully aware that there stretch behind these 
a lengthening queue of potential applicants, of states and 
would-be states, all claiming to be 'European' within the 
definition of Article 237 Treaty of Rome ('Any European State 
may apply to join the European Community') • Assumptions about 
the EC's foreign and security ambitions and responsibilities 
are crucial to our response: 

a)Who else will. 'keep order' in the Balkans if we decline 
to take over the role which the Russians have now 
abandoned, and which was contested over previous 
centuries between the Germans (or the Hapsburgs) and the 
Turks? 
b)Do we hope that the USA will continue to dominate 
security and order in the Mediterranean and the Middle 
East, thus enabling West European Governments to leave 
aside the most difficult questions of Euro-Arab relations 
- or do we include the development of a European foreign 
policy towards the Middle East, and European 
responsibility for maintaining security and stability in 
the Mediterranean and around its shores? (To put this 
question graphically and historically: which flags will 
the warships in Suda Bay, where Venetian galleys gave way 
to Turkish, ·where the British Mediterranean fleet gave 
way to the US Sixth Fleet, fly in 10-20 years' time?) 
c)How central a role should Western Europe as an entity 
play in managing the dissolution of the Soviet Empire? 
Here again, the question is partly one of how far we wish 
to leave the leading role to the United states, partly 
how far we wish to pull in Japan (the soviet Union's 
eastern neighbour), how far we see this as a 'European' 
responsibility. 
d)poes the .assumption of responsibility for Europe's 
periPheral regions imply eventual incorporation of most 
of them into a future European Union as equal (or at 
least, as junior) partners? Do. we envisage a European 
system in twenty years' time which resembles in some ways 
the 19th century 'Concert': in which the major powers 
arrange the affairs - and if necessary the boundaries -

··.Of their weak and peripheral neighbours, treating the 
Balkans and the Mediterranean regions as objects of 
European concern but not as partners in the management of 
European politics? Or do we still cling sufficiently to 
the early .. ideals of European integration to want to 
include all democratic states within the European regiqn 
in an institutionalise.d European Union - not necessarily 
by 1999, but certainly by 2009 or soon thereafter? There 
lurk beh'ind this question some of the most difficult 
questions about 'Europe': about treating the countries of 
'Western Christendom' more favourably than those of the 
Orthodox tradition, about the boundaries between 'Europe' 

. ... - M.,....• •. 
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and the 'Islamic world', about what the taxpayers of rich 
West European states will be willing to support in terms 
of 'solidarity' towards poorer communities to their east 
and south. The evidence available of current political 
and public attitudes towards Lithuania as against 
Bulgaria, towards Slovenia as against Albania, suggest 
that these divergent assumptions run deep. 

How far is the Community in -control of its own agenda? 

Two years beyond the collapse of the socialist regimes in 

Eastern Europe. with unpredictable developments- in Yugoslavia. in 

Albania. within the USSR. even in Poland and in the Czech and 

Slovak RepublicCsl - pushing the EC and 'the Twelve' along. it 

would be absurdly optimistic to hope that the Community can dictate 

the terms and the pace of its own development in the whole field of 

CFSP. All the evidence available to an outside observer suggests 

that all member governments would prefer to limit progress towards 

CFSP within the. next 3-5 years to symbolic gestures and minor 

adjustments of practice a~d institutional frameworks: the political 

difficulties of addressing issues so close to national sovereignty 

and identity as joint diplomatic representation and majority voting 

in foreign policy, let alone joint command structures and common 

decisions on the use of troops in the pursuit of shared security 

objectives, are immense. But the Community is DQt the master of 

its own fate. 

US commitment to European security has enabled West European 

integration to limit itself to 'civilian' international issues 

since the failure of the EDC in 1953-4. America's sense of 

......... ,,v._~~·-~· 
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'mission', its domestic consensus that it is 'Bound to Lead' in 

world politics (and that, as Henry Kissinger used to argue, the 

European allies are therefore bound to follow), has allowed West 

Europeans to avoid the most difficult questions of foreign policy 

and international role: to follow US initiatives in the Middle East 

and Mediterranean, sometimes happily, often reluctantly, to 

negotiate with the Soviet Union ·alongside the superpower 

relationship rather than instead of it. Current argulllents over the 

links between closer defence and security aspects of European Union 

and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization reflect the reluctance 

of most (in reality all, whatever the rhetoric of the French 

position) West European Governments to contemplate a CFSP which was 

not contained within a broader Atlantic framework. Washington 

policy-makers on security and Europe reinforce this reluctance 

through the alarm signals they send every time West Europeans 

within EPC or WEU appear to be acting independently. 

But US attention to Europe is markedly· declining; and US 

security commitments to Europe are likely to fall sharply over the 

next five years. Congressional discussions currently assume a 

ceiling of 100,000 us troops in Europe in five years' time, against 

the 300,000 plus here now. Those that remain will presumably be 

stationed to support us priorities rather than European. It 

matters a great deal to West European interest whether their 

balance is tipped towards the West German ports and the UK, as 

bases for reinforcement for central Europe (and as forces in being 

.·.~~-- .-.... .... 
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to accompany a continuing nuclear commitment), or more towards the 

'Southern flank' as bases for the pursuit of US and Western 

interests in the Mediterranean and Middle East. European 

governments will have to contribute to the debate within Washington 

over the future structure of US deployment in Europe - which will 

require West European governments to define more precisely which of 

the US's previous responsibilities they are now willing to 

shoulder, which not. But European governments will also have to 

recognize how much of the us debate will be driven by domestic 

considerations - in terms both of competing demands for federal 

expenditure and of domestic ethnic and economic lobbies - and will 

have to use the diplomatic skills and instruments available to them 

to influence that debate. 

'Some seek greatness, some achieve greatness, and some have 

greatness thrust upon them'. My argument is that progress towards 

a CFSP is more likely to be thrust upon the 12 than to result from 

their own halting efforts; but that external pressures - the 

recurrence of crises in Eastern and south Eastern Europe, rising 

instability in North Africa and the Middle East, and a cumulative 

shift in US assumptions about its European interests - will indeed 

thrust upon the 12 responsibilities which they prefer to have left 

to the USA. Washington '-s approach to economic assistance to 

Central and East Europe, and more recently to the crisis in 

Yugoslavia, indicate a marked shift towards thrusting reponsibility 

for European security onto the Europeans. On the Mediterranean and 
·-{.;. 

. . . . ... 
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Middle East Washington appears far readier to assume that its 

security responsibilities will continue. Whether European 

Governments will be happier to leave the security of the 'South' in 

the hands of the USA or to shoulder the burdens of security in the 

'East' and 'South-East' is a question none have yet addressed. 

Widening and Deepening. welcoming or discouraging. 

The above suggests that some of the current argument about 

widening and deepening is artificial. Pressures to accept 

enlargement are building up; external responsibilities are pressing 

in. To some extent the EC will find itself force to tackle both at 

once. The ~ in which the 12 and the EC Commission tackle the 

issues will however carry major implications for the process of 

enlargement, the number of countries which enter, and the future 

structure of Europe as a whole. 

This is the area on which our discussions should focus. I 

offer the following pr?pQsitions, to spark off debate:-

1 )CFSP offers few problems as far as· the three Central and 
East European applicants are concerned. They see the prospect 
of EC membership as a security guarantee (as, after all, did 
the Mediterranean applicants); they would welcome a clearer 
security dimension for their own self protection. They have 
at present few foreign policy preoccupations of their own 
which would cut across those of the existing 12. There is 
thus no conflict between deepening and widening in relation to 
CFSP and Poland, Hungary and Czechoslovakia - unless Soviet 
resistance to any extension of Western security arrangements 
to the former members of the Warsaw Pact is seen as a block to 
enlargement which will continue to hold in 5-10 years' time • 

.... 
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2)The EFTA countries present much more active problems. It 
would be possible for the EC to use its co~itment to CFSP as 
an effective block to EFTA enlargement. There are indeed 
suspicions that the enthusiasm with which the French 
Government is pursuing the principle of a common foreign and 
defence policy inseparable from the Community partly reflects 
concern about the far more German-centred and northern 
Community which EFTA enlargement would create. 

3)This is partly a question of rhetoric, partly of timing. It 
has implications for Switzerland above all, but also for 
Austria, Finland and Sweden. For all of these countries 
security (and 'neutrality') is tied up with their concepts of 
national identity; they need time to adjust to the 
implications of the end of the East-West confrontation and the 
logic of European integration. The Community is in the 
process of educating their Governments about the obligations 
of Community membership - the only continuing purpose of the 
EEA negotiations now that the EC has, in effect, closed off 
the hope of any long-term alternative framework to membership. 
Their Governments have, in turn, to educate their publics 
about the implications of integration. We should not ignore 
the domestic difficulties they face in shifting public opinion 
with the same insouciance with which the EC-6 ignored the 
difficulties which a common Fisheries Policy would cause the 
Norwegians in 1971-2. 

4)In the long-term, a European Union which does not include 
Austria and SWitzerland (and SWeden and Finland) would be 
weakened by their exclusion. This is not just a matter of 
communications across the Alpine passes: though European 
transport ·policies and air traffic control would be 
complicated by this 'hole' in the centre. The fiscal 
contributions these states should be making to the development 
of Eastern Europe and the Mediterranean, their role in 
European industrial and financial integration, their 
contribution to European influence in the management of the 
global economy, are· all significant. 

5)'l'be desirability of pursuing further progress towards a CFSP 
(most probably of making further and faster progress towards 
a CFSP than any of the 12 Governments is yet ·prepared to 
contemplate) in parallel with EFTA enlargeaent aakes the use 
of the lfBU as the -ans through vhicb to define the terJIS of 
security and defence integration preferable to insistence on 
a wholesale transfer of security and defence issues to within 
the BC fra.ework. There are, after all, now plenty of 
precedents for moving forward in developing new policies 
within smaller groups, from EMS to Schengen.- Insistence on 
embarking on a painful and lengthy process of institution
building among the 12, if indeed this is seriously intended to 

..... ·. 
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replace use of WEU, is a commitment to postponing - or even 
blocking - EFTA enlargement. 

6 )The costs of managing the security and instabilities of 
South-Eastern Europe froa the outside might well prove almost 
as high as the costs of including the region within the EC; 
Balkan aembership should therefore be accepted as a reality 
over a ten to twenty year timescale. It might of course be 
argued that this issue was settled when Greece was accepted 
into the EC (those of us who argued against early Greek 
accession to what was then very much a ~ European Community 
being swept aside). Bulgaria and Rumania - let alone 
Yugoslavia and Albania - desperately need the external support 
and external constraints which EC membership (perhaps even its 
prospect) can provide. South-Eastern Europe thus provides 
both a crucial test for the EC's development of CFSP and a 
critical set of choices about the management of enlargement. 

7)The Mediterranean orphans also have nowhere else to go: 
their future is one of external dependence on the EC, or of 
acceptance into the EC, or of revolt against the EC. The 
CO~ity should not ertend full mewoo~ship or its prospect to 
Turkey __ (by far the most important) or Malta, or cyprus; but it 
aust find institutional aechanisms for associating these 
states as closely as possible, and accept its responsibilities 
towards their political and economic development. Nor does 
the Community's M~diterranean burden stop with these three. 
The EC now dominates the Mediterranean basin economically as 
fully as the European powers dominated it politically and 
militarily lOO years ago. Instability in North Africa would 
have as direct an impact on the EC in terms of refugees and 
the overspill of conflict as instability in the Balkans; a 
much higher proportion of the populations of Algeria and 
Morocco is resident within the EC, after all, than of the 
populations of Serbia and Macedonia. I would indeed argue 
that the developaent of a coherent foreign and defence policy 
towards the South will prove a tougher test of BC co-itment 
to a CFSP than policy towards the countries of East Central 
Europe. 

S)The future of ·the Soviet empire· ··also has awkward 
implications tor eniargement. The Baltic is now re-emerging 
as an entity, towards which the three·sovietjBaltic states are 
drawn both economi.ca~lY. and. politically. Acceptance of Sweden 
and Finland into the Be carries the long-tera iaplication that 
Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia will follow. Public sympathies 
in northern Europe will be with them, for historical and 
cultural reasons; e9onomic obstacles will not be insuperable, 
given the small size of their economies and populations. They 
also have nowhere else to go. For the other Western Soviet 
republics we should aake it clear that we regard association 
as desirable, but ..,.bership -even over a 20-30 year timescale 

·C ~- , 
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- as iapossible. The Ukraine and ByeloRussia are comparable 
to Turkey in their size, intractable economic prospects, and -
dare one say it? different cultural and historical 

identity. The Russian Republic presents even more problems. 

9)Few travel as far as those who don't know their direction. 
The EC could easily drift into commitments to enlargement - in 
the distant future, which politicians sometimes seem to regard 
as infinite, but which in 20-30 years' time may present real 
challenges - in response to immediate crises, without having 
worked out an overall strategy. Alternatively it could drift 
into a crisis of relations with its neighbours provoked by its 
incoherent approach to enlarg~ment - as it has risked doing 
through its incoherent approach to the EEA negotiations. It 
is teaptinq to use the ooaaitaent to deepening as an excuse to 
postpone consideration of the iaplications of enlarg-ent: but 
it would be highly daaaginq to the EC's international security 
and political interests to do so. The agenda of the political 
union IGC of 1991 has in some ways reflected the unreality of 
avoiding the enlarqeaent issue while claiming to pursue 
institutional and pOlitical deepening. It is no easier to 
wo.rk out the implications of a Community of 20-25 member 
states than it is to agree the structure of a European system 
of common defence, or a European diplomatic service wit.h 
common bilateral and llultjlateral representation. But it is 
no more difficult either. 

WILLIAM WALLACE. 
July 1991. 
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The wider Europe: widening and deepening 
the European Community 

4-6 July 1991 

Working Group 3: 
The development towards a common foreign and security policy and its impact on 
enlargement. 

Session 
1
2: The institutional and procedural aspects of a common 

foreign and security policy 

Patrick Keatinge, Trinity College Dublin 

I: The jnstitutional aooroach 

l. Rules of the game 

Although the axiom that 'form follows function' should not be forgotten, the analysis 
of instirutional strucrures and procedures can be revealing. Instirutions reflect important 
norms and arouse expectations; they channel information and thereby influence 
perceptions; they are essential for the legitimization of outcomes. It is no coincidence 
that the unprecedented development of the industrialised world since 1945 has been 
accompanied by an extraordinary proliferation of the institutions of multilateral 
diplomacy. This twentieth cenrury success story is no doubt based on a particular 
pattern of power, but the role of institutions in stabilising that pattern while at the same 
time a!Jowing for peaceful change should not be underestimated. 

2. The European Community in multilateral diplomacy 

The institutional characteristics of the EC' s diplomatic persona are the result of 
incremental adaptation, punctuated by self-conscious attempts to maintain a minimal 
capacity to act. Gradualism has been the hallmark of the evolution of European 
Political Cooperation, from its inception in 1970 to the formal codification of the Single 
European Act in 1986. The model for EPC was, ironically, the bilateral Francp
German treaty of 1963. Its essence lies in regular and frequent contacts between 
foreign policy elites, at all levels from head of government to junior officials on 
working groups, covering general orientations to the minutia of implementation. The 
professional socialisation and mutual understanding thus acquired may owe as much to 
the development of air ·travel as to more recent technologies of electronic 
communication. Is this institutional model adequate for a more diffuse and less stable 
international system, and one moreover in which an enlarged EC may be expected to 
play a central role? After six months wor_k what answers seem to be emerging from the 
Intergovernmental Conference on Political Union? - · 

. -:-!. ~--
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II.;_]'be Polj!ical lJnion !GC so far: finessjng the orthodox? 

1 . The IGC is about the rationalisation of existing structures 

On the basis of initial submissions and the Presidency's non-paper of 17 April, much 
of what passes for 'innovation' in the area of Common Foreign and Security Policy 
(CFSP) consists of institutional streamlining. Council procedures are simplified, and ll 
the EPC secretariat - the institutional innovation five years ago - is incorporated in the 
Council secretariat. The Commission may acquire a non-exclusive right of initiative, , 
which may add little to the influence it has already developed defacto. All of this may ) ~~ 
improve the efficiency of the policy process, but does not look like a 'saut qualitatif'. , 

. ' 
:t. PoHtical authority remains diffuse 

The Commission's attempt to bring the CFSP into the domain of Community policy
making seem:; to be making li_ttle headway. Consensus decision-making may be the 
stated preference of only a minority of member states, but attempts to experiment with 
some measure of majority voting have not as yet been pressed with conviction. The 

) 

distinction between 'cooperation' (i.e. EPC) and 'joint action' (i.e. a common policy) 
in the Presidency no'!:P~er aRRears meaningless_wilhout_the_discipline-ef the \i~·ssibility of mJljpJily voting. Another discipline, that of the Coun of Justice, is again 
~pt at bay as in the Single European Act. 

3. External representation: one voice - but which one? 

The rotating Presidency, as well as remaining the intemal manager of CFSP business, 
is still expected to 'front' the putative Union to the rest of the world ..... with a little 
help from the troika. The Commission looks after its own (enlarged?) competences in 
the fields of econowic and development policy, with its own diplomatic representatives. 
With the increasing imponance of Political Dialogues, covering a 'global' range of 
issues, all of these institutional voices come together. Who speaks first, last, or 
loudest? And what does the listener hear? 

4 . Legitimacy is still elusive 

The European Parliament's enhanced influence in the ·SEA, through its right of assent 

\\ 

1\ 

to association il,gr.l!_ements and enlargement, has not been supplementedTrilhTIGC:-
Member states tend to insist that reaJ accountability in foreign policy lies in the retention 
of their right to say yes or no in the Council. The degree to which these national 
decisions are accountable depends on national parliaments, some of which may be in 
an even weaker c;onstirutional or political position with regard to foreign policy than the 
European Parliament. 

III; The EC and security/defence; an Augustinian delay? 

l. The expectations of 1989/90 _·re_cede 

·-~The end of the cold war provoked a fundamental reappraisal of the institutions of 
European security, in a context in which it was often difficult to separate creative from 
wishful thinking. The blocs would dissolve into a pan-European structure, the Atlantic 
military alliance would become a balanced security partnership, and the European 
element in that partnership, the WEU, would be merged with the EC. The integrative 
effects on the latter could hardly fail to be positive. These expectations have not 



materialised, perhaps because one bloc has dissolved in increasing disorder while the 
leader of the other faces 'decline' with equanimity. Whatever the reason, the 'security' 

·element in the CFSP is more tentative than had been expected twelve months ago. 

2. The !GC: an agenda for soft security, !but hard security next 
time?] 

The !GC seems to be moving away from the SEA/London RejJOrt formula which 
confines EC security to 'political and economic as~ts'. Tite new approach is not, 
liowever, comprchenstve. IS>ml'Cllfteo-to 'so t security', i.e. which rely on 11· 
preventive policy insm1ments (e.g. arms <;p3li'.oj~~ace!C~ping) are admissable. 1 
There is also recognition of the growing importance of qansnationaLs.!:&_uri.ty. issues 
(tcnocism;-:erimi.migration) in the Presidency non-paper s mclusion of a sketchy 
intergovernmemal framework for cooperation on 'home affairs and judicial 
cooperation.' However, issues involving military coercign...=...defence - are still 
contentious. Even a statement or m tent to constder a mutual assistance commitment in 
the mid-nineties, or to develop 'links' with the WEU appear in the non-paper inside the 
square brackets "l'.'hich denote a divergence of views. 

3. Links with security organizations: more questions than answers. 

This hesitation i~ also reOected in the EC's relations with other networks of multilateral 
security. The Gulf crisis underlined the privileged position of two member states as 
permanent members of a partially revived UN Security Council, at the very least putting 
a premium on the obligation of prior consultation (even between the 'Big Two'!). The 
CSCE offers a forum for the continuation of conventional arms control and verification, 
but no longer enjoys the bleak discipline of its former West/NNA/East group 
diplomacy. The srruggle tO escape the bounds of consensus through some form of 
'emergency mechanism' is evident, but has yet to be tested; the internal rather than 
inter-state nature of many potential conflicts may also serve to diminish its relevance. 

The preoccupation of the !GC in this regard has, however, been with 'the alliance'. 
The vision of a progressive merger between the EC and the WEU - by way of.\~ 
guidelines from a European Council serving both organizations- has had to give way to 
more traditional warnings of the perils of decoupling. Security institutions still come 
mainly from the 'anglo-saxon' mould, though tn an international system still in the 
throes of major transformation. it may be expected that there will be pressure to 
include the word 'defence' somewhere in treaty amendments, even in the form of a 
general statement of intent. That might be reassuring for some would-be members, 
which have little enough in the way of security assurances at present. It might not be 
such good news, however. for neutral applicants - or indeed member states - which 
have to ratify negotiated changes by popular vote. 

IY: A Common Foreign· and Security Policy jn an enlarged EC 

I . The numbers game 

Would the institutions and procedures of a CFSP, on the lines which seem to. be 
attracting agreement in the current !GC, work efficiently and effectively for an ·enlarged 
Community or 'Union'? Let us assume, both fonhe sake of argument and so as not to 
offend the growing crowd of applicants, that we are now dealing with a membership of 
twice the present size. Imagine allowing for a tour d'horizon of twenty four national 
positions • even if like-minded · at meetings of the European Council or Council of 
Ministers. At the very least the level of intimacy which is just about possible in the 
present Community would be difficult to sustain; would the arguably more important 
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socialisation of officials be similarly affected? Would governments have the political 
incentive or administrative 'self-programming' to cope with a Presidency which came 
around every twelve years instead of every six? What impact would this large and 
varied chorus have either on the rest of the world or on its own citizens? 

2. 'Numbers' + 'diversity' = policy overload 

It is hardly realistic to assume that a Union of Twenty Four will contain the same 
homogeneity of interests as the existing Community of Twelve, itself more diverse than 
the original Community of Six. It may be possible to consider the additional twelve in 
three groups (EFT A, Central and East European, Mediterranean), but variations within 
these groups must be added to those which exist between them. It might take a very 
serious external threat (sorry, 'risk') to counter this tendency towards an increasing 
heterogenerity of interests. 

·in a world of only moderately serious risks we may expect policy overload: frequent 
recourse to increasingly confused European Councils, preceded by an ever more 
byzantine bilateialism. From the point of view of legitimacy, it may be just as well-that 
the transparency of this 'bloated' EPC process remains limited. The exposure of policy 
overload would represent a Crisis for the system's legitimacy, which could lead either to 
its collapse or to demands for reform. 

3. Delegating authority within an intergovernmental CFSP 

There may be ways to tighten ·the focus of political direction without abandoning the 
concept of national foreign policy altogether, but they are not without cost. That of a 
straightforward Directoire of the larger states is born by the rest. None of the potential 
new members is an obvious candidate for a Directoire, and it is a moot point how many 
existing members might qualify. It might be possible to devise 'joint extended 
Presidencies', on the basis of regional differentiation (though thankfully not within the 
confines of this paper). However, at some stage on the road to this Union of Twenty 
Four the federal alternative may become a more attractive option simply because of the 
problems imposed by the number of members. 

4. Crossing the 'federalization threshold' -
t ~

~The decisiv~ steps in the_ direction of f~eralism ar~ the acce_Jltance ~ majori~y :--oti~g 
m the Counctl and an acuve role of an mderu;ndent EC body, hke tlie Cornnuss10n, Jn 
iiffiianng policy and represenung the EC abroad in foreign and security policy' (Finn 
Laursen, 'Towards a Common EC Foreign and Security Policy: Phases of European 
Political Union', ECSA paper 1991, p. 24). These steps are not being taken in the 
present Political Union IGC; applicants for membership are not as yet faced with the 
'federal question'. However, the success of their application might bring it that much 
closer ... in the next IGC (1996?). 

5 . The question of neutrality 

The conventional view holds that a federal union necessarily includes the competence of 
defence, based on a comminnent to mutual assistance. Alternative propositions have 
·been advanced by recent applicants, whether in the form of an Austrian reservation or a 
Swedish assumption, and may even linger (in a less tangible way) in some Irish second 
thoughts. Even if these positions are generated by domestic circumstances, they serve 
to raise the question whether it is possible to accommodate 'neutrality' once the federal 
threshold has been crossed. 
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Legal or institutional answers OI• bt: devised in the abstrdCL For-example, the model of 
'polyarchic federalism' envisages 'a shared competence in foteign policy with certain 
:1olicy areas rransfc::.tu! to the hew Political Union, but many areas remaining national' 
(Laursen, up.cit., p. 25). T(J make such a model permanent comes up against the 
principle of 'uui<;ity'. However, tu limit ir, for example, by subjcering any exception to 
tl;e oversight of tl.c G:muniss;on, anutlte.- membt:r-state, 01 ultimatdy the Court of 
Justice (ono,,. u:udc:\ uf Arlicle 100 A 4) would sooner or later conflict with neutrality 
law. 

Thu:; the durability of such an auangement would be uncenain. In practice its 
acceptability (to otht.rs inside the Union) and its credibihty (to those outside the Union) 
would be govem.:d by nou-insritmiunal fiwtors. ''Ibe issue boils down to one question 
- will the New European System require Neuttals?' (Karl Zcm:,~nck, 'Austria and the 
Europc:m C·JIT.muuit.v, ~l-~llian Year~_lQk of .International Law, Vol. 33, 1990, p. 
!1}5). P.t pre;;ent d;.:. u:msiriuuJ.J systt"UI probably dcx.s 'require' them in nonhem 
Europe, and c:um•.•t cuutcn.pbte the exte1ision of alliance in central Europe, but the 
situation in '1996' - wltcu tioc fcdcnl t.'m::shold is (again'.') at issue- may be very 
differe;it. · 

The institutional deoate cannot procede very much further without becoming a much 
broader debate about political values. What are the purposes of a common foreign and 
security p01icy, and wh:tt mc«fis may legitimately toe applied ill otder to achieve them? 
11te conrrasting visions of 'civiliar. power' and 'superpower' perhaps merit reappraisal 
ill the context of the t::h<U•giug intematior.al system. Yet international life goes on, and 
the shape of t.lte future CF::;P is as likdy to !Jc detennlncJ by e>ems as by institutional 
blueprintS or non native dc:liates. 

5 
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Prof. Gilbert Trausch 

L'IDENTITE Dl! L'EUROPE ,QUEtQUES REFLEXIONS D'HISTORIEN · . , 

1 -On conatate depuis peu de temps un inttrllt crolaaant pour la question del'lden· 
tite europeenne et una approche nouvelle de l'hlstolre de !'Europe ae fait jour. On 
peut y voir, entre autres, trola rai&Gns prlnclpalea: 

- la r'u811te pe la Communauttt au~op~nne • car dans la perspectiVe de la longue 
durlle aes lonteurs qui peuvent noua irriter, sont main& egagantes- en tent que 
oommunaute de droit est una exp~r.lenoe unique dens l'hlatolre. Una remarquable 
proap6rlte ttoonomlque semble legjtlmer cette reuesite. 

- la COmmission des Comunautlls f!uropttennnes s'ast rendu oompte que l'oeuvre ~ 
laquelle elle prttside poselldo un passe qui mttrlte, en tant que tal, d'6tra analyse et 
oxpliqutt at alia assaye de stimuler oatte recherche par un oertaln nombre d'lnltlatives 
(Action Jean Monnat, Groupe de liaison des prOfosaeura d'hletoire oontemporalne 
auprlla de la Commission des C. E.). 

- Ios grandl bouleversaments que !'Europe a vbous depuls trois ana ouvrent des 
perapaotlves tout a !eit nouvellas,insoupconneesll y a clnqanaenoora. Or,let 
grandes remisea an cause sont propices a des efforts de r6flexlon et A des prfeaa de 
conaclence. On l'a vu au moment ol) la guerre frolde a'est lnstalllle. Tant la dlvlaion 
de !'Europe en deux blocs que sea retrowailles aujourd'hui am•nent !'Europe l se 
d61lnlr ou plutOt a 88 redefinir. 

2 • 11 a•avere oxtr&memant dlfflclle de de!inir I'Europa. Des aociotoguea et des polito
loguos I'Y eont easaytt, souvent de f~on fort briilante (Edgar Mortn, Jean·Marle 
Dornenach et d'autres encore).Leurs travaux aont stimulants et plains d'ld6es. Par 



leurs Q~nilrali&ation3 et affirmations gl(lbales, par leura formulatiOn$ audaclaUi&& et 
parfois provooatrictis, lis mettent l'aooent t:~ur des rapports pama ]usque-lA lna· 

perQUB et dtiif l)flr$pactives souvant n.ouvelles. 

L.es historians nates ont suivl$ qu'avec une oertaine reticence. De per leur formation 
ils sont p&rtlculi~rement attentlts A • cas vllains petits faits qui ruin1nt liS plus belles 

hypothez>as .. (Marc Blochl. Les hom.mes vlvent en socletA a la 1ois dans le temps at 

dansl'espace.Toute atllrrnation globale sur l'ldentite europunna, brlllante et eolai
rante , ~raft 11ux historians vrale pour telle epoque ou pour tel eapace europ6en 
mats pas forcement pour d'autnili. No.mbre de controverses provlennent de mal811· 

tendus dus a un cadrage chronologlqi,Je trop tAche. Mats A ioroe de nuancer et d'in-
. troduire des distinctions, las historians rlsquent aussi de perdre lea vuea d'ensemble. 

La aeul point de convergence est probablement la definition Q6ographlque: ells fait 
de !'Europe un continent qui s'etand de I'Atlantique li'Oural. Cette definition eet 

purament oonventionnelle et n'est pas d'une grande utlllt6 pour l'hl3torlen. Sur le plan 

politlque et cultural elle est plus au mqins lnoperante. 

Un grand historian franoals, ayant una vue uulversella des ohoaes, J.B. Ouroaelle a 

assaye de donner una definition globale de I'EurQPe en degageant un eapaoe qullui 
paraft dou6 d'une coh6&1on 1ondamentate. 11 a desaine un quadrllatire dont le 1er 
cote, partant de l'extr6me Nord de la Norvilge, longe la cOte Ouest de la Finland•, 

dea pays baltes, passe par Varsovie, Budapest et rejolnt Otrante dens le talon de la 
botle d'ltalie, en face de I'Aibanie.Le 2e cOte passe au Sud de la Slcile, au Nord de la 
Tun tale, put$ par Gibraltar. Le 3e oOte va de la oOte Ouest du Portugal A la cOte 
Ouest de l'lrtande tandis que le 4e cOte, partant de la cOte Nord-Oueat de l'lrlande 
ll'lntl6chit vers le Nord-Est pour atteindre la cote norvegienne au Nord. 

Pour J.B. Duroselle ea quadrilatere recouvre l'et~paoe europ6en par excellence. 11 y 
oonstate aune extraordlnaire succeaalon de phases • communautaire&• .. par lea· 
quellea 11 entend des ~ensembles rellgieux, phllosophlquas, de civilation•.Son survol 
de la civilatton va des megalithee de la pr6hiatoire a !'Europe des eglises romanes et 
gothl(!ueS. Cast de ce quadrllat~re que lee hommes partent a la d~oouverte, puis a la 
oonqu6ta du monde.C'est dana ea quadrllatere que I' esprit acienti11que s'epanoult et 
que la revolution industrlelle ae fait avant de se rtflpandre dans le moride. C'aat de cat 
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espace qu'est pi.rllo «i'6tin~·ul!a, uevenutl !ll:t;r.rrliii!, pui& brasier, de la liberttl 
humaln$•. C't!lt '.iar.~ i;J ganro de l'approu~~~~ (ilObale par l'histoire ce qu'on a fait de 
mieux. La dtlmiJt.atr(!,tk;n di) .J.B.Duroaella .oat bien faite et nuanoee. Ella court toute

fois le riqua do fllilfii do i'!:::umpe uune corr.munaut6 qui existe, de 1aQon d'e.bord 
embryonnaint, d6p!js ciiis temps reoullls~. lcl on rejoin! des objections que les partl
eane de I' unite eurcpeanne font. a juste titre, 8 certalns conceptions de 

I'Etat-Natl(ln.Celul·ci n'u pas tou;ours exist& et est appal& a evoluer. En d'autrea 

mota, il n'est pa:tl:l pour a1nsi dins inscrit d'avanr.u dens le plan de l'hlstoire. Ces 
mAmas rernerquei a'&ppilquent A !'Europe. Elle n'est pas plua que lea Etata·Natlona 
una neceli~>ite de l'tilatclra. E:lie i:IUS&i ost le reeultat d'une 6volutlon historlque. Pas 
plus que lea Et;;ts en qui oertairls penaeura all~mands du XIXe sioale ont vu l'aooom

pllssement de l'llistoire, I'Eu~ope n111 se poetule pas. Ell& se cherche.Les historians 
sont blan pls.u6a pour Ill faire 9t J.B. Duroselle en a donne un bon example. 

3- Essaycona·nws ~ lmmulor quelques deductions A partir du concept oentral de 
Ouroselle. Une communaute europ6anne existe. Elle repose aur una certalne ldentittl 
qu'il est cependant dlfflclle de cemer de prha et da d6flnlr de f~on exhaustive. 

a) Cette cornmun&ul~ n'est pas recente. Cartes, il est peut·Atre exces81f de parler de 
• 28 sllloies d'E:urupa» (Dents de Rougemontl, male elle est sOremant 

phJrlseculaire.Pour d'auouns alia a 1200 ana deja, oe qui permet de ramonter Jusqu'a 
I'Emplra de Charlemagne, pour d'autres olle en a 800, ce qui fait reference A ce 
grand aiecle qu'est le Xlle («A partir du Xlle slecle I'Europe est une reallt& unltalre», 
K. Pomlan). Ouol qu'il an Mlt, cette ldentltil et la conscience qu'en avaiont lea Euro
peans ne ltta or.t J.li\S emp~cllea de s'entrttdtlchlrer pour des questions d'lnterAt, 
d'id6ologia et surtout d'heg6monie. 

Montesquleu a si bien exprlmll ce llentiment d'ldentit6, oette conviction d'apparte
nanoe a un m6me ensemble: •lee chos&ll sont talles an Europe que toua lea Etats 

· dependant lea uns dos autres. La France a beaoln de !'opulence de la Pologne et de 
la Moeoovie, comma la Guyenne a besoln de la Bretagne et la Bretagne de I' Anjou. 
L'Europe eat un Etat compose de plusleurs provinces•. 
Et pourtant, ce XVI lie alecle , europilen a'll en fOt, a ete dtlchlre par sept guerrea 
sans compter lea guerres de la Revolution fran!;alse(a partir de 1792). 
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La guerre 1aisalt tout naturellement partie de la panoplle dee moyene dont dlapoaait 
la diplomatle europttenne pour r6gler les problemes de !'Europe. L'idte qu'antre 

Europaens ells etalt en r6allt6 une guerre civile n'apparatt qu'e.pres la Preml~re 
guerre mondlala. Juaque-la les peuplas auropaens oel6braient sans complexH lturs 
victoires, comma p. ex. lea Allemands ala journ6e de Secfen ... 

b) Le quadrilatllre que Duroselle dessina pour d61inlr lea frontl6res cutturellas ie 

l'ldentlt6 europ6enne ne comprend Pas la flussla tandla que Montesquleu, dana la 
citation donntte plus haut, lea 6tend jusqu'a Mosoou. O'est que Ouroaelle travai«e 
dane la longue duree et Montesquleu juga A partir d'un moment privii6Q6. 11 eat 6vl
dent que la Russia pose problems. Elle entre dens I' Europe aaee;o; lard, sane doute 
aeulement avac Pierre le Grand et Catherlne 11. Sa place y semble blen auur6e. Elle 
eet largement prttsente au XIXe siecle, tant sur 1'6chlquier diplomatique que aur la 
scene des arts. Elle en eat probablemem sortie'en 1917, peut-ttre pour y reveolr 
avec la perestrolka de Gorbatchev et aon slogan de la « mafeon oornmune •. Le 
r6oent vote des habitants de Leningrad en taveur du nom de St-Pettrsbourg eat !'ex
pression de cette volonte de retour vera !'Europe. Lea choaes ne sont pourtant JIIU 
slmplea. L'Union sovl6tlque n·eat pas la Russia et la Ruaaie d'aujourd'hui n'ut pas la 

Moscovle. 

A la question jusqu'o~ 11 1aut pouiiiser 1'61arglssement de la Communaut6 europ6anne, 
l'histoire ne peut fournlr une reponse unlvoque. la veritable rt.ponse est du reaaort 
dtlla polltlque. Pour un hlstorlen il eiiit evident que la BohAme et la Hongrle falallent 
et font partle de !'Europe. Charles IV, le grand empereur de la malson dt Lu~ 
bourg, est Ill pourr le rappeler, lul qui a fond6 I'Unlveraltt. de fl'rague et a ee• lie 
mettre la main sur la Pologne et la Hongrie. La Ruesio du XVIIIe et du XIXe siicle 
n'avait paa de mal a prendre sa place dens le concert des Etats europ6ena oar elle 
n'tn falsalt pas 6clater 1'6quilibre. Tal n'eat pa$ le cas de l'UASS de nos joura. 
C.rtea, l'avenir est aoumls aux contingences mals les diplomatea Qui aont rareMent A 
court d'lmaginatlon, aauront trouver una formula asaurant lli'Union aOIMtlque- ou 6 
ce qui en restera • una place en Europe. Un grand historian allemand, W. loth, ne 
vlent-il pa1 de proposer de resoudre le problemo de la securlte en Europe en admet· 
tant I'URSS danai'OTAN. 
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"'•!\,.·· . 
4 • L'Europe, dans sa longua hlstolre, fiat surtout ta1te de rencontres . Paul Va~jry fait 
allusion ~ une de ces rencontres cltclalvee quand il affirm a qu' ~est european tout ce 

qui porta la marque de J•rusalem, d'Athtlnes et de Rome". Un homme comma T.S. 
Elllot a m is tin 6vldenoe (1 94$) avec beaucoup d'eloquence tout oe que !'Europe dolt 

au Christianisma au point de conc:lure; .. 11 Chrlatlanlty goes, the whole of our culture 

goe'"· Jaan-Paulll ne oeue de rappaler lea valeurs d'une Europe ohr~ienne. Jtc· 
quea Delors a cependant eu ralson de rappelar ~ ce aujet l'apport de .. f'ath61sme 
oontemporaln, porteur lui aussl de '!aleurs de gen6rosltll•. Lea valeura que symbol!· 
aant ~ beaucoup d'llgards les lumic\res du XVII le ai.cle sont lndenlablement lntt
grees danel'ldentlt& europeenne. 

Au • del& de la rencontre des ldbs il y a oelle des peuplee. Cella daa Caltes et des 

Aomains et aurtout celle des Celto-Romains et des Germalnil qui marque al dura· 
blement !'Europe et donnera nalssance ilia chretlente. Oernidlra grancle renoomre, 

celle avec lee Slaves. Une Europe sans les peuples alavee eat une Europe mutl"'· 
L'identlt• de !'Europe eat falte de la somme de cas renoontres et de leurs effetslu 
uns sur les autres (on pourrait en nommer d'autras, molns lmportantes par leura 
oonallquencas mals pas mains slgnificatives, p.ex. avec las Arabea elles Turoe). H. 
Brugmans a trouv& una belle formula pour caractllrlser l'unitil culturelle de !'Europe; 

~ tout ce qui est arrlv& aux Europeans de vraiment important, leur fut touJoura 
commun•. 

6 • Parml ces aventures communes aux Europeans figure auasll'lnvention de I'Etat • 
Nation. En tant que tel il n'est peut-Otre pas aussi recent qu'on le crolt. Certain• 
Etata, tellea la France, I'Espagne, I'Angleterre ou lee Provlncaa-Uniea, datent de la fin 
du Moyen-Age ou du debut de l'~poque moderna. 11 est vral aussl que sur la plan de 
la th6orle 11 ne date que du tournant des XVII le et XIXe el~les sous una double 
Impulsion, celle du message d'emanolpation de la Allvolution fran~alee et cell• dla 

doctrines des penseurs allemands. L'Europe, si portae ~ l'universalit6 de sea valeurs, 
a ginireusement export& la modble de I'Etat-Natlon dens le monde entier, y comprla 
jusqu'en Afriquc ou il masque malles realltes tribales. 

En Europe, au lendemain de la Seconds guerre mondlale, I'Etat-Natlon 6tait 
affaibli,voire dlscr6dlte sous sa forme la plus chauvlne (Doutschland Qbor all .. ; Plight 
or wrong, my country!) Lee peres-fondateurs de la Communaute europeenne, lu J. 
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Monnet, A. Schuman et K. Adenauer, ont su en profiter avant que son retour ne 
a' an nonce. Si 1a communaute depufs lore a progresse si lentement, si tant d'hommes 
en aorrt d69us, c'est que les responsablea polltiques avalent aous·estimela vlgueur 
du felt national. La nation est restee une Idee etonnammant vlvante, ici en Europe 
ocoldentale mais aussl en Europe central& et orientale oCJ l'ordre sovi6tique a r6uaai 
si longtempe A en oacher la survie. L'61argissement de la Communaut• europ6enne 
vera lea paya dei'Europe centrale et oriental& eat una neoeaslt6 • aeule la date eat 
inoertaine- mala 11 se fera dana un oadre natlonalaana doute plus exacerb6 que nous 
y aommea habitues en Europe occldentale. 

En ce qui concern& cette deml~re, l'hlatorlen anglais A.S. Mllward a etabllla th•ae 
que lea Etata de la Communaute n'ont accept& uncertain degr6 d'lnt6gration (et 
done certains abandon !I de drolts souvetaine) que dans des domalnea oQ I'Etat· 
Nation n'&talt plus en mesure d'agir efficacement. Paradoxe 6tonnant, I'Etat-Natlon 
88fait &ortl plut6t consolid6 du rapprochement europ41er. des anneea 1960. Lee n6go
ciatlons ectuelles pour falre avanoer !'union 6conornique et monetalre ainai que 
l'union polltlquo se heurtant constamment aux lnt6r6ta nationaux, parfois trlla 6troi
tement conqus. L'examen des archives des ann6es 1950 ne donna pas une Image 
1ondamentalement different&. 

Les progr6a vera una plua grande integration sont pourtant reels et non ntgligeables. 
L'hlstorlen allemand H. Kaelble montre dana deux llvrea recents (1987 et 1991) que 
de& oonvergencea sooiales rapprochent depuls environ un alilcle lea pays de I'EU· 
rope et que ce processus s'est aco616r6 depuia 1 !il45 (p.ex. liglslation sooiale, Etat· 
providence, conditions de !'habitat, manltre de vlvre eto). L'Europe communautalre 
s'i~t'$ done aussl,avant tout sur le plan des ph6nomenes di societe, et par la 
afflrme son identltli. La forte activation de ea prooessus depule 1945 (surtout l partlr 
des ann6es 1970) p&se lourd danala perspective de 1'61arglsaement vera lee pays de 
I'Est, car ceux-c:i n'ont pas partlcip6 a cette evolution. Kaelble explique notamment 
que la convergence aoolale est partlcullilrement nette entre la France et la RFA. 11 y a 
done interaction entre facteure politiques et eoclaux. Pour Kaelble les convergence• 
soclales sont plus 1ortea que les convergences politlquea, constatatlon qui noua 
renvoie vera cette etroite d6fense des inter6ts nationaux qui caract6rlse lea relations 
entre lee Etats-membrea de la Communaute. 
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11 n'en reste paa mol. 18 que la Communaut6 europllenne, aaaooiatlon volontaire 
d'Etats aouveralns, respectueux des r~gles du droit, n'a pas d'6qulvalent dana l'hls

tolre. Elle a, de oe feit, contrlbu6 una part esaentlellt a l'ldentite de I'Eu,Qpe. 
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Prof. Dr. Robert Pil:ht 

L'EUROPE EN MUTATION 

L'analyse sodolo&ique dea conver&enccs et des disparlt& entre pays europeens: un 

terrain lnsumsamment exploite. 

La question dans quelle mesurc il convient d'approfondir et d'elargir la Communau~ 

Euro~nne demande des decisions politiques. L'analyse 6conomique et soclologlque peut 

y contribuer par un diagnostic de 1'6tat des pays concem~s. de !cur potentiel de coop6ration 

et des difficultes previsibles. Pour ne pas se d6rouler dans le vide:. le: debat sur !'integration 

euro~nne devralt done ctre accompagne d'une analyse comparee de !'evolution des 

socieU!s europeennes et de !curs probl~mes sociaux, regionaux et nationaux. 

Une tc:llc: analyse est d'autant plus necessaire que !'evolution des socletes europ6ennes et 

leur transformation rapide .l la suite de bouleversements technologiques, economiques et 

de l'ouvenure des fromi~res fait l'objet de pm>ccupations de plus en plus intensc:s. Elles 

sont la meilleurc preuve que !'Europe, c'est-1-dire un espace d'interactions multiples qui 

remcttent en question le cadre habituel des traditions nationales, devient une n!alite. Elle 

commence: l toucher lc:s soci6tcs europeennes au coeur meme de leur ldenti~. 

Cc processus ne se limite pas au cadre de la Communaute Europeenne: celle-ci se voit clle

mtmo entrainc!e par un processus d'intemationallsatlon economique qui affecte 

profondemcnt non seulement les industries et leur march6, mais aussi les structures 

sucla!es et politiques et les modes de vie des consommateurs. 

En meme temps, !'Implosion des n!gimcs communistes et la disparition du rideau de fer ont 

rappelc le fail que l'espace europeen ne s'arrete pas aux limites des 6tats hautement 

industrialises de la Communaut6 Europ6ennc et de l'AELE mals que les soci6~s 
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europ6ennes seront profondc!mcnt affect~es par les c!volutions, les d6stabilisations et les 

miarations pn!vlslbles en Europe centrale et orientale, de m!mc que par les presslons et les 

flux mi8J'atoircs en provenance du Sud rn&titerrankn. 

L'Europe des annks 90 ne peut done devcnir une ''forteresse Europe" sous fonne d'une 

consll'Uction 6tat!que homogcne. Ellc se presente d'une llWlicrc assez differente de !'idee 

d'une "Europe des paJries" ou les eta!$ delcgucnt cet1aines competences l des instiiUtiOnl 

communes pour permcure l'ouverture des marches sans que ccla affecte leur na!Uie 

profonde. En realite, le proce~sus des transformations politiqucs, tochnologiques et 

economlques a aucint le point ou 11 entraine une mutation des aoci6t6s concem6es qui 

commencent l la rcssentir avec etonnement et parfois avcc angoisae. Ccuc evolution ne 

manquera pas d'avoir des n!percussions politiques l tous les niveaux. 

11 est done gnnd temps d'en prendre connaissancc et - pour utiliser la formule d'Edgar 

MORIN - de ne pas sculement "PtiiSer /'Europe" mais de s'interesser ll'hommc europ6en 

dans sa condition sociaic et culturelle. 

I. La spfj;jfiQtCe qgtionaln; upe rtalltC sylturcllc mouyante 

Tout en subissant des influences intemationaics analogues et des Interactions de plus en 
I 

plus intense& entre cux, le~ pays curopc!ens sont cepcndant loin de dcvenir uniformcs. De 

puissants facteun historiques et sttucrurels em~chent la formation d'une societe 

europ6eMe homog~ne. On ne commence qu'l mesurer la portc!e d'elements l la fois 

culturels et sociaux, comme par exemple les differences entre les syst~mes d'enseignement 

qui constituent certes une dlfficuht! mais aussi une des rlchesses priricipales de I 'Europe ou 

l'lmponance des culiUres politiques nationale& profond~ment enracinus. 
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Cependantla realite S~X:iologiquc curop6c:nnc est plus et autre chose que la simple addition 

de donnees nationales qui juxtaposees cachent souventles evolutions transnarionales. Pour 

comprcndre I 'Europe en mutation, il faudra mettrc en evidence l la fois les tcndances 

communes et les specificires nationales et regionales. Pour atre utile, le developpement 

d'une socioloaie de !'Europe devra done proceder a la fois d'une mani~rc globalisante en 

essayant de comprendre des evolutions communes a plusieurs pays europ«ns et d'analyser 

en meme cemps d'une mani~re comparative les differences qui subsistent entre les entires 

nationalcs ou memc regionales. 

Ces differences ne concement pas seulement les faits mais egalement leur perceplion, leur 

Interpretation et lcs ~on sequences idl!oloaiques et · politiques qui en sont tirees. Une 

sociolope de !'Europe n'aura done d'impact veritable que si elle comporte une analyse 

comparative des manieres d'interpreter les cvolutions socio-economiques et culturelles. 

Dans la mesure ou I 'Europe change, les images que s'en font les Europ6cns se transforment 

sans conduire nccessairement il. une convergence des vues et de comportements. 

Unc tclle analyse qui n'cxiscc que d'une manierc embryonnaire pour lcs pays d'Europe 

occidentale s'avere encore plus difficlle pour les societl!s postcommunistes de !'Europe 

centralc et oricntale qui se ttouvenc en plein bouleverscmcnt. Dans ces pays, lcs donn6es, 

meme lcs plus c!lementaires, sont inccrtaines, les structures sociales provisoircs, ]'economic 

entre la faillite progressive et des transformations hesitantes, les sentiments nationaux 

exacerbts sans que l'on puisse prevoir la ponc!e vc!ritablc de ces nouveaux nationalismes, 

lcs sentiments uoubles et la reflexion politique et culturelle d'autant plus intc!ressante que 

les inteilectuels ne cherchent pas de nouvelles certitudes, mais la remise en question m!me 

de leurs proprcs espoirs. L'analyse des realites du postcommunisme devrait done procCder 

d'une toute autre maniere que l'c!tude des societtis relativement structurees et stables de 

I 'Europe occldentale. 
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2, Entre conycr&enca; et djyereences: nour une clarification des concepts et des 

mCthodcs 

Une approche pour saisir la sptcifici~ sociologique de !'Europe a travers ses disparitts 

nationales qui, regan:l6es de trop pres, risquent de cacher des evolutions communes, 

consiste dans la compara.ison de donnees europeennes avec d'autres pays industrialises 

notamment avec les Etats-Unis et le Japon. Dans cette perspective, on constate que les 

pays europ6cns ont beaucoup plus en commun qu'on ne le pense et que !curs convergences 

se sont acc616rees et approfondies au cours du demier si~cle. C'est le message du livre de 

Hamnut KAELBLE: A,q dem Weg zu tintr europiiischen Gesellschaft. Elnt 

Sozlalgeschlchlt Wesreuropas 1880-1980. Munchen: Beck 1987. A travers Jes chapitres 

famille, structures de l'emploi, entrcprise, mobilite sociale, incgalite sociale, urbanisme et 

qualite de la vie, protection sociale et conflits de travail, KAELBLE montre J'l!volution 

d'un "projet de vie" europecn. qui pourrait etre resume par le slogan certes trop 

schematique de "social·dhnocratisation". 

Cependilllt, l'ouvragc de KAELBLE rend manifcste la difficulte des problemes 

methodologiques d'une telle histoire sociale compar6e. n part de donnl!cs statistiques 

condensc!es et traitees de tcllc fa~on qu'clles permcnent effectivcment les comparaisons en 

vue desquelles elles ont ~te elaborees. 11 faut cependant se demander si cc procaie ne fait 

pas disparaltre une bonne partie des diffl!rences substantielles qui continuent l existcr entre 

les pays euro~ens et qui sont d'une importance primordialc dh qu'il s'agit de promouvoir 

unc mcilleure comprehension et cooperation entre elles. La question decisive pour l'avenir 

de I'Europc qu'on risque d'c!luder en utilisant d'une mani~re non diffc!rencic!e les termes de 

similitude et de convergence, est la question si une plus grandc ressemblance des structures 

sociales entrafne une plus grandc proximi!!! des comportements et des finali~s. KAELBLE 

est lui-meme conscient du probl~me: "/I ne taut pas se faire d'llluston; la convergence 

croissante des societes europeennes n'entratnt pas d'elie·m~me une communaute politique 

europeenne. Du point de vue d'une hlstoire de la /ongue durte, les structures et /es 
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cultures politiques de /'Europe paraissenr poss~der iUs forces de resistance au 

changement et d /'integration. beaucoup plus fortes que l'iconomie et les societls 

europie~~Ms." (p. I 59) 

C'est ce ph6nomene du rythme different des transfo!1llations 6conomiques, sociales et 

pohtiques qui suscite un nouvel int6ret pour les questions historiques, cullurelles et 

sociologiques dans le cadre de r6centes t!tudes consacrt!es au processus de l'int6gration 

europeenne. 11 apparatt notamment dans les deux syntheses publiees par William 

WALLACE: TM transformation of Western Europe. London: Royal lnsritute of 

. International AJfairs 1990 et William WALLACE (Ed.): The dynamics of European 

Integration. London: Royal Institute of International Nfairs 1990. 

WALLACE attire l'anention sur le d~age entre les forces de rctardemcnt etles forces de 

mutation lnhl!rentes au processus politique et 6conomique: "Political. economic and 

cultural developmems follow different timescales. ( ... ) Europe's nations-states ( .. .) are 

themselves relatively recent constructions, assuming their modem structure at most a 

centwy ago, and are qffected by the same unlhrlying economic, technical and social 

trends wiUch are gradually reshaping Europe as a whole.( ... ) Social and cultural changes 

follow yet other timescales. The social evolution of Europe since 1945 has ~en marked by 

rising interaction across fronriers, under the impulse of radio, television, motorways and 

charter aircraft; while the impact of communication on attitudes has ~en delayed by the 

slow passage of assumptions from one generation ro another; and limited in a 

geograpiUcal spread by tht physical boundary between West and East. This cultural 

evolu1Wn has been marked by pronounced Americanization, or globalization of popular 

tastes. But it has been marlr.ed as well by a persistent desire, on the part of Intellectuals 

and politicians, to differentiate between 'Europe' and 'America', which has found an echo 

in popular attitudes. Underneath, the Atlantic framework, the postwar West European 

order have lair. cultural and historical images from previous eras( ... ) History and idenrity 

go together, both at the national and the European level". (Transfo!1llation, p. 2ss.) 
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U encore, il s'agit d'~valucr avcc plus de prc!cision les forces et les constquences de la 

mutation: "Values and anitudes are 110t suuic. They have shaped by ocperience and social 

learning, by mutual interactions over time, by tht imagery and persuasiveness t>f 

intel/ectMI and political leaders, and by shifrs perceived in the external environment. Tht 

social integration of Western Europe has altered elite popular assumptions about one 

another's rwtional identities and about the space and the culture which they share. ( ... ) 

'Mo~rn man is not loyal to a monarch or a land or a faith, whatever ht may say, but w a 

culture.' (Transformation, p. 33) Mais les grandes difficult6s consistent A saisir 

con~tcmcnt ces transfonnations que W ALLACE evoque sans pouvoir les d~crire: "But 

the experience of the past 30 years suggests that the relationship between politic:al and 

eco110mlc developments is by no means as straightforward as the 110rmative theorists of 

. European Integration were arguing in the optimistic years qfter the signing of tht Rome 

Treaties. Politics follows ist own logic, not simply those of economics and tech/Wiogy." 

(Dynamics, p. 7) "Values, loyalties, shared identities are the stuff of political rhetnric, and 

of intellectual and cultural history. They are; however, the most difficult phe110mena for 

rncial sclenrlm to study. Economists prefer to u.clude them altogether, substituting a 

mo~l of rational man entirely motivated by calculations of Interest. Political scientists 

and sociologists cannot take this conveniently reductionist way out. Authority, /egimlracy, 

community, all moderate the naked pursuit of power and interest in societies and political 

systems; the strength or weakness of shared values tipping the scales between solidarity 

and disintegratiOn when interactions appear to impose more burdens than benej!ts."(J'. 16) 

Malheureuscment, les etudes comparatives conc.emant les valcurs et la culture politique 

dans les differents pays europ4!cns restenr loin i:lerri~re ces questions p~ises et urgentes 

mais dont la complexite r~lame des n!ponscs qui necessiteraient une coopc!ration 

imerdisciplinairc et intcmationale intensive. Les anciennes c!tudes sur la culture politique 

par ALMOND et VERBA et leur version postrnodcrne par INGLEHARD sont fonemcnt 



warqutes par des concepts et des valeurs am6ricaines ll. Au niveau europ6en, les analyses 

comparatives s'metent A 1'6valuation du premier sondage d'opinions compuatlf sur les 

valeurs des Europ6ens presentc! par STOETZEL et dans une autre mani~re par HARDING. 

PHILLIPS et FOGARTY2l. Ce n'est que dans une monographic nationale que NOEllE

NEUMANN et KOCHER ont essayc! de pousser plus loin cc type d'analyse en intc!grant 

des resultats de sondages dans l'hlstoire sp6clfique d'un pays3>. n faudra attendre la. 

publication des resultats de la. deuxi~me enquete europ6enne sur les valeurs rcalisus en 

1990 et leur analyse comparative qui, pour !tre fructueuse, ne devra pas se limiter A la 

seule !!valuation des donnus dc!moscopiques, mais les menre en relation avec d'autres 

mc!thodes d'a.nalyse comparativc4>. Les resultats des nombreux sonda.ges d'Eurobarom~tre 

et d'a.utrcs institutions sont certes intc!ressants, mais pr!tent A toutes sortes de confusions, si 

on ne reussit pas Ales mttlre da.ns un contexte A la fols historique et social. 

n serail trop demander A un recueil de contributions de colloque comme celui prtsentc! par 

Dominique SCHNAPPER et Henri MENDRAS: Six mani~res d'~rre Europeen. Parts: 

GallimiJrd 1990 de pouvoir Jtsoudre tous ces probl~mes. L ~ntc!ret principal de l'ouvrage 

consiste dans le fait qu'il les pose d'unc mani~re plus systc!ma.tique. Le dc!calagc entre le 

rythme et les cons6quence~ de l'histoire economique et de !'evolution culturelle et politique 

a.ppa.rait d'une mani~re contradictoire da.ns les conclusions de Jean-Claudc CASANOVA 

"Bourgeoises et homog~nes" et dt: Dominique SCHNAPPER "Le ciwyen, /es naticms et 

/'Europe". De son point de vue 6conomique, Jean-Claudc CASANOVA pttvoit une 

I) Almond, G.A.IVITbA, S.: 1'/w civic e<bwe. Poluical aJiil..Ut aNI UtNJCra&y itt{IV~ Mlk>M. Boll()ff/New York 
196J "' .41mMd, GA.N~rbA, 1. (Ed.): Till civic tWIMfl "vlsildd. SonM /980. ilt116luv1, R.: T1tl 1il11t1 
r6W>U.ZU>n, chiJJt&i'W value• Gild politicaltl)/61 """"'8 w1Jt.,.n publics. l'rinu1011: Prinr:elon UniVITsil] Prus 
1977. 

2) St~lul, J.: U. ""'"'" du tmtpl prlultl. u .. UU[Idt• """"'lfNW!. Paris 1981. Htuding, SJPIIilipp1, 
DJFogan], M.:Co11Ut111lryt vAI•~• in WeRtr• Eor-.l.otulru /986. 

3) N<MI/6.N•"""""'· E.tK/kw, R.: Di4 v~rl•llt• NGiion. (}IJu un Verswch tJ..r D•wscltm, ilu<n Clulr~r •• 
IINUrn. SIMitgart 1981. 

I) · Voir lo rApport dt Joocloim Scllild. ~·•rgltlclw..U l.ibt~UrfM•c1lwll wtd •IUr;p/Wclw /ltlttraJiolt. S/41td Mrtd 

Enlwicld""'s""'a/il:~il.,. m du 811/tdttrqubliJ. D1111scltiJJnd. ~1. • ~9. JMi /f/90. Wwi,rsb#Ug; D•.UC~· 
FrtJ11161Uclw /NtiiOI JW/. 
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in~vitable uniformisation des soci~t~s curop«nnes: "Us ~concmistes onl observi depuis 

long temps que les modes de coiiSommation des populatioiiS europ~ennes se rapprochaient 

de plus en plus les UIIS des autres; de ~me pour les nlveaux de rlmuniration. Des 

populatloiiS disposant a peu pris des mbnes revenus. ayant la m~me efficacitl, adoptant 

progressivement des genres de vie semblables et se fournissanr aupr~s d'enrreprises doni 

la dlmtiiSlon dipasse la dimeiiSion nationale (processus largement ent~ pour 

l'alimenuulon, le vetemenr, le spon etc.) seronr de m.oiiiS en maillS dejinles en rermes 

tconcmiques par leur apparte/IQ/Ice lllllionale et de plus en plus par les caracrtres et les 

contrainres du marchi unique. La machine lconcmique, de toutes ses forces, conduit a 
l'unijonnitl. n (p. 229s.) 

Dominiquc SCHNAPPER rappelle, par contrc, !'importance du cadre national qui d~passe 

de loin sa fonctlon purcmcnt polltiquc: "Lil nation reste pourtant une instance de 

r~sulation et un lieu d'identification prlvll4gl~e. ( ... )Le mofllk communiste pewrzous aider 

d voir que dans Its pays de /'Europe de l'Ouesr aussi, les iiiStltudoiiS et la valeur 

idenritaire de la nation, ma/gr~ son dtclin, n'en restenJ par maillS une source de 

diff4rences profondes." (p. 243) 

Hcnri MENDRAS est conscient du clllllctere provisoirc de cc genre d'hypoth~se: 'Toute 

une g~ographie morale de /'Europe (comme on disait au sitcle dernler) reste tlfalre, si 

l'on veut ivaluer la persistance des diverslt4s et des conrrastes et ~me peur-4rre leur 

revitalisation par les moyens rzouveaux fournis par l'enrichissement et les prngrts de la 

technique( ... ). Pour lors, dans /'~tat des donnles, rzous en sommes rtduits d ausculter les 

atritudes et les valeurs a /'aide des sondages qui sont de merveilleux outi/s, mais qui 

n'atteignent que le niveau des opinions et se pretent mal d identifier les transformations 

des attitudes profondes." (p. 46s.) 

Sergio ROMANO insiste lui aussi sur le r61e de l'Etat dans les diff6rences qui subsistent 

entre les pays euro~ens: "If est vrat que /'Espagne, la Grande Bretagne, la France, 
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I'Allemagne F~tUra/e er l'lralie ont v~cu au cours des derni~res annies des chapilres 

para/Wes d'une mernt histoire ~conomique et sociale. Mais deux observations s'/mposent. 

Le fait que des r~sultats analogues alent tr~ atteinrs de fafon si dissemhfahle er que l'Erar 

air joui un role si difftrelll dans les transformations des derni~res an~es aura 

cerrainement des rlpercussions sur l'histoire future des pays ~tudils er sur leur capacirl 

· d'adaptarion aux rtgleJ de /'Europe communautaire" (p. 24s.) . 

Ce recuell, commc tant d'autres, essaie de risoudrc le probl~me par la juxtaposition de 

monographles nationales et nullement comp111'11tives. Dans son analyse du cas anglais, 

Vincent WRlGHT constate toute la complex.ite de la mutation europecnne: "Dans le vaste 

prnce,1sus de changemenrs qui a lieu en Europe dei'Ouest, des facteurs ~conomiques, 

sociaux, culturels er politiques apparaissent illfimement lib les uns aux aurres et nous 

entrafnent vers des motleles de convergence. Pourtant, les agr~gaJJ mllSquent des 

variations ancdes au sein iks nations europ4ennes. L'Etat, le mMCM, les groupes soclaux 

et professionnels jouent un role de mediation dans -ces changements er rous onl ~~~ mode Us 

par des experiences politiques et historiques distinctes." (p. 102) "Nous avons remarq~ 

( ... ) qu'il y avail des tendances en Europe de /'Ouest qui poussaierar vers l'interdipendance 

et l'inrtgration, et que cerraines d'entre elles condui.saient 4 des convergences dans 

cerrains domaines. Pourtant, /'intertUpendance et l'intigration peuvent conduire, par le 

biais ik rtactlons · 4 la fois positives et ntgatives · a une diffirenciation accrue et 4 la 

diversitt, .4 la fois du point de vue tconomique et du point de vue social. Les marchts 

locaux devront sans doure se sp~c/aliser pour survivre. 11 y aura des risistances 4 

l'homagtnlisation culrurelle. car des groupes er des individus chercheront a riq[Jlrmer 

leurs idenJitts. 11 s'ensuit qu'a rravers les mtdiarions des pressions communes vers le 

changemem /'Europe converge clans une certaine mesure, mais les rtponses a /'lntlrieur 

de chaque Etat europien varient, ce qui cr~e des mndeles de sous-cultures transnationales 

comme ceux de fa classe ouvriere industrielle traditionnelle, des jeunes consommareurs en 

ascension sociale, des lmmigres pauvres er marginalis4s." (p. 117). 
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Pour la France, Alain TOURAINE arrive au meme genre de constatations apparemmenr 

contradictoires: "Le changement le plus profond qui s'est optrt dJJns /'experience des 

Fran~ais au cours du dernier demi-siec/e est qu'elle a cesst en grande partle d'ltre 

nationale. L'lcon.:>mie s'est inrernationalisie. et tout auzant la. culture. ( ... ) Ce qui marque 

l'histoire de la France contemporaine, c'est que cet iclatemenl de la societe IIQSionaJe 

aneint un pays qui IJ\'ait idenrijle san Etat national a la fois a une /ongue histoire, pensie 

comme cel/e d'une personne, et au principe des Lumieres. C'est done du champ politique et 

de la nature de l'Etat qu'il faut parrir si /'on veut comprendre les formes particulieres de la 

vie socia/e et culturel/e en France. A partir de rtalit~s sociales, on risquerait d'inrroduire 

des rQtrences constan~es a une societe fran,aise donr c'est pricisement !'existence qui est 

devenue problematique. Si /'on voulait, a /'inverse. pour analyser la transformation de la 

France, parlir de la consommation et des etudes qui nous i'l{ormenr sur ses ~olutions, on 

privi/4gierait les aspects giniraux du marcM europien et on lai.sserait tchapper touJ ce 
• 

q111 fait que la France ne ressemble pas a la Grande Bretagne, alors que sa production et 

sa consommatioil sont proches de celles de sa voislne. Car /'experience humaine est au 

moins autant diterminee par la capacite de rtponse d'un individu ou d'un pays que par les 

stimulations qui lui vlennent de son environnement. Nos choix se torment a travers une 

culture, des Institutions, une education." (p. 145ss.) 

TOURAINE conclut par un appel presque d6scspere aux sciences socialcs, A cette 

sociologic de !'Europe qui devrait pennettrc aux socictcls curopeennes de se comprendre 
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elles-memcs; "La sociiti fran~aise salt aujourd'hui que les images qu'on lui a donniu . 

d'elle-~rne ne .tont que des vieilles photo.r retouchees. En fait, elle ne se volt plus et 

cherche des mains sur le visage des aurres, un jour Ies AmiricaiiiS, un autre les Japonais, 

parjols les Allemands ou les flaliens, des expressions qu'elle voudrait s'atrribuer d elle

~me. Cet aveug/ernent ne pew pas durer. Les sciences sociales, qui porrenr encore le 

polds d'une collioncture idiologique difavorable, ont la responsabilili de dichirer /es 

discours opaques et de /aisser entrer la lumiere qui permettra a la sociitA fran~aise de 

voir son propre visage, bien dilferenr des souvenirs malntenant lointalns, qiJ.'elle en a 



corueTlles. Mais e/le ne pourra le reconnaftre qu'en le comparant d ceux de ses frires er 

soeurs d'Europe qui vlvenr la miTM histoire, car le seru de norre situation ne peut irre 

compris qu'd rravers les diffirences entre les r~ponses que nous apporrons aux mimes 

questions." (p. !70s.) 

Pour les pays postcommunistes de !'Europe centrale et orientale, tous les 16moignages 

confumentl) que le d6calage entre la rapidil6 du bouleversement politique,la lenteur d'une 

transformation &:onornique incertaine et les !!volutions profondes des sociel6s prennent des 

formes dramatiques. Pour que le "retour d l'Europe" si ardemmcnt souhai~ puisse se 

realiser, trois conditions devraient ~U'e remplies selon !'analyse de Ralf DAHRENDORF: 

l'etablissement d'un etat de droit; !'introduction d'une veritable economic de marche et le 

developpement d'une socie~ civile. Comme Jacques RUPNIK le soulignait lors d'un r6cent 

colloque de la Fondation Europ6enne de la Culture l Vienne, les mesures politiques 

peuvcnt ~tre prises dans un delai de six mois, la tnmsformation economique n6cessiterait, 

dans le meilleur des cas. six ans er !'evolution d'une socic!te civile soixanre ans. Comment 

coordonncr ccs trois niveaux si etroitement interdependants? 

3. L 'jncpmprthensjon des sp4c!Ocltes culture!!u: un obstacle A la cooantion 
curop&npc 

Le bc:soin d'une analyse comparee des socie~s europt!cnnes ne conceme pas seulcment la 

prise de conscience des rc!alitc!s politiques et socialcs. Il correspond aux besoins immediats 

des entreprises qui des qu'elles essaient de passer de l'echange international de produits 

vers de v6ri&ables synergies oo de fusion5 avec des partenaires ~triiJigers se heonenr ~ des 

I J Vuir JHV OMmf>/4, Rop..;Jr. 1: L'Diilro EuroTJ4, Paru 1990; Dalv•ndorf, R.: B•tr/JChlunglnilblr di6 R4Vo/J.Iion ill 
Ewopa. Sloilgwl 1990; Moui, D.IR"''IIik. J.: lA no<tvldM c0111i11e111. PlaidU'Jif pow l'Europl riJIIl.ittGIIU. P111is 
/PP/; usoorne,J, •tucomt•. B.: L'Arlanl/.quo d I'OONII. L'<'lmi•-cDnllnJUiistM. Pari• 1!190. 
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obstacles non seulement linguistiqucs, mais b. un v6ritablc "mur culture I" qui subsistc entre 

les manieres de penser et de proc&ler, en!l'e les hierarchies sociales et lcs styles de gestion. 

En effet. toutes les l!tudes sur la cooperation ~onomique et le manaaement compar6 le 

confirment: au-deiA des pmbl~mes linguistiques, les di~rences socioculrurelles mal 

comprises constituent urt obstacle majeur b. toute coopl!ration approfondie meme A 

l'interieur de I 'Europe. Le memc pMnomene apparait dans le domaine universitaire si I' on 

veut passer des ~banges traditionnels A une veritable cooperation scientifique ou 

pCdagogique. Les diffl!rcnccs de componement et les difficultes de communication font 

probl~me ~s qu'il s'agit non seulement d'oraansier des !!changes, mais de remettre en 

question ce qui pour chaque partenaire "va de soi" (c'est ainsi que le psychologue 

HOFSTATI'ER defmitla culture). Ces differences soot genCralemcnt interpretees en termc 

de "meotalite", c'est-l-dire des ~:omportements psychologiques consideres commc 6tranges 

ou aberrants. En les analysant de plus pres, on constate cependant que la plupart des 

malcntendus et des componements divergcnts sont le Iisultat de differences sociologiques 

parfaitement comprehcnsibles comme surtout les differences entre les sysWIIes 

d'Cducation, des modes de pensec, des componements et des structures sociales qu'elles 

produisent, des structures instirutionnelles et des hierarchies dans les administrations, les 

entreprises, les universites et dans la vie sociale et politique. 

Tout en 6tant Ala mode, !'etude des ''cultures d'enrreprise" n'a pas encore conduit l des 

etudes comparative& approfondies b. l'~helle europeenne, mise a part l'enqu!te deja 

anciennc et . consacn!e b. une multinationale assez: particuli~re de Daniel 

BOWNOER/Geen HOFSTEDE: Les diff~rences culn.uelles dans le manageme/lt. 

Cornrnent chDque pays g~re-t-11 ses hornrnes? Paris: Les Uitions d'organisation 1987. Le 

livn: de Philippe d'TRIBARNE: La logique de l'honneur. Gesrion des entreprises et 

traditions nationales. Paris: Seuil 1989 qui combine des monographie5 sur trois 

entreprises en France, aux Etats-Unis et aux Pays Ba' avec des considl!tations historiques 

et sociologiques sur I '6volution des aois soci6tes est methodologiquement ~s stimulant 
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mais encore largement s~culatif. Dans la pratique, on en restc done aux simples recettes 

de comportcment epicecs de considerations d'anthropologie culturelle u-op generales ou 

horriblement s~ereotypees comme l'ouvrage d'Edward T. HAU.)Mildrcd Reed HALL: us 

dif!~rences cachies. Comment comntiUIIqucr avec /es Al/emattds. Hamburg: Gruner + 

Jahr 1984, consacre Ala comparaison franco-allemande. 

Une des rai~ons majeures de cette defaillance dans la comparaison concrttc d'un secteur 

central des societes europecnncs reside dans le fait que !'analyse des syst~mes d'education 

tout en prcnant de plus en plus conscience des phenom~nes d'intemationaiisation n'a pas 

encore reussi A degaaer d'une manim coherente et comparative le rappon entre les 

structures lnstitutionnelles, !curs consequences sociales et la mani~re de laqueUe les formes 

et les contenus de l'enseignement et surtout des examens conduisent l des mani~s de 

penser et A des componemcnts qui se rctrouvcnt dans la vie des cntreprises, dans 

!'administration et dans la vie sociale. C'est ainsi qu'une etude commc celle de Jcan-Michel 

LECLERCQ et Christiane RAULT: us systtmes educatifs en Europe. Vers un espace 

communautaire? Paris: Documenran'on Fran,alse 1990, rcstc institutionnelle et statlstique 

et se llmltc 11 une notion technocratlquc. de la politique de !'education. Les etudes plus 

differenciees comme cclle de Jacques LESOURNE; Education & Soci~~. Les dijis de /'an 

2000. Paris: La Dlcouverrelu Monde de /'Education 1988 ou pour l'Ailemagne celle de 

Sebastian MUll.ER-ROLLI (ed.): Das Bildungswel·en der ZuA:ullfr. Stuttgart: Klett·Cona 

1987 restent essentiellement mononationales. Une analyse comparative des syst~mes 

d'en&cignement et des styles d'enscigner et d'apprendrc serait d'autant plus n~essaire 

qu'elle perrnc.ttrait de mleux prtparcr lcs echanges unlvcrsitaires dans le cadre de 

programmes comme ERASMUSll. Pour donner toute leur efficacite au" programmes 

d'~hange qui sont en effet le meilleur moyen pour promouvoir la comprehension entre 

Europeens Cl une reflexion commune sur l'avenir de nos societes,une telle comparaison 

1 I Cu di[u:il1 ontlll ,.l,.b d4ll1 ~ ropptJrl th B_,rtllr·GIJllll, G.tDo)IOtlo NJKiou, G.: L'amlllorf1liD~ u IIJ 
prlparaliott.., dl. fat:compogMmon/ u .. , ... ,;q~s ~· «>eiotuii.,•Lr du biUlklnJI poni&ipDnl """P'"''
w,,,.,,;,.,.il<lirtl u cooplralion £RI4.SMUS. Broul/u /989. 
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approfondie des syst~mes d'6ducation et de leurs con~uences sociales et intellectuelles 

serait un outill!ll!mentaire. 

4. Iotcnsjtlcr la recherche et la fgrgtfon 

Notre bilan - n6cessairement provisoire - a fait apparaitre toute une shie de questions 

auxquelles les publications existantes apportent peu de reponses satisfaisantes. Ellcs 

dtpasscnl de loin la recherche sur l'intl!gradon europ~Me telle qu'elle est habituellcment 

r6alis6e dans les sciences politiques, 6conomiques et juridiques. Malgtt un nombre 

croissant de publications A base de donnl!es statistiques comme pill' exemple 06rard 

MERMET: Euroscopie. Les Europiens: Qui sont-tls? Comment vivent·lls? Parts: 

Larou.sse 1991, la sociologic comparte de !'Europe n'en est qu'l ses dl!buts. Etant donn6 

son importance scientifique, politique et pratique. elle rn6rlterait des efforts particuliers .. 

La sensibilisation aux problemes de la communication lnterculturelle tels qu'ils ne se 

posent pas sculement entre soci6~s mutuellement exotiques mais l l'intl!rieur meme de 

!'Europe devtait faire l'objet de !'education l tousles niveaux. 

1/lnitiation aux m6thodcs de la complll'aison internalionale devrait etre int6p dans les 

6tudea europ6ennes. En effet, la formation initiale et continue dans le domaine de la 

sociologic de: !'Europe constitue une contribution importante pour son approfondissement 

et ses l!llll'gissements 6vcnruels. 

' ' 
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